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2020 DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL CONVENTION

LETTER FROM THE

CREDENTIALS COMMITTEE CO-CHAIRS
Dear Delegates,
The 2020 Democratic National Convention will be unlike any other convention in the modern era
due to its virtual format. At the start of the COVID19 pandemic, the Democratic National Committee
(DNC) and the Democratic National Convention Committee (DNCC) listened to advice of public health
experts and put contingencies in place for a successful convention that would ensure public health
was protected.
The Credentials Committee is responsible for resolving questions concerning the credentialing
and seating of delegates and alternates to the Democratic National Convention. For the 2020
National Convention, over 4700 delegates and 300 alternates will be accredited. These delegates and
alternates were selected by a process that began with the most presidential candidates in our Party’s
history and culminated with our Party united behind the Democratic nominee for President, Vice
President Joe Biden.
We know that the efforts of the Democratic National Committee to design a nominating process that
increases participation is good for our Party, our process, and ultimately our nominee. The process
by which we elect delegates reflects our Party’s commitment to ensuring that all convention participants are selected in an open and transparent manner that encourages engagement by all who wish
to participate as Democrats.
We would like to express our gratitude to DNC Chair Tom Perez, DNC Rules and Bylaws Committee
members, Credentials Committee members and State Parties who gave their time and effort to
ensure every delegation to the 2020 Democratic National Convention represents the great diversity
of our Party.

Lorraine C. Miller & James Roosevelt, Jr.
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2020 CREDENTIALS COMMITTEE
COMMITTEE CO-CHAIRS
Lorraine C. Miller
James Roosevelt, Jr.

COMMITTEE VICE CHAIRS
Tonio Burgos
Shefali Razdan Duggal
Keith Harper
Maura Healey

ALABAMA

Miguel Martinez

Anthony Daniels

Riddhi Patel

DISTRICT OF
COLUMBIA

Louise Jones

Walter Riley

Don Dinan

Maha Rizvi

ALASKA

Rocio Santacruz

FLORIDA

Veronica Slajer

William Smart

Mohammad “Junaid”

Sarah Souza

AMERICAN SAMOA

Akther

Shirley Toy

Patrick Reid

Christopher Cano

Jerry Velasco

Lourdes Ferrer-Diaz

Dan Weitzman

Christina Forrest

ARIZONA

Carole Gauronskas

Lauren Kuby

COLORADO

Martín Quezada

Michael Mesa

Candi CdeBaca

Bill Roe

Evelyn Perez-Verdia

Pilar Chapa

Adriana Rivera

Robert Rodriguez

Joshua Simmons

CONNECTICUT

GEORGIA

Deborah D’Agostino

Emmaundia Ford

Erick Russell

Jane Kidd

ARKANSAS
Ana Aguayo

CALIFORNIA
Daniel Andalon

Pedro Marin

Evlyn Andrade

DELAWARE

Marco Briones

Brian McGlinchey

Edgar Castelan
Malia Cohen

James Woodall

GUAM

Kristie Hernandez

DEMOCRATS
ABROAD

Rikki Orsini

Sam Hindi

Claire Lops

HAWAII

Heather Hutt

Evan Weber
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IDAHO

MASSACHUSETTS

Dennis Klein

Pat Tucker

Claire Cronin

Debbie White

Anabela Gomes

ILLINOIS

John Rogers

NEW MEXICO

Lynn Casey-Maher

Rand Wilson

Pascualito Maestas

Suzanna Ibarra

MICHIGAN

NEW YORK

Kevin Morrison

Brenda Carter

George Albro

Jose Requena

Carole Chi

Ruben Diaz Jr.

John West

Alexis Hart

Tim Grippen

Kristina Zahorik

Yousef Rabhi

Karina Hahn

Steven Rzeppa

Shawn Hogan

Sara Feigenholtz

Judith Hunter

INDIANA
Mike Carter
Grace Kestler
Greg Porter

IOWA
Christina Blackcloud

KANSAS
Christian Ramirez

KENTUCKY
Queenie Averette
James Hughes

LOUISIANA
Tanya Lombard
Henry Walther

MAINE
Mary Meghan Casey

MINNESOTA

Minsun Kim

Bill McCarthy

June O’Neill

Haaris Pasha

Maria Ordonez

Dory Shonagon

Cory Provost

MISSISSIPPI

NORTH CAROLINA

Tanya Gray

Nida Allam
Leonard Jernigan

MISSOURI

Kristoffer Rixon

Scott Casey

Ginger Walker

John Mayfield

Doug Wilson

Vera Nelson

NORTH DAKOTA
MONTANA

Mary Schneider

Jim Larson

NEBRASKA

NORTHERN MARIANA
ISLANDS

Sue Martin

Fran Castro

NEVADA

OHIO

Keenan Korth

Brooks Boron
Kenn Johnson

MARYLAND

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Anne Healey

Andrea Lewis

Debby Butler

Richard Montgomery

James (Rob) Moxley
Sarah Wolek

NEW JERSEY
Dave Brown

alicia reece
Elizabeth Walters

Angela Garreston
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OKLAHOMA

Denisce Palacios

Gus Bickford

Cassi Peters

Arturo Rodriguez

Latoya Cantrell

Raquel Rojo

Luke Clippinger

Shawn Stevens

Bill Ferguson

Robert Vargas

Gina Hinojosa

OREGON
Carina Miller
Eddy Morales

Sylvia Johnson

UTAH

Adrienne Jones

Meghan Holbrook

Nathaniel Lee

PENNSYLVANIA
Adam Bonin

VERMONT

Madaline Dunn

Martha Allen

Ike Leggett
Jennifer McClellan
Cory McCray

Marjorie Margolies
Dorothy Miller

VIRGIN ISLANDS

Samir Sonti

Carol Burke

Nathaniel Yap

William McCurdy
David McDonald
Minyon Moore
Alana Mounce

VIRGINIA

Shekar Narasimhan

PUERTO RICO

Courtney Hill

Rafael “Tatito” Hernandez
Montañez

Sherman Lea

María Meléndez Altieri

Ed Turner

Ellie Perez

RHODE ISLAND

WASHINGTON

Jorge Quintana

Anthony DeRose

Carin Chase

Stephanie Schriock

SOUTH CAROLINA
Jessica Bright
Donald Fowler

SOUTH DAKOTA
Amanda Bachmann

TENNESSEE
Lee Harris
Delishia Porterfield
Gerard Stranch

TEXAS
Stephen Brown
Chris Chu de León
Aicha Davis
Karen Garcia
Michelle Kassel

John Olszewski
David Pepper

Jennifer Leister

Anthony “Marc” Perrone

Elizabeth Strickler

Sophia Danenberg
Jay Petterson
Mathew Tomaskin

WEST VIRGINIA
Alex Orton

WISCONSIN
Ossie Kendrix
Valerie Landowski
Heidi Wegleitner

WYOMING
Natalia D. Macker

PARTY LEADERS &
ELECTED OFFICIALS
Angela Alsobrooks
Elizabeth Bagley
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#

1 COMMITTEE RESOLUTION

Resolution on the Seating of Delegates and Alternates to the 2020 Democratic
National Convention from unchallenged states and territories
Alabama

Kansas

Northern Mariana Islands

Alaska

Kentucky

Ohio

American Samoa

Louisiana

Oregon

Arizona

Maine

Pennsylvania

Arkansas

Maryland

Rhode Island

California

Massachusetts

South Carolina

Colorado

Michigan

South Dakota

Delaware

Minnesota

Tennessee

Democrats Abroad

Mississippi

Texas

District of Columbia

Missouri

Utah

Florida

Montana

Vermont

Georgia

Nevada

Virgin Islands

Guam

New Hampshire

Virginia

Hawaii

New Jersey

Washington

Idaho

New Mexico

Wisconsin

Illinois

North Carolina

Wyoming

Indiana

North Dakota

Whereas, no challenges were filed to the credentials of delegates or alternates elected pursuant to
the delegate selection process in these states and territories;
Therefore Be It Resolved, that the delegations from these states are hereby accredited to the 2020
Democratic National Convention.
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#2

COMMITTEE RESOLUTION

Resolution on the Seating of Delegates from Iowa to the 2020 Democratic
National Convention
Whereas, the Iowa Democratic Party granted a request from Pete for America for a recanvas of caucus voters; and
Whereas, Bernie 2020 filed an implementation challenge asserting that a requirement of the Iowa
2020 Delegate Selection Plan had not been properly implemented; and
Whereas, the Iowa Democratic Party determined the Delegate Selection Plan had been properly
implemented and denied the request for relief pursuant to Regulations 3.4.C.i and 3.4.H of the Rules
and Bylaws Committee;
Whereas, Bernie 2020 did not timely appeal the denial to the full Rules and Bylaws Committee within ten days pursuant to Regulation 3.4.H.iii of the Rules and Bylaws Committee; and
Whereas, no other challenge to the credentials of delegates and alternates from this state is before
the Credentials Committee;
Therefore Be It Resolved, that the delegates and alternates from Iowa are hereby accredited to the
2020 Democratic National Convention.
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#3

COMMITTEE RESOLUTION

Resolution on the Seating of Delegates from Nebraska to the 2020 Democratic
National Convention
Whereas, a challenge was filed asserting that the Nebraska 2020 Delegate Selection Plan did not
comply with the Douglas County Bylaws; and
Whereas, this challenge did not include a certificate of service as required Regulation 3.3.B of the
Rules and Bylaws Committee and was therefore deficient and not properly filed; and
Whereas, no other challenges to the credentials of delegates and alternates from this state are before the Credentials Committee;
Therefore Be It Resolved, that the delegates and alternates from Nebraska are hereby accredited to
the 2020 Democratic National Convention.
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#4

COMMITTEE RESOLUTION

Resolution on the Seating of Delegates from Oklahoma to the 2020 Democratic
National Convention
Whereas, a challenge was filed to the Oklahoma Delegate Selection Plan regarding disability access;
and
Whereas the challenge documents did not include a certificate of service as required by Regulation
3.3.B of the Rules and Bylaws Committee; and
Whereas, a challenge was filed to the implementation of the Oklahoma Delegate Selection Plan; and
Whereas, this challenge was filed by one individual rather than by 15 individuals with standing, as
required by Regulation 3.4.B of the Rules and Bylaws Committee, this challenge was not properly
filed;
Whereas, no other challenges to the credentials of delegates and alternates from this state are before the Credentials Committee;
Therefore Be It Resolved, that the delegates and alternates from Oklahoma are hereby accredited to
the 2020 Democratic National Convention.
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#5

COMMITTEE RESOLUTION

Resolution on the Seating of Delegates from West Virginia to the 2020 Democratic National Convention
Whereas, a grievance was filed regarding a “members only” meeting of the Executive Committee of
the West Virginia Democratic Party; and
Whereas, the grievance was not properly file and was therefore dismissed; and
Whereas, a challenge was filed to the selection of the temporary standing committee members for
West Virginia; and
Whereas, the Rules and Bylaws Committee required the State Party to hold a new election for the
temporary standing committee members; and
Whereas, a challenge was filed to the procedures used by the State Party involving the actions of the
State Party Bylaws Committee; and
Whereas, the Rules and Bylaws Committee dismissed this challenge as invalid; and
Whereas, challenges were filed regarding procedures used at the county conventions and used in
the state convention to elect delegates, alternates, pages, caucus coordinators, caucus chairs, and
Standing Committee members to the Democratic National Convention;
Whereas, such challenges were subsequently withdrawn;
Whereas, no other challenges to the credentials of delegates and alternates from this state have
been filed;
Therefore Be It Resolved, that the delegates and alternates from West Virginia are hereby accredited to the 2020 Democratic National Convention.
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#6

COMMITTEE RESOLUTION

Resolution on the Seating of Delegates from Puerto Rico to the 2020 Democratic National Convention
Whereas, Delegate Selection Rule 14.A for the 2020 Democratic National Convention requires that
pledged delegates to the Convention “be allocated in a fashion that fairly reflects the expressed presidential preference or uncommitted status of the primary voters”;
Whereas, Rule 14.B further requires that states “allocate district-level delegates and alternates in
proportion to the percentage of the primary or caucus vote won in that district by each preference,
except that preferences falling below a fifteen percent (15%) threshold shall not be awarded any delegates.”;
Whereas, Section III.5.a of the Democratic Party of Puerto Rico’s (“DPPR”) Delegate Selection Plan
provides that “delegate positions shall be allocated so as to fairly reflect the expressed presidential
preference of the primary voters in each district”;
Whereas, Section III.5.a further provides that “The National Convention delegates selected at the
district level shall be allocated in proportion to the percentage of the primary vote won in that district by each preference, except that preferences falling below a 15% threshold shall not be awarded
any delegates”;
Whereas, Puerto Rico held a government-run “two-part” presidential preference primary on July
12, 2020, in which voters were given two ballots: one for presidential preference and one for slates of
National Convention delegate candidates grouped by presidential preference;
Whereas, DPPR has presented a slate of pledged district-level delegates for accreditation based on
the results of the delegate slate ballots, and not the presidential preference ballots;
Whereas, these pledged district-level delegates do not fairly reflect the results of the presidential
preference election in Senate Districts 1-4 and 6-8.
Whereas, if presidential preference election results had been used to select district-level delegates
in each district, the pledge district-level delegate allocation would have been as follows:
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Biden

Sanders

Bloomberg

District 1–San Juan

3

1

0

District 2–Bayamón

3

1

0

District 3–Arecibo

5

0

0

District 4–Mayagüez

3

1

0

District 5–Ponce

2

1

1

District 6–Guayama

4

0

0

District 7–Humacao

3

0

1

District 8–Carolina

3

1

0

Total

26

5

2

Whereas, DPPR has sought accreditation for district-level delegates allocated as follows:
Biden

Sanders

Bloomberg

District 1–San Juan

2

1

1

District 2–Bayamón

2

1

1

District 3–Arecibo

4

0

1

District 4–Mayagüez

2

1

1

District 5–Ponce

2

1

1

District 6–Guayama

3

0

1

District 7–Humacao

1

0

3

District 8–Carolina

2

1

1

Total

18

5

10

Whereas, a challenge was filed by twenty Democrats from Puerto Rico on July 30, 2020, bringing to
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the attention of this Committee DPPR’s violation of the Delegate Selection Rules and its own Delegate
Selection Plan;
Whereas, Tropical Storm Isaias has caused extensive damage in areas of Puerto Rico, and under
these circumstances, the Committee wishes to ensure that DPPR is given sufficient time to bring its
delegation into compliance with its Delegate Selection Plan and Democratic Party rules;
Therefore Be It Resolved, that DPPR shall have until Friday, August 7, 2020 at 11:59 P.M. EDT to
present pledged district-level delegates from Districts 1-4 and 6-8 to the Co-Chairs that fairly reflect
the presidential preference in each of those districts. If these district-level delegates fairly reflect
presidential preference in each of their districts, they will be automatically seated. If DPPR does not
meet this deadline, the Biden and Sanders delegates presented today from these districts will be
automatically accredited, and DPPR’s delegation will be automatically reduced by eight district-level
delegates.
Therefore Be It Further Resolved, that, as the district-level delegates from District 5 fairly reflect
the presidential preference of the voters in that district, the four delegates from that district are
hereby accredited to the 2020 Democratic National Convention.
Therefore Be It Further Resolved, that, as the credentials of the at-large and pledged party leader and elected official delegates and alternates and the automatic delegates from Puerto Rico have
not been challenged, those delegates and alternates are hereby accredited to the 2020 Democratic
National Convention.
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#7

COMMITTEE RESOLUTION

Resolution Delegating Enforcement Authority to the Chairs of the Credentials
Committee
Be It Resolved, that subsequent to the adjournment of this committee and subject to the Call of the
Convention, the Credentials Committee Chairs are hereby authorized to place on the Permanent Roll
of the 2020 Democratic National Convention those delegates and alternates selected pursuant to the
procedures set forth in the Call, the Delegate Selection Rules, the Convention Rules of Procedure;
and
Be It Further Resolved, that the Credentials Committee Chairs are authorized to determine whether
the resolutions of this committee have been complied with and to take such action as may be necessary and appropriate to ensure compliance with such resolutions.
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RULES COMMITTEE REPORT
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LETTER FROM THE

RULES COMMITTEE C0-CHAIR
Dear Delegates,
At the 2020 Democratic National Convention, Democrats will celebrate the diversity of our united
Party and reaffirm our commitment to supporting our Presidential nominee and Democratic candidates at every level.
The Convention Rules Committee is responsible for adopting the Rules of Procedure for the Convention, adopting the Convention Agenda, and ratifying the Convention Officers. These actions that the
Rules Committee has taken will ensure the 2020 Democratic National Convention can efficiently and
effectively proceed with its important business.
Since the beginning of the COVID19 health crisis, the DNC and DNCC reiterated the Democratic
Party’s commitment to holding a convention that would protect public health while transforming the
convention experience for delegates and participants. The convention programming would include
both live broadcasts and curated content from Milwaukee and other satellite cities, locations, and
landmarks across the country.
The convention festivities will kick off on Monday with opening ceremonies as well as the reports
of the standing committees. On Tuesday, after nominating speeches, we will officially nominate Joe
Biden as our Party’s presidential nominee. The keynote address will also happen on Tuesday. The
Vice Presidential candidate will be nominated on Wednesday and the Presidential Nominee’s acceptance speech will be on Thursday.
The Rules Committee ratified a dynamic group of Democrats to serve as the Officers of the Convention. Led by the Convention Chair, Congressman Bennie Thompson, the Officers of the Convention
have made valuable contributions to our Party over the years, and truly represent the ideals and
principles of the Democratic Party.
Through the years, our Party has developed rules and procedures that work. The recommendations
of this committee will allow delegates to conduct Convention business, build political consensus, and
most importantly, unite as a Party in our resolve to elect Joe Biden President, and elect Democrats
up and down the ballot across the nation this November.
We have enjoyed being a part of this extraordinary effort and it is our privilege to present this Report of the Rules Committee for adoption by the 2020 Democratic National Convention.

Maria Cardona
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2020 RULES COMMITTEE
COMMITTEE CO-CHAIRS
Maria Cardona
Barney Frank

COMMITTEE VICE CHAIRS
Keisha Lance Bottoms
Christopher England
Christopher Lu
Alexandra Gallardo Rooker

ALABAMA

Jewel Hurtado

Patricia Edington

Janelle Jolley

DISTRICT OF
COLUMBIA

Doug Turner

Gus Newport

Reta Jo Lewis

Tisa Rodriguez

ALASKA

Teresa Romero

FLORIDA

Felix Rivera

Sal Rosselli

Jeff Branch

Samuel Sukaton

Yolanda Cash Jackson

AMERICAN SAMOA

Chris Tapio

Francine Garcia

Petti Matila

Marisela Villar

Joe Garcia

Kip Wainscott

Alex Howard

ARIZONA

Melissa Martin

January Contreras

COLORADO

Carmen Rodriguez Torres

Dan O’Neal

Serena Gonzales-Gutierrez

Steve Simeonidis

Janee Pousson Garcia

Rosemary Rodriguez

Davette Thompson

Michael Stratton

ARKANSAS
Debrah Mitchell

CALIFORNIA

GEORGIA
CONNECTICUT

Barbara Campbell

Eloisa Melendez

Billy Mitchell

Steven Sheinberg

Pat Pullar

Elizabeth Alcantar

Calvin Smyre

Christine Austria-Lozoya

DELAWARE

Alicia Berhow

Marla Blunt-Carter

Ruscal Cayangyang

Madeleine Bordallo

John Echeverria

DEMOCRATS ABROAD

John Emerson

Joseph Smallhoover

Rudy Gonzalez

GUAM

HAWAII
Bart Dame

Debra Grabelle
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IDAHO

MASSACHUSETTS

Joe Hayden

Gini Ballou

Kate Cook

Shavonda Sumter

Paul Feeney

Denise Wilkerson

ILLINOIS

Jamie Hoag

Shana East

Marianne Rutter

NEW MEXICO
Teresa Leger Fernandez

Jesus “Chuy” Garcia
Andrea Kluger

MICHIGAN

Michael Kreloff

Mallak Beydoun

NEW YORK

Jeanne Lamar

Ron Bieber

Lynne Boecher

Jim Morphew

Lee Gonzalez

Jerry Goldfeder

Maggie Wunderly

Mike McDermott

Aaron Mendelsohn

Jessica Newman

Tim Perfetti
Christine Quinn

INDIANA
Joe Donnelly

MINNESOTA

Jessica Ramos

Mara Reardon

Keith Ellison

Steve Richman

Robin Winston

Rick Hansen

Nydia Velazquez

Cheryl Poling

Brittaney Wells
Jumaane Williams

IOWA
Jackie Norris

MISSISSIPPI
George Ready

NORTH CAROLINA
Sydney Batch

KANSAS
MISSOURI

Kimberly Best

Tishaura Jones

Erskine Bowles

KENTUCKY

Patrick Lynn

Scott Falmlen

Steve Beshear

Natalie Vowell

Jillian Johnson

MONTANA

NORTH DAKOTA

Donavon Hawk

Chad Nodland

NEBRASKA

NORTHERN MARIANA
ISLANDS

Brent Welder

Susanna French

LOUISIANA
Bonita Robertson
Andrew Tuozzolo

Adam Morfeld

Stephen Woodruff

MAINE
Ben Collings

NEVADA
Judith Whitmer

OHIO
Jim Carney

MARYLAND
Charles Gayle

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Steve Dettelbach

Susan Lee

Germano Martins

Kathy DiCristofaro
Jay Goyal

Jim Rosapepe

NEW JERSEY

Sandra Lopez

Charles Hall

Nina Turner
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OKLAHOMA

Jocabed Marquez

Christine Byrd

Garry Mauro

PARTY LEADERS &
ELECTED OFFICIALS

Hatem Natsheh

Charlie Baker

OREGON

Farrukh Shamsi

Lavora Barnes

Lew Frederick

Leticia Van de Putte

James Boland

Katie Skinner

PENNSYLVANIA

Larry Cohen

UTAH

Ray Curry

Angela Romero

Mo Elleithee

Melissa Byrne

Daniel Halpern

Dan Connolly

VERMONT

Heidi Heitkamp

Marcel Groen

David Weinstein

Harold Ickes

Neil Makhija

Elaine Kamarck

Sheila Thomas

VIRGIN ISLANDS

Janni Lehrer-Stein

Sandra Thompson

Kevin Rodriguez

Yvette Lewis

PUERTO RICO

VIRGINIA

Iris Martinez

Isabel Fernández Anguizola

Louise Lucas

Mahlon Mitchell

Carmelo Rios Santiago

Abrar Omeish

Regina Montoya

Jeff Weaver

John Podesta

Kevin Wolf

Kenneth Rigmaiden

Claire Lucas

RHODE ISLAND
Tina Spears

Diane Robertson

WASHINGTON

Emmy Ruiz

SOUTH CAROLINA

Shasti Conrad

Dennis Speight

Terry Alexander

John Frank

Michael Steed

Rosalyn Henderson Myers

Julie Anne Kempf

Kathy Tran

Girmay Zahilay

Frank White

SOUTH DAKOTA
Amanda Fickes

JoDee Winterhof

WEST VIRGINIA
Kameron Miller

TENNESSEE
Norma Lester

WISCONSIN

Sean Parker

Lauren Markowitz

Mark Siegel

Mark Pocan
Randy Udell

TEXAS
John Bucy

WYOMING

Greg Casar

Kenneth Chestek

Stephanie Gharakhanian
Sheila Jackson-Lee
Dyana Limon-Mercado
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PERMANENT OFFICERS OF

THE 2020 DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL CONVENTION
HONORARY CHAIRS
Speaker Nancy Pelosi (CA)
Minority Leader Charles Schumer (NY)

PERMANENT CHAIR
Congressman Bennie Thompson (MS)

PERMANENT CO-CHAIRS
Governor Phil Murphy (NJ)
Senator Tammy Duckworth (IL)
Senator Tom Carper (DE)
Mayor Tom Barrett (WI)
Mayor Keisha Lance Bottoms (GA)
Congressman Tony Cárdenas (CA)

SECRETARY
Jason Rae (WI)

VICE CHAIRS
Senator Bob Casey (PA)
Congresswoman Sharice Davids (KS)
Congresswoman Donna Shalala (FL)
Lieutenant Governor Mandela Barnes (WI)
Lieutenant Governor Kate Marshall (NV)
Lieutenant Governor Garlin Gilchrist (MI)
Former Congressman Tony Coelho (CA)
Former Congresswoman Carol Shea- Porter (NH)

PARLIAMENTARIANS
Congressman Steny Hoyer (MD)
Helen McFadden (SC)
Sarah Merkel (AL)
State Senator Yvanna Cancela (NV)

SERGEANT-AT-ARMS
Congresswoman Gwen Moore (WI)
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AGENDA OF

THE 2020 DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL CONVENTION
MONDAY, AUGUST 17
WISCONSIN CENTER AND REMOTE LOCATIONS
Opening Ceremonies
Committee Reports (Credentials, Rules, and Platform)
Select Speakers

TUESDAY, AUGUST 18
WISCONSIN CENTER AND REMOTE LOCATIONS
Keynote Address
Presidential Candidate Nominating and Seconding Speeches
Roll Call Vote for the Presidential Nominee

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 19
WISCONSIN CENTER AND REMOTE LOCATIONS
Vice Presidential Candidate Nomination and Acclamation
Acceptance Speech by the Nominee for Vice President

THURSDAY, AUGUST 20
WISCONSIN CENTER AND REMOTE LOCATIONS
Acceptance Speech by the Nominee for President
Adjournment
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PERMANENT

PROCEDURAL RULES OF THE 2020
DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL CONVENTION
The following Procedural Rules were approved by the Rules Committee at its meeting on July
30, 2020, and are adapted from the Temporary Rules of Procedure for the 2020 Democratic
National Convention as adopted by the Democratic National Committee on August 25, 2018 in
its Call for the 2020 Democratic National Convention (the “Call”). Pursuant to an amendment
to the Call subsequently adopted by the National Committee on May 29, 2020, the Rules Committee has adopted these Permanent Rules of Procedure for the conduct of the 2020 Democratic National Convention. These Rules reflect changes to accommodate the unique circumstances
in which the 2020 Convention will be held during the COVID-19 pandemic and do not affect the
applicability of longstanding procedures to future Democratic National Conventions.

A. PERMANENT CHAIR AND CONVENTION OFFICERS:
1. In accordance with the requirements of the 1984 Democratic National Convention Resolution
which calls for alternating the Convention Chair by gender, the Permanent Chair of the 2020 Democratic National Convention shall be a male.
2. The Permanent Chair, as selected by the Rules Committee, shall call the Convention to order and
shall preside in accordance with these rules.
3. The National Committee Secretary shall serve as the Secretary.
4. The Rules Committee or the Chair may select such other officers as may be required to assist in
the conduct of the business of the Convention. These officers shall be divided equally. In the case of
gender non-binary officers, they shall not be counted as either a male or female, and the remainder
of the officers shall be equally divided.
B. TEMPORARY AND PERMANENT ROLL:
1. The Secretary of the Democratic National Committee shall determine a Temporary Roll of delegates and alternates to the Convention which shall consist only of those persons selected and certified as delegates and alternates in accordance with the Delegate Selection Rules and pursuant to
the Call, unless a credentials contest shall have arisen with respect to any such person(s), in which
case the Secretary shall include on the Temporary Roll the name of the credentials contestant to be
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considered by the Credentials Committee.
2. The Credentials Committee shall determine and resolve questions concerning the seating of delegates and alternates in its report, which shall be the Permanent Roll of delegates and alternates to
the Convention.
3. The Permanent Roll will be the Roll unless there is a minority report passed pursuant to Article
VII.J.3 of the Call and said minority report is adopted by a majority of the delegates present and voting, changing only that portion of the Roll as outlined in the minority report. Persons whose names
are included on the Permanent Roll of delegates shall be permitted to vote on all matters before the
Convention until the adoption by a majority of the Convention delegates present and voting of any
minority report of the Credentials Committee withdrawing their credentials; provided that no person shall be permitted to vote on their own credentials contest.
C. ORDER OF BUSINESS: The order of business for the Democratic National Convention shall
be as provided in these rules. The Chair of the Convention may, at appropriate times, interrupt the
order of business provided for in these rules for introductions, announcements, addresses, presentations, resolutions of tribute and appreciation, or remarks appropriate to the business of the
Convention.
1. Report of the Credentials Committee:
a. Pursuant to Article VII.J.1 of the Call, as amended by the Democratic National Committee
on May 29, 2020, the Credentials Committee shall determine and resolve questions concerning the seating of delegates and alternates to the Convention. These determinations, as reported in the Credentials Committee’s report, shall be the Permanent Roll of the Convention.
Any minority report meeting the requirements of Article VII.J.3 of the Call shall be submitted to the Convention delegates for their consideration and vote according to the procedures
set forth in Section E of these Rules.
b. The Chair shall recognize the Chair(s) of the Credentials Committee to present the committee’s report. In the event that any minority report of the Credentials Committee received
a majority vote of the Convention delegates present and voting according to the procedures
provided for in Section E of these Rules, the Chair(s) of the Credentials Committee shall
read the results of such vote into the record and the Chair will declare the minority report
adopted. Upon the Chair’s declaration that a minority report has been adopted, the Permanent Roll of the Convention shall be amended to reflect the adopted minority report, and the
Secretary shall remove the votes of any delegates removed from the Permanent Roll by the
minority report from any subsequent vote tally.
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2. Report of Rules Committee:
a. Pursuant to Article VII.I.1 of the Call, as amended by the Democratic National Committee
on May 29, 2020, the Rules Committee shall adopt the Permanent Rules of the Convention
and the Convention agenda; select the permanent officers of the Convention; propose amendments, if any, to the Charter of the Democratic Party of the United States for the Convention’s
consideration; and propose resolutions, if any, concerning any other matter not provided for
in the Permanent Rules of the Convention and not contained in the reports of other standing
committees for the Convention’s consideration. The Rules Committee may also convey statements, if any, adopted by a majority vote of the Committee. Any minority report meeting the
requirements of Article VII.I.3 of the Call, any proposed amendments to the Charter of the
Democratic Party of the United States, and any proposed resolutions concerning any other
matter not provided for in these Rules and not contained in the reports of other standing
committees shall be submitted to the Convention delegates for their consideration and vote
according to the procedures set forth in Section E of these Rules.
b. The Chair shall recognize the Chair(s) of the Rules Committee to present the committee’s
report. In the event that any minority report or resolution of the Rules Committee received
a majority vote of the Convention delegates present and voting according to the procedures
provided for in Section E of these Rules, the Chair(s) of the Rules Committee shall read the
results of such vote into the record and the Chair will declare the minority report or resolution adopted. In the event that the Rules Committee has proposed an amendment to the
Charter of the Democratic Party for the Convention’s consideration and vote, the Chair(s) of
the Rules Committee shall read into the record the results of the vote of the Convention delegates present and voting according to the procedures provided for in Section E of these Rules
on the proposed amendment and, if a majority of Convention delegates present and voting
voted to approve the amendment, the Chair will declare the amendment approved by the
Convention and the amendment shall be transmitted to the Democratic National Committee
for its consideration.
3. Report of Platform Committee:
a. The Platform Committee’s report and any minority report meeting the requirements of Article VII.H.6 of the Call shall be submitted to the Convention delegates for their consideration
and vote according to the procedures set forth in Section E of these Rules.
b. The Chair shall recognize the Chair(s) of the Platform Committee to present the committee’s report. A majority vote of the Convention delegates present and voting according to
the procedures provided for in Section E of these Rules will be required for the passage and
adoption of the Platform Committee’s report. The Chair(s) of the Platform Committee shall
read the results of the Convention delegates’ vote into the record, and if a majority of deleRules Committee Report | 27
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gates present and voting have voted to adopt the report, the report shall be declared adopted.
In the event that any minority report of the Platform Committee received a majority vote of
the Convention delegates present and voting according to the procedures provided for in
Section E of these Rules, the Chair(s) of the Platform Committee shall read the results of such
vote into the record and the Chair will declare the minority report adopted.
4. Nomination of the Democratic Candidate for President: The Chair shall announce the nominations received for the Democratic candidate for the Office of President of the United States. Nominations shall be made in the following manner:
a. Requests to nominate a presidential candidate shall be in writing and shall have affixed
thereto the approval of the proposed nominee and the name of the individuals who shall
be recognized to make the nominating and seconding speeches on behalf of a presidential
candidate and shall be delivered to the Convention Secretary by a method specified by the
Secretary no later than 6:00 p.m. August 1, 2020; the receipt of said request shall constitute
the placement of the individual’s name in nomination to facilitate voting according to the
procedures provided for in Section E of these Rules.
b. Only presidential candidates who have secured not less than 300 pledged delegates certified to the DNC Secretary shall be eligible to request to have their name placed in nomination.
c. The order for nominating presidential candidates shall be determined by the National
Chairperson of the Democratic National Committee, the Chair of the Convention and each
presidential candidate, or their authorized representative, who qualifies to be nominated
pursuant to this section.
Each presidential candidate shall be allowed a total of twenty (20) minutes for the presentation of their name in nomination by nominating and seconding speeches, the time to run
without interruption from the recognition of the nominator.
d. Delegates and alternates shall maintain order during and following nominations for the
Office of President and demonstrations shall not be permitted.
5. Roll Call for Presidential Candidate:
a. After the nominating and seconding speeches for presidential candidates have concluded,
the Convention shall proceed to a roll call by states on the selection of the presidential candidate. The roll call shall follow the alphabetical order of the states with the District of Columbia and Puerto Rico and the territories treated as states for the purpose of the alphabetical
roll call.
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b. On the first presidential roll call, only the votes of pledged delegates cast according to
the procedures provided for in Section E of these Rules will be included in the count and
announced unless a presidential candidate has been certified by the DNC Secretary to have
obtained a number of pledged delegates equal to a majority of all pledged and automatic delegates to the Convention,1 at which point the votes of automatic delegates cast according to
the procedures provided for in Section E of these Rules will also be included in the count and
announced on the first roll call.
c. In the event that a nominating contest moves beyond the first roll call, the votes of all
pledged and automatic delegates will be counted in each round of successive roll calls until a
nominee is chosen.
d. A majority vote of all Convention delegates eligible to vote on the ballot in question shall be
required to nominate the presidential candidate.
e. Eligible delegates may vote for the candidate of their choice whether or not the name of
such candidate was placed in nomination. Any vote cast other than a vote for a presidential
candidate meeting the requirements of Article VI of the Call and Rule 13.K. of the 2020 Delegate Selection Rules shall be considered a vote for “Present.”
f. The roll call will continue until a nominee is selected according to the tally of votes announced during the roll call. State Delegation Chairs will report their delegation’s votes,
which in the discretion of the Chair can be done verbally or in writing at any time. Upon
announcement of a nominee having received a majority of the votes, the roll call may be suspended by the Chair, provided that all states, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico and the
territories shall deliver their vote prior to the nominee’s acceptance speech.
6. Acceptance Speech by Presidential Candidate: Immediately after the selection of the Democratic
nominee for President, the Chair shall invite the nominee to deliver an acceptance speech to the
Convention. The nominee shall become the candidate of the Democratic Party of the United States
for the Office of President upon the conclusion of their acceptance speech.
7. Nomination for the Democratic Candidate for Vice President: The Democratic candidate(s) for Vice
President shall be nominated by the Presidential candidate who has obtained a number of pledged
delegates equal to a majority of all pledged and automatic delegates to the Convention. If there is

1 The determination that a presidential candidate has secured the requisite number of pledged delegates shall be made by
the DNC Secretary upon certification to the Secretary of the requisite number of pledged delegates (the Secretary’s calculation shall not take into account any alternates). The DNC Secretary shall publicly announce his or her determination as soon
as practicable. Subsequent events after the Secretary’s announcement shall not change the determination.
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only one nominee for Vice President, the Chair is authorized to declare the nominated individual the
Democratic Candidate for Vice President.
8. Acceptance Speech by Vice Presidential Candidate: Immediately after the selection of the Democratic nominee for Vice President, the Chair shall invite the nominee to deliver an acceptance speech
to the Convention. The nominee shall become the candidate of the Democratic Party of the United
States for the office of Vice President upon completion of their acceptance speech to the Convention.
D. POWERS AND DUTIES OF THE CHAIR:
1. It shall be the responsibility of the Chair to conduct and expedite the business of the Convention
and to preserve order and decorum in its proceedings. When, in the opinion of the Chair, the business of the Convention is completed, then the Chair may adjourn the Convention.
2. The Chair is authorized to appoint such Convention officers as may be required to assist in the
conduct of the business of the Convention, such officers to be divided equally (in the case of gender
non-binary convention officers, they shall not be counted as either a male or female, and the remainder of the officers shall be equally divided); to appoint any delegate temporarily to perform the
duties of the Chair; and to take such lawful action as may be necessary and appropriate to preserve
order throughout the Convention Hall and on any virtual platform(s) utilized by the Convention; and
to take any other actions consistent with the Charter and the Bylaws of the Democratic Party of the
United States and the Call.
E. VOTING:
1. Secret Ballot: No secret ballots shall be permitted at any stage of the Convention or its committee
proceedings.
2. Proxy Voting: Neither delegate nor alternate delegate votes may be cast by proxy.
3. Roll Call. The roll call shall follow the order as specified in Section C.5.
4. Delegate Voting:
a. On all votes, except the first presidential roll call as described in Section C.5, the votes
of automatic delegates made according to their own preferences will be counted and announced.
b. All delegates to the Convention will vote on all questions on which they are eligible to vote,
including the nomination of the Democratic candidate for President, the approval of the
Democratic Party Platform, any resolution or amendment submitted for consideration of the
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Convention by the Rules Committee pursuant to Section C.2.a of these Rules, and the adoption of any minority report of the Credentials, Rules, and Platform committees, by a remote
voting system which will include email, mail, and telephone voting options. Remote ballots
will be returned to the Secretary or the Secretary’s designee for tabulation; provided, however, that where the Secretary or the Secretary’s designee has an articulable basis to believe
that the ballot was cast in error or by someone other than the delegate to whom the ballot
was issued, the Secretary or the Secretary’s designee shall take such steps, as determined
in the Secretary’s sole discretion, as may be necessary to confirm the identity of the delegate
voting and the substance of the vote cast. There will be a separate ballot for each item to be
voted on.
c. The Secretary may open voting on any matter at any point after the adoption of the reports
of the Credentials Committee and the Rules Committee by the respective committees. The
date and time (“deadline”) by which votes must be received by the Secretary or the Secretary’s designee shall be announced not later than the date on which the ballots are distributed. A delegate may change their vote by submitting an updated vote to the Secretary or the
Secretary’s designee not later than the ballot deadline. Certification of the replacement of a
delegate (due to resignation, death, or unavailability) by an alternate and replacement of a
vacant alternate position will be accepted by the Secretary until 11:00 pm ET, Friday, July 31,
2020.
d. Any delegates whose vote is received by the Secretary or the Secretary’s designee by the
deadline shall be deemed “present and voting” for purposes of these Rules and the Call.
e. All delegates to the National Convention pledged to a presidential candidate shall in all
good conscience reflect the sentiments of those who elected them.
5. Unit Rule: The unit rule, or any rule or practice whereby all members of a Party unit or delegation
may be required to cast their votes in accordance with the will of a majority of the body, shall not be
used.
6. Determination of Question: Except as otherwise provided in these rules, all questions shall be
determined by a majority vote of the delegates present and voting at the Convention.
F. FILLING A VACANCY ON THE NATIONAL TICKET: In the event of death, resignation or
disability of a nominee of the Party for President or Vice President after the adjournment of the
National Convention, the National Chairperson of the Democratic National Committee shall confer
with the Democratic leadership of the United States Congress and the Democratic Governors Association and shall report to the Democratic National Committee, which is authorized to fill the vacancy
or vacancies.
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G. INTERPRETATION OF THE RULES: In interpreting the rules, the Chair may have recourse
to the rulings of Chairs of previous Democratic Conventions, to the precedents of the United States
House of Representatives and to general parliamentary law.
H. APPEALS:
1. The Chair shall decide all questions of order subject to an appeal by any delegate which may be
debated for not more than ten (10) minutes, the time to be equally divided between the delegate
appealing the ruling and a delegate in favor of sustaining the ruling of the Chair; provided that an
appeal shall not be in order while another appeal is pending, or from decisions on recognition, or
from decisions on dilatoriness of motions or during a roll call vote, or on a question on which an
appeal has just been decided or, when in the opinion of the Chair, such appeal is clearly dilatory
2. Before the question is put on any appeal, the Chair shall be entitled to state briefly the reasons for
the ruling being appealed.
3. Any appeal shall be decided by the members of the Rules Committee.
I. MOTION:
1. No question of privilege or any motion other than those provided under these rules shall be
entertained, except the motion to recess (to a time certain or at the call of the Chair), which shall be
privileged, and the motion to adjourn, which shall be the highest privilege.
2. Motions to adjourn or to recess shall be in order at any time except when the question has been
put or a vote is in progress and shall be decided without debate. The Chair shall not entertain a
motion to adjourn or recess when such motion closely follows another such motion if in the opinion
of the Chair such motion is dilatory.
J. AMENDMENTS: No amendments to resolutions or motions before the Convention shall be
permitted, except amendments to standing committee reports or resolutions offered at the direction
of the standing committee or in a minority report of that standing committee; provided that no
motion or proposition on a subject different from that under consideration shall be admitted in the
form of such an amendment.
K. MINORITY REPORTS: Minority reports of committees shall not be considered and voted on by
Convention delegates via the procedures provided for in Section E of these Rules unless a minority
report is endorsed by members representing at least twenty-five percent (25%) of the total votes of
a committee. Each committee’s rules of procedure will provide procedures for the submission of
minority reports. A minority report may be withdrawn at any time prior to the close of voting on the
minority report. A minority report shall be deemed to be withdrawn when support for the report
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falls below the number of members representing twenty-five percent (25%) of the total votes of the
standing committee as evidenced by the written withdrawal of support by proponents of the report.
If a minority report is withdrawn after voting has begun, no votes cast for adoption of that report
will be counted. A committee member may withdraw their support for a minority report by written
notice (including email and fax) to the Secretary of the Democratic National Committee until the
voting on the minority report closes.
L. RESPONSIBILITY: By participating in the Democratic National Convention, each delegate
assumes the responsibility for doing all within their power to assure that voters of their state will
have the opportunity to cast their election ballots for the Presidential and Vice Presidential nominees selected by the Convention or, should a vacancy arise, pursuant to Section F. of these rules, and
expressly agrees that he or she will not publicly support or campaign for any candidate for President
or Vice President other than the nominees of the Democratic National Convention, or, should a
vacancy arise, the nominee(s) selected pursuant to Section F.
M. DEBATE: Unless otherwise provided in these rules, debate on any question shall be limited to a
total of twenty (20) minutes and shall be equally divided between proponents and opponents unless
they and the Chair agree upon an additional or lesser amount of time.
N. QUORUM: A majority of the delegates to the Convention present and voting, as defined in
Section E.4.d, shall constitute a quorum thereof for the purpose of transacting business. The presence of a quorum, as evidenced by the receipt by the Secretary of a majority of the ballots sent to the
delegates upon the organization of the Convention, shall be required to adopt any standing committee report, minority report, or resolution; approve any proposed amendment to the Charter of the
Democratic Party; and select the Democratic candidate for President. For the avoidance of doubt,
presence of a quorum on any item of business shall constitute a quorum for the purpose of selecting
the Democratic candidate for Vice President chosen pursuant to the process set forth in Section C.7
in the event there is only one nomination for that candidacy at the time of the selection. Regardless
of the presence of a quorum, the Chair may announce any of the foregoing actions effectuated by the
processes set forth in Sections E and C.7 of these rules.
O. REFERENCES TO THE “CHAIR”: All references to the authority and responsibilities of the
“Chair” shall pertain to the Permanent Chair, the Co-Chair(s) and any other person assuming the
duties of the Chair as appropriate during the Convention.
P. EQUAL DIVISION: The Charter of the Democratic Party of the United States provides that the
National Convention shall be composed of delegates and alternates equally divided between men
and women (as determined by self-identification). These Rules, in compliance with the Charter, and
pursuant to Rule 6.C. of the 2020 Delegate Selection Rules, mandate that delegates and alternates
from each state and jurisdiction shall be equally divided between men and women with a variance of
no more than one (1). In the case of gender non-binary delegates, they shall not be counted as either
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a male or female, and the remainder of the delegation shall be equally divided between male gender
and female gender.
Q. NON-DISCRIMINATION: Discrimination on the basis of race, sex, age, color, creed, national
origin, religion, ethnic identity, sexual orientation, gender identity, economic status or disability in
the conduct of Democratic Party affairs is prohibited.
R. TERRITORIES: The term “territories” shall refer to American Samoa, Democrats Abroad,
Guam, the Northern Mariana Islands, and the Virgin Islands in these Rules.
S. PROCEEDINGS:
1. A record of all actions taken each day by the Convention shall be made available to all delegates
and alternates.
2. The Secretary of the Democratic National Committee will provide a journal of the full proceedings
of the Convention, which shall be made available within the year following the Convention.
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RULES COMMITTEE UNITY RESOLUTION
The following resolution was considered by the 2020 Rules Committee at its meeting on July
30, 2020, and is recommended for approval by the delegates.
WHEREAS, following the 2016 election, the Democratic National Committee (“DNC”), under the
leadership of Chair Tom Perez, took substantial steps to ensure a more accessible, transparent, and
inclusive 2020 Democratic presidential nominating process;
WHEREAS, these reforms, which encouraged many states to move from caucuses to more inclusive primaries, led to an unprecedented level of voter participation in presidential primary contests
across the country, allowing more Democratic voters to make their voices heard and increasing voter
confidence in our nominating system;
WHEREAS, these reforms helped inspire the largest and most diverse field in our Party’s history to
seek the Democratic Party’s nomination for President;
WHEREAS, the Rules and Bylaws Committee of the DNC (“RBC”) was instrumental in adopting and
implementing the reforms that made the 2020 presidential nominating process the most dynamic
and successful in our Party’s history;
WHEREAS, the Democratic Party needs to continue to build off the successes of the 2020 primary
reforms in creating the rules of the 2024 primary process and Democratic National Convention;
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the RBC must protect and continue the work started in 2017
to make improvements to the 2024 nominating process and Democratic National Convention and
build on the successes achieved this cycle. With the purpose and the goals of continuing to further
accessibility, transparency, and inclusion in our Party, the RBC shall conduct a comprehensive and
structured review of the presidential nominating reforms adopted by the DNC for the 2020 primaries to evaluate where even further reforms are needed, while maintaining the advances that have
been made. This review should include considerations of the successes of each of the reforms adopted in 2018 in achieving the DNC’s goals, empowering rank and file Democrats, and strengthening
and unifying the Democratic Party in the lead up to the general election. In conducting this review,
the RBC should take steps to ensure public and stakeholder engagement in the process, including
at least one public hearing and an opportunity to submit comments. This review and accounting
should be completed by March 31, 2021.
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CONVENTION RULES COMMITTEE STATEMENTS
STATEMENT OF THE COMMITTEE ENCOURAGING THE DNC RULES AND BYLAWS COMMITTEE TO REVIEW ALLOCATING BONUS DELEGATES
The DNC’s Rules and Bylaws Committee is the party body charged with promulgating the rules that
govern the presidential nominating process. Every cycle, the RBC reviews rules to determine what
changes are needed to ensure the process best meets our Party’s expectations. The current Rules
provide for additional delegates to be allocated to states who hold their first determining step (primary or caucus) later in the process and states who hold their first determining step on the same
day as neighboring states. The RBC should review these additional allocations to determine whether
they further an effective nominating process.

STATEMENT OF THE COMMITTEE ON RETAINING DELEGATES EARNED
In recognition of the agreement between Vice President Biden and Senator Sanders regarding the
allocation of statewide delegates (i.e., at large and party leader or elected official delegates) and
Standing Committee members following the suspension of Senator Sanders’s campaign, it is the
sense of the Committee that the agreed upon approach should be commended for future adoption
by the DNC’s Rules and Bylaws Committee. Specifically, a candidate who has earned statewide
delegates and Standing Committee members should retain those statewide delegates and Standing
Committee members upon the suspension of their campaign, unless they affirmatively release those
allocated delegates or committee members. Should that candidate continue to appear on primary
ballots or in party-administered caucuses, they should be entitled to the statewide delegates and
Standing Committee members that otherwise would be allocated to them based on the expressed
support of their candidacy, should the candidate so choose.

STATEMENT OF THE COMMITTEE TO BUILD ON THE DIVERSITY WITH DNC
MEMBERSHIP AND STANDING COMMITTEES
The Democratic National Committee (DNC) is made up of over 400 members elected in every state
and territory and reflects the great diversity of our Party. The current DNC has taken numerous,
measurable steps to expand and include voices in the Party at every level and we encourage the DNC
to continue to build on the geographical and ideological diversity in the Party, including in At-Large
appointments made by its Chair. The next DNC leadership team should also ensure that DNC AtLarge Members and Standing Committee appointees will reflect the depth and breadth of our Party’s, including, but not limited to, the diversity of its membership, the scope of its geographic reach,
and the spectrum of its philosophy. We encourage the DNC, State Parties and allied organizations to
work together and implement policies and practices to ensure the full participation of all Democrats
in all party affairs at every level.
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STATEMENT ON FINANCIAL SUPPORT FOR TERRITORIAL PARTY
ENTITIES
The Rules Committee urges the Democratic National Committee (DNC) to allow American Samoa,
Democrats Abroad, Guam, the Northern Mariana Islands, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands Democratic Parties to participate equally in programs of national party financial support such as the State
Party Partnership, and to the extent necessary study and support potential legislation and policy to
assure equal participation at the earliest possible date.
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PLATFORM COMMITTEE REPORT
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LETTER FROM THE

PLATFORM DRAFTING COMMITTEE CHAIR
Dear Delegates,
In the spring, the process of drafting the 2020 Democratic Platform began with the formation of
the Unity Task Forces. Appointed by Vice President Biden and Senator Sanders, the Unity Task
Forces focused their work on six major policy areas. Continuing the collaborative work of the
Unity Task Forces, the Platform Drafting Committee began a process to engage voters by encouraging them to share their stories so that we could make sure those values were reflected in the
2020 Democratic Platform.
We received over 14,000 comments, written statements, and videos from Democrats who wanted
to share their ideas and concerns with us. We held three hearings where we heard from over 50
people who shared their insights on how we could best solve the problems so many of our fellow
Americans face. In addition, we met with numerous allied organizations, elected officials and
other groups to hear their ideas.
Our platform clearly lays out a vision for our country that will meet the challenges Americans
face today and create a better future for all. This is a document unlike anything our Party has
seen before and I am proud to have worked with the members of the Platform Drafting Committee to develop this document that clearly articulates the unified vision of our Party.
It was a privilege to serve as this committee’s chair and to work with the Drafting Committee to
create a Platform that embodies the values of the Democratic Party as we approach the most important election of our lifetime.

Keisha Lance Bottoms, Mayor
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2020 PLATFORM DRAFTING COMMITTEE
CHAIR
Mayor Keisha Lance Bottoms(GA)

MEMBERS
Dr. Tony Allen (DE)
President, Delaware State University
Stuart Appelbaum (NY)
President, Retail, Wholesale and Department Store Union (RWDSU)
Congresswoman Katherine Clark (MA-5)
Senator Tammy Duckworth (IL)
Congresswoman Sylvia Garcia (TX-29)
Dr. Heather Gautney (NY)
Associate Professor, Fordham University
Don Graves (OH)
Former Domestic and Economic Policy Director, Office of Vice President Biden
Congresswoman Deb Haaland (NM-1)
Analilia Mejia (NJ)
Former Political Director, Bernie 2020
Josh Orton (WI)
Senior Advisor to Senator Sanders
State Senator Jose Javier Rodriguez (FL-37)
Julianne Smith (DC)
Senior Advisor to the President, German Marshall Fund
Richard Trumka (PA)
President, AFL-CIO
Tom Vilsack (IA)
Former Secretary of Agriculture
Congresswoman Barbara Lee (CA-13)
Ex-Officio Member, 2016 Platform Drafting Committee
Carmel Martin (Non-Voting Member)
Senior Advisor for Policy, Biden for President
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LETTER FROM THE

PLATFORM COMMITTEE CO-CHAIRS
Dear Delegates,
As the Chairs of the 2020 Platform Committee, we are pleased to present the Platform to delegates for their approval. The platform you have received represents the work, insight, and ideas
of many, including the Platform Drafting Committee Chair, Atlanta Mayor Keisha Lance Bottoms,
and the members of the Platform Drafting Committee.
The Platform Committee worked together to prepare a document that highlights solutions for so
many of the critical issues important to Americans and reflects the vision and priorities of many
of the policy proposals of our Presidential nominee, Vice President Joe Biden. It represents our
best thinking on solutions and approaches that will create opportunity, equity, mobility, fairness
and success for individuals, families and communities across our nation.
This Platform reflects months of discussion around our shared priorities through the Unity Task
Force process, input we received online from interested Democrats, the work of our drafting and
platform committees, and feedback we received from engagement with allied groups and others
during the process.
We know that the platform reflects the aspirations of Democrats across the country to make ours
a nation where everyone can share in the American dream. Recognizing that we all have a role
to play in building our future, this Platform puts forward a bold vision and specific proposals to
address the challenges we face today and a progressive blueprint for our country’s future.
We are proud of the platform that has been presented to Delegates for consideration and hope
that you will join us and approve the 2020 Democratic Party Platform.

Denis McDonough & Julie Chavez Rodriguez
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2020 PLATFORM COMMITTEE
COMMITTEE CO-CHAIRS
Julie Chavez Rodriguez
Denis McDonough

COMMITTEE VICE CHAIRS
Danielle Gray
Alex Padilla
Jake Sullivan
Nikema Williams

ALABAMA

Marielena Hincapié

DEMOCRATS ABROAD

Carolyn (CiCi) Culpepper

Jihee Huh

Travis Mooney

Tony Parker

Andrew Imparato
Ash Kalra

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

ALASKA

Jane Kim

Sonal Shah

Raina Thiele

Barbara Lee
Michael Lighty

FLORIDA

AMERICAN SAMOA

Tomas Rebecchi

Phillip Agnew

Ethan Lake

Anand Singh

Oscar Braynon

Hilda Solis

Kathy Castor

ARIZONA

Tony Thurmond

Ana Cruz

Marisa Franco

Richard Zaldivar

Ryan Deitsch

Paul Laudicina

Walter Dix

COLORADO

Mia Jones

Michael Connor

Ginette Magana

ARKANSAS

Dennis Obduskey

Khurrum Wahid

Mark Pryor

Terry Tucker

CALIFORNIA

CONNECTICUT

Keisha Lance Bottoms

Joseph Bryant

Susan Goldman

Edgar Fields

Franky Carrillo

Sheldon Pang

Bee Nguyen

Raquel Teran

GEORGIA

Patrisse Cullors

Vincent Olsziewski

Carroll Fife

DELAWARE

Morning Star Gali

Tony Coelho

Nina Hachigian

GUAM
Antonio Azios
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HAWAII

Kathleen Kennedy Townsend

Colleen Hanabusa

NEW JERSEY
Mike Beson

MASSACHUSETTS

Analilia Mejia

IDAHO

Kenell Broomstein

Pat Politano

Larry LaRocco

Stephen Kerrigan

Zakiya Smith

Varshini Prakash

ILLINOIS

Marty Walsh

Valerie Alexander

NEW MEXICO
Antoinette Sedillo Lopez

Clem Balanoff

MICHIGAN

John Laesch

Wendell Anthony

NEW YORK

Mariah McGuire

Michelle Deatrick

Evelyn DeJesus

Martin J. Moylan
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2020 DEMOCRATIC PARTY PLATFORM
The proposed platform was considered by the
2020 Platform Committee at its meeting on July 27, 2020,
and is recommended for approval by the delegates.
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DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL CONVENTION
LAND ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

The Democratic National Committee wishes to acknowledge that we gather together to state our values on lands that have been stewarded through many centuries by the ancestors and descendants of
Tribal Nations who have been here since time immemorial.
We honor the communities native to this continent, and recognize that our country was built on
Indigenous homelands.
We pay our respects to the millions of Indigenous people throughout history who have protected our
lands, waters, and animals.
We respectfully acknowledge that we present this Platform at our 2020 Democratic National Convention on the lands of the Bad River Band of the Lake Superior Tribe of Chippewa Indians, the
Forest County Potawatomi Community, the Ho-Chunk Nation, the Lac Courte Oreilles Band of Lake
Superior Chippewa, the Lac du Flambeau Band of Lake Superior Chippewa, the Menominee Nation,
the Oneida Nation of Wisconsin, the Red Cliff Band of Lake Superior Chippewa, the St. Croix Chippewa Indians of Wisconsin, the Sokaogon Chippewa Community, and the Stockbridge-Munsee Community, Band of Mohican Indians.
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PREAMBLE
America is an idea—one that has endured and evolved through war and depression, prevailed over
fascism and communism, and radiated hope to far distant corners of the earth. Americans believe
that diversity is our greatest strength. That protest is among the highest forms of patriotism. That
our fates and fortunes are bound to rise and fall together. That even when we fall short of our highest ideals, we never stop trying to build a more perfect union.
When the American people go to the polls this fall, we will be choosing more than a candidate. Character is on the ballot in this election. The character of our President, yes, but more than that: the
character of our democracy, our society, and our leadership in the world.
The challenges before us—the worst public health crisis in a century, the worst economic downturn
since the Great Depression, the worst period of global upheaval in a generation, the urgent global
crisis posed by climate change, the intolerable racial injustice that still stains the fabric of our nation—will test America’s character like never before.
The COVID-19 pandemic has laid bare deep-seated problems in our society—the fragility of our economy and social safety net, the risks posed by growing inequality, the impacts of racial and economic
disparities on health and well-being, and the profound consequences of deepening polarization and
political paralysis.
The bill has come due on the Trump Administration’s hollowing out of our public institutions: the
sidelining of experts, the rejection of science, the underinvestment in research, and the gross corruption and abuses of power. President Trump’s dereliction of duty has caused the deaths of tens
of thousands of Americans, the loss of tens of millions of American jobs, and lasting harm to our
children’s education and future.
And it has revealed, at tragic economic and human cost, the emptiness of the Republican Party’s
“America First” foreign policy. Under President Trump, America stands alone. Friends and foes alike
neither admire nor fear President Trump’s leadership—they dismiss and ridicule it. The Republican
Party under President Trump has made America small—when we are a people called to do the greatest things.
Democrats will fight to repair the soul of this nation. To unite and to heal our country. To turn this
crisis into a crucible, from which we will forge a stronger, brighter, and more equitable future.
We must right the wrongs in our democracy, redress the systemic injustices that have long plagued
our society, throw open the doors of opportunity for all Americans, and reinvent our institutions at
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home and our leadership abroad. We do not simply aspire to return our country to where we were
four years ago. We know we must be bolder and more ambitious.
We must once again stop another Republican recession from becoming a second Great Depression.
President Trump and the Republican Party have rigged the economy in favor of the wealthiest few
and the biggest corporations, and left working families and small businesses out in the cold. Democrats will forge a new social and economic contract with the American people—a contract that creates millions of new jobs and promotes shared prosperity, closes racial gaps in income and wealth,
guarantees the right to join or form a union, raises wages and ensures equal pay for women and
paid family leave for all, and safeguards a secure and dignified retirement.
We must guarantee health care not as a privilege for some, but as a right for every single American.
For a century, Democrats have fought to secure universal health care. In the depths of the COVID-19
pandemic, President Trump and the Republican Party are trying to tear health care away from millions of people who depend on it for survival. Democrats will not allow that to happen. We will not
rest until every American can access quality health care and affordable prescription drugs.
We must steel and strengthen our democracy, not distort and debase it. Democrats believe there is
nothing to fear from the voices and votes of the American people. We will restore the full power of
the Voting Rights Act and stamp out voter suppression in all its forms. We will curb the corrupting
influence of money in politics and protect the integrity of our elections from all enemies, foreign and
domestic. We will never accept political gridlock as our fate. We will never tire in our fight to deliver
results and create opportunity for all Americans. And we will end the war on government that has
politicized our institutions, denigrated public service, and left the American people on their own
instead of working to make them whole.
We must heal our nation’s deepest wounds, not fan the flames of hate. Democrats will root out structural and systemic racism in our economy and our society, and reform our criminal justice system
from top to bottom, because we believe Black lives matter. We will ensure that our nation continues
to prize diversity and compassion, and welcomes those who yearn to participate in our great democratic experiment by creating a humane, 21st century immigration system that benefits all Americans.
We will give hate no safe harbor. We will never amplify or legitimize the voices of racism, misogyny,
anti-Semitism, anti-Muslim bigotry, or white supremacy. Democrats will protect and promote the
equal rights of all our citizens—women, LGBTQ+ people, religious minorities, people with disabilities, Native Americans, and all who have been discriminated against in too many ways and for too
many generations. We commit ourselves to the vision articulated by Frederick Douglass of “a Government founded upon justice, and recognizing the equal rights of all.”
We must lead the world in taking on the climate crisis, not deny the science and accelerate the
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damage. From Houston, Texas, to Mexico Beach, Florida; from San Juan, Puerto Rico, to Davenport, Iowa, the last four years have seen record-breaking storms, devastating wildfires, and historic
floods. Democrats will rejoin the Paris Climate Agreement and go further, building a thriving, equitable, and globally competitive clean energy economy that puts workers and communities first, and
leaves no one behind.
We must provide a world-class education in every ZIP code, to every child, because education is
a critical public good. Democrats believe in universal early childhood education, and affordable,
high-quality child care. We will shut down the school-to-prison pipeline, and build a school-to-opportunity pipeline in its place. We will make college affordable again, and give Americans relief from
crushing student debt.
We commit to a foreign policy that accelerates our domestic renewal, not undermines it. We will
focus on what matters most to Americans—more and better jobs, greater security, a cleaner environment, and a more inclusive and resilient society. Democrats will lead with diplomacy as our tool
of first resort and mobilize our allies and partners to meet the tests none of us can meet on our own.
We will stand up to the forces of authoritarianism, not aid and abet their rise, and we will speak and
act with clarity and purpose on behalf of human rights wherever they are under threat. And we will
honor our sacred covenant with our women and men in uniform, our veterans, and our military
families who have carried the burdens of wars that must—at long last—come to an end.
Above all, Democrats still believe in the American idea—its principles, its purpose, and its promise.
We know that four more years of the crass, craven, corrupt leadership we have seen from Donald
Trump and the Republican Party will damage our character and our country beyond repair. We pray,
as Langston Hughes did, “O, let America be America again—the land that never has been yet—and
yet must be—the land where every man is free.” Democrats call on all Americans to come together
and seize this last, best chance to restore the soul of our nation—and vote this November to ensure
our greatest days are still to come.
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PROTECTING AMERICANS AND RECOVERING
FROM THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC
When we do not have competent, experienced, compassionate leaders in government, the American
people suffer. That is the case with the novel coronavirus. President Trump and his Administration
missed multiple opportunities to protect the American people from this deadly pathogen. Instead
of recognizing the danger and confronting it head-on, President Trump lied to the American people
about the disease’s severity, its transmissibility, and the threat it posed to lives and livelihoods.
Make no mistake: President Trump’s abject failure to respond forcefully and capably to the COVID-19
pandemic—his failure to lead—makes him responsible for the deaths of tens of thousands of Americans.
COVID-19 has laid bare deep fault lines in our economy, our society, and our health care system.
Disparities in health care access, in access to paid sick leave, in environmental quality, in the employment market, and in housing have contributed to disproportionate rates of infection and death
among Black Americans, Native Americans, Latinos, and certain Asian American and Pacific Islander communities.
President Trump’s failure to pay attention to early intelligence reports about the pandemic wasted
critical weeks in which we could have prepared for the outbreak. Once the pandemic began spreading in the United States, the President’s failure to lay out clear, consistent guidelines for cities,
states, businesses, and school districts to control the spread of COVID-19 created widespread confusion and chaos. His reckless disregard for the advice of public health experts has made it harder for
mayors and governors to protect the American people. Rather than surge the production of personal
protective equipment and other critical supplies where they were needed most, the Administration
held life-saving resources hostage for political obeisance. Instead of bringing Americans together,
President Trump tried to divide us, using racist and xenophobic rhetoric that has contributed to an
increase in hate crimes against Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders. And in the midst of the pandemic, the Trump Administration is arguing in court to invalidate the Affordable Care Act and rip
health coverage away from tens of millions of people.
President Trump and his Administration have also failed to drive an economic response that is
commensurate with the scale of the challenge before us, preferring to act as though the recession
caused by his incompetent mishandling of the COVID-19 pandemic will correct itself. He has hung
small businesses out to dry while cutting blank checks to the largest corporations; failed to enact
adequate support for public school systems, colleges, universities, and state and local governments
to maintain public services and jobs; endangered the health of essential workers by failing to enact
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workplace safety standards; and neglected to protect working families from economic ruin.
Democrats will save lives by using every available tool to beat back this pandemic, which continues
to sicken and kill hundreds of Americans per day, and lead a global effort to prevent, detect, and
respond to future pandemic threats.
We must start by making COVID-19 testing widely available, convenient, and free to everyone. We
must also expand funding so state and local public health departments can hire sufficient staff to
conduct contact tracing for everyone who tests positive for the novel coronavirus. Only through
widespread, regular testing and tracing can we hope to understand the scope of the pandemic and
contain it.
In a public health crisis, we all have to rely on each other. That’s why Democrats support making
COVID-19 testing, treatment, and any eventual vaccines free to everyone, regardless of their wealth,
insurance coverage, or immigration status. We are all only as safe from this disease as are the most
vulnerable among us.
It has always been a crisis that tens of millions of Americans have no or inadequate health insurance—but in a pandemic, it’s catastrophic for public health. The current crisis would be even worse
without the Affordable Care Act in place. But in the COVID-19 pandemic, Americans need even more
help, which is why Democrats will take immediate action to preserve and expand health insurance
coverage. We will provide direct, increased support to states to enroll eligible adults in Medicaid,
have the federal government cover a higher percentage of the bill, and add incentives for states
which have not yet expanded Medicaid to do so.
For people who risk losing their insurance coverage if they lose their jobs in this pandemic and in
President Trump’s recession, Democrats believe the federal government should pick up 100 percent
of the tab for COBRA insurance, which keeps people on their employer-sponsored plans, without
restrictions. We will re-open the Affordable Care Act marketplaces, even outside of the normal open
enrollment season, and expand subsidies to make it easier for people to buy health coverage. Democrats will also make available on the marketplace a public option administered through the Centers
for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) which includes a platinum-level choice, with low fees and
no deductibles. Low-income Americans will be automatically enrolled in the public option at zero
cost to them, though they may choose to opt out at any time.
We will keep these emergency measures in place until the pandemic ends and unemployment falls
significantly. And should the United States find itself in another pandemic or severe economic downturn in the future, these protections will be made automatically available, so Americans are never
again left to fend for themselves in times of crisis.
Democrats are appalled that President Trump failed to act on the advice of Congress to maintain a
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strong stockpile of critical medical supplies, including personal protective equipment, or adequately
surge U.S. manufacturing of needed equipment through tools like the Defense Production Act. The
resulting equipment shortages endangered millions of lives, including those of our brave frontline
health care workers and other essential workers. Such shortages are unacceptable and must never
happen again. Democrats will direct the federal government to work with private-sector manufacturers to dramatically scale up the United States’ domestic manufacturing capacity for both personal
protective equipment and essential medicines. We will restore federal leadership to ensure medical
supplies are distributed according to need, not political favoritism, and never put states in the position of having to compete against each other for life-saving materials.
Democrats will aggressively enforce non-discrimination protections in the Americans with Disabilities Act and other civil rights laws, especially when designing emergency management systems and
new facilities and services in response to the pandemic. Democrats will prohibit unjustified segregation of patients with disabilities, and additionally prohibit rationing of health care that refuses or
diverts hospitalization, treatment, or supplies based on a patient’s disability. We recognize people
with disabilities living in group homes and other care facilities are at greater risk of contracting
COVID-19, and that people with disabilities may require additional resources to protect their health,
well-being, and independence during the pandemic. We will improve oversight and expand protections for residents and staff at nursing homes, which have seen some of the worst COVID-19
outbreaks. And we will expand support for telemedicine, so Americans do not have to go without
essential health care during the pandemic.
America must never again be left vulnerable to a global pandemic. Democrats believe we must follow
the informed advice of scientists and public health experts, and will take steps to protect federal
scientists from political influence. Democrats will act swiftly to stand up a comprehensive, national
public health surveillance program for COVID-19 and future infectious diseases. We will recruit at
least 100,000 contact tracers with support from trusted local organizations in the communities most
at risk to help state and local health departments use culturally competent approaches to identify
people at risk of contracting or spreading the coronavirus.
Democrats believe we must reverse decades of underinvestment in America’s public health infrastructure. We will substantially increase funding for the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) and for state and local public health departments, many of which suffered deep budget cuts
during the Great Recession and are at risk of further cuts as a result of President Trump’s recession.
State and local public health departments should be given sufficient resources to address pandemic
diseases and other public health crises through coordinated efforts that are inclusive of underrepresented groups who may be disproportionately impacted. Democrats will support medical and public
health research grants for Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs) and other Minority-Serving Institutions (MSIs), which are particularly well suited to research health disparities in
the context of COVID-19.
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Solving the public health crisis posed by the pandemic is the surest way to get the economy back on
track. Countries that have taken aggressive measures to address the COVID-19 pandemic and stop
chains of infection from spreading are poised to have stronger, faster recoveries than the United
States.
But containing the pandemic won’t be enough to repair the damage President Trump has done to our
economy and to the American people—or to build back better.
During acute economic downturns, Democrats believe that we must take care of our workforce
and aim to keep workers whole. We will reform the current unemployment insurance system to
enable more workers to remain attached to their jobs, including by promoting payroll support and
work-sharing programs with generous rates of wage replacement and requirements that employers
maintain workers’ benefits. For those workers who do lose their jobs, we will expand the unemployment insurance system to cover more workers, including independent contractors and gig, parttime, and tipped workers; make sure platform companies and companies that misclassify employees
as contractors pay in to support the system like other employers do; and raise wage replacement
rates, which are far too low in many states. We will expand, not cut, nutrition assistance and food
security programs that millions of Americans are relying on in this crisis. Democrats will also make
long-overdue investments to upgrade and modernize states’ unemployment system technology and
ensure the Department of Labor conducts strong oversight of state unemployment systems to make
sure that unemployed workers can quickly and efficiently access the benefits they are owed.
To prevent President Trump’s recession from becoming a depression, Democrats believe we must act
immediately to make ambitious investments that will support and create jobs. We urgently need to
support state and local governments, which are suffering severe budget shortfalls due to declines in
tax revenues while being asked to shoulder the burden of COVID-related services and rising unemployment. State and local budget cuts translate quickly into lost jobs in education, health care, and
social services—all fields where we need to be adding jobs to meet the needs of the American people.
Democrats will extend significant aid to state and local governments, school districts, and public and
nonprofit colleges and universities, including HBCUs and MSIs, to address these budget shortfalls
and secure jobs. We will condition state and federal aid on maintaining and expanding public-sector
employment, including provisions to protect workers’ rights.
In states and cities across the country, too many parents are being forced to choose between keeping
their jobs and keeping their children safe. Democrats believe that making child care affordable and
widely available is essential to recovering from the COVID-19 pandemic. We will provide funding
to stabilize the sector and ensure child care and educational settings are able to meet the highest
possible public health and worker safety standards to protect the health of care workers, children,
parents, and the broader community.
The United States is facing an unprecedented housing crisis as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic
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and President Trump’s recession, with millions of families at risk of being evicted. We support state
and local measures to freeze rent increases, evictions, utility shutoffs, and late fees for rent, to prevent families from becoming homeless and making the pandemic even worse.
The COVID-19 pandemic has hit small businesses especially hard. Democrats support making significant, immediate grants and loans to help small businesses make payroll, pay rent and other expenses, and keep their doors open when possible. Some estimates indicate as many as 40 percent of
Black-owned small businesses may not survive President Trump’s recession, and small businesses
owned by Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders and Latinos are also at risk. Democrats will prioritize support for Black entrepreneurs and other entrepreneurs of color, as well as women entrepreneurs, including by expanding funding for Community Development Financial Institutions (CDFIs)
and other proven programs that invest in low-income communities and communities of color.
We will impose rigorous oversight on big corporations seeking financial assistance to weather the
pandemic and President Trump’s recession, to ensure that federal dollars support keeping workers
on payroll, not enriching CEOs or shareholders. Taxpayer money should not be used to pay out dividends, fund stock buybacks, or give raises to executives.
No one should have to choose between protecting their health and earning a living. Paid sick leave is
a necessity even under normal circumstances, but in a pandemic, it’s a matter of national security.
This is especially true for the Black, Latino, Asian American and Pacific Islander, Native American,
and low-income workers who are less likely to be able to work from home. We will immediately enact
robust paid sick leave protections as part of the COVID-19 response for all workers in the economy,
including contractors, gig workers, domestic workers, and the self-employed. And Democrats will
take immediate action to protect essential workers on the job where the Trump Administration has
neglected them, from agriculture to meatpacking plants to manufacturing facilities to hospitals,
including by issuing and enforcing effective infectious disease workplace safety standards through
the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.
As millions of Americans have stayed at home to prevent the spread of the pandemic, it is plain to
see that in the 21st century, an accessible internet is not optional: it is a vital tool for receiving an education and for participating in the economy, and all Americans need access to high-speed, affordable broadband service. Democrats will take action to prevent states from blocking municipalities
and rural co-ops from building publicly-owned broadband networks, and increase federal support
for municipal broadband while requiring that funding recipients adhere to policies that support
good jobs and include strong protections for workers’ right to organize. We will increase public
investment in rural, urban, and Tribal broadband infrastructure, offer low-income Americans subsidies for accessing high-speed internet, and invest in digital literacy training programs, so children
and families and people with disabilities can fully participate in school, work, and life from their
homes. And Democrats will restore the Federal Communications Commission’s (FCC) clear authority
to take strong enforcement action against broadband providers who violate net neutrality principles
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through blocking, throttling, paid prioritization, or other measures that create artificial scarcity and
raise consumer prices for this vital service.
President Trump and his Administration have not only failed the American people, they have failed
the world. In past public health crises, including the Ebola epidemic, disciplined American diplomacy shaped and led a common global response, rallied public and private resources, accelerated
research into treatments and vaccines, and directed global emergency aid. In the COVID-19 pandemic, President Trump not only failed to lead, he actively sabotaged global efforts to slow the pandemic.
He refused to work with our partners to identify and coordinate manufacture of potential vaccines;
allegedly tried to poach exclusive rights to a vaccine candidate from our ally Germany; cut CDC and
State Department programs for early identification of infectious pathogens; withdrew funding and
support for the World Health Organization (WHO); and tried to distract from his dereliction of duty
by drawing from the authoritarian playbook he so admires—using racist rhetoric to blame “outsiders” and stoke divisions at home.
Democrats will take the opposite tack by restoring American leadership, driving a coordinated
global health and economic response to the COVID-19 pandemic, and ensuring that we’re far better
prepared for future global health emergencies.

BUILDING A STRONGER, FAIRER ECONOMY
The economy is not working for the American people. In a matter of weeks, the abject failure of
President Trump and his Administration to competently respond to the COVID-19 pandemic erased
all the job gains made since the Obama-Biden Administration pulled the country out of the Great
Recession, and plunged the economy into recession once more.
President Trump inherited the longest economic expansion in American history from the ObamaBiden Administration, and he squandered it. Even before the COVID-19 pandemic, President Trump
was presiding over a recession in the manufacturing sector, after years of growth in the ObamaBiden Administration. He had the audacity to pay for a permanent tax cut for big business by raising
taxes on working families. He launched a reckless trade war with China that cost more than 300,000
American jobs and sent farmers into bankruptcy, decimating the American heartland. He has left
our communities vulnerable and exposed to the impacts of climate change, let other countries
outpace us in the clean energy revolution America should be leading, and completely failed to fulfill
his campaign promise to the American people to invest in rebuilding and modernizing our nation’s
crumbling infrastructure.
But our economy was rigged against working families and the middle class even before the novel
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coronavirus sickened millions and killed more than 150,000 Americans and counting. Working families’ incomes have been largely stagnant for decades, while the cost of basic needs—from housing
to health care, higher education to child care—keep rising at precipitous rates. Meanwhile, the rich
have been capturing a larger and larger share of the economic pie, with incomes for the top one percent growing five times faster than those of the bottom 90 percent.
America bills itself as the land of opportunity, but intergenerational mobility has plummeted; children born in the United States are less likely to move up the income ladder than those in Canada,
Denmark, or the United Kingdom. Women still earn just 82 cents to every dollar men earn, with
even greater disparities for women of color. Median incomes are lower and poverty rates are higher
for Black Americans, Latinos, Native Americans, and certain Asian American and Pacific Islander
communities, compared to median white households. And there is a persistent, pernicious racial
wealth gap that holds millions of Americans back, with the typical white household holding six
times more wealth than the typical Latino family and 10 times more wealth than the typical Black
family. President Trump’s recession threatens to deepen existing inequities, as Black and Latino
workers are less likely to work in jobs that can be done safely from home, less likely to have savings
to fall back on, and less likely to be able to access unemployment insurance and other emergency
programs electronically.
That’s bad for our economy, bad for our democracy, and bad for the soul of our nation.
That is why Democrats commit to forging a new social and economic contract with the American
people—a contract that invests in the people and promotes shared prosperity, not one that benefits
only big corporations and the wealthiest few. One that affirms housing is a right and not a privilege,
and which makes a commitment that no one will be homeless or go hungry in the richest country
on earth. A new economic contract that raises wages and restores workers’ rights to organize, join
a union, and collectively bargain. One that at last supports working families and the middle class by
securing equal pay for women and paid family leave for all. A new economic contract that provides
access for all to reliable and affordable banking and financial services. A new social and economic contract that at last grapples honestly with America’s long and ongoing history of racism and
disenfranchisement, of segregation and discrimination, and invests instead in building equity and
mobility for the people of color who have been left out and left behind for generations.
Democrats stand ready to take immediate, decisive action to pull the economy out of President
Trump’s recession by investing in infrastructure, care work, clean energy, and small businesses to
put Americans to work in good-paying jobs; shoring up state and local budgets to save jobs and protect public health in the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic; and enacting fundamental reforms to address
structural and systemic racism and entrenched income and wealth inequality in our economy and
our banking system.
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PROTECTING WORKERS AND FAMILIES AND CREATING MILLIONS OF JOBS
ACROSS AMERICA
Americans deserve an economy that works for everyone—not just for the wealthy and the well-connected. But our system has been rigged against the American people. Democrats believe that it is
a moral and an economic imperative that we support working families by rebuilding the American
middle class for the 21st century, making sure this time that everyone can make it and thrive, regardless of race, gender, sexual orientation, gender identity, disability status, national origin, age, or
ZIP code.
RAISING WAGES AND PROMOTING WORKERS’ RIGHTS

Democrats will fight to raise wages for working people and improve job quality and security, including by raising the federal minimum wage so it reaches $15 an hour by 2026. Raising the federal
minimum wage, so fewer workers are forced to hold down multiple jobs to make ends meet, will significantly decrease risks of infection from COVID-19 and in the future. We know that strong American labor unions help increase wages and job standards for workers across the economy, which is
why Democrats will prioritize passing the PRO Act and restoring workers’ rights, including the right
to launch secondary boycotts. We will repeal so-called “right to work” laws that undermine worker
power and lead to lower wages and less protection for workers across the economy, and ensure those
who have been left without wage and hour protections for decades—including domestic workers
and farmworkers—have the same rights as other workers. Democrats will support legislation to
strengthen whistleblower and anti-retaliation protections for workers who speak for themselves or
their coworkers. And we will take action to rein in anti-competitive corporate power by rewriting
the rules that have undermined workers’ ability to advocate for themselves, including non-compete
clauses, no-poaching agreements, and contracts that force workers into mandatory arbitration to
resolve violations of employment laws.
Democrats will recognize unions with majority sign-up—via “card check” processes—and ban captive audience meetings, which employers use to bully and browbeat workers. We will hold executives
personally accountable if they interfere in workers’ efforts to organize, including issuing criminal
penalties for intentional obstruction. We will take action to guarantee that when workers come to
the table, they are able to bargain with the employers who actually hold the power, including franchisors, and penalize companies that bargain in bad faith with their workers. Democrats will vigorously
protect all private-sector workers’ right to strike without fear of coercion, interference, and undue
delay. We will also establish the federal government’s role in promoting and facilitating collective
bargaining and helping the parties bring their negotiations to a rapid and successful conclusion,
committing to a high standard for intervening in strikes, including under the Railway Labor Act.
The right of workers to come together and form a union is under attack. We must unrig the rules
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that block workers from having the union they want and update our labor laws to make it more possible. We must change labor law so that it is easier for unions and employers to enter into multi-employer agreements establishing minimum workplace standards related to wages, benefits, and
working conditions.
Democrats believe taxpayer dollars should never flow to employers who steal workers’ wages, violate
labor laws, engage in union-busting, or exploit immigrant workers to depress working conditions
for all workers. We will increase funding and staffing at the Department of Labor to aggressively
enforce wage, hour, health, and safety rules across the economy. Democrats believe employees who
are being misclassified, including gig and platform workers, deserve wage and workplace protections including minimum wage and overtime pay, and we support using the ABC test to determine
employee status. Democrats believe that all workers should be able to hold their employers accountable for unpaid or underpaid wages, regardless of corporate structure. We support using grants and
collaborative relationships with community organizations to ensure that workers know their rights
and responsibilities under the law.
Democrats will strengthen labor rights for the more than 20 million public-sector employees in the
United States by passing the Public Service Freedom to Negotiate Act, which would provide a federal
guarantee for public-sector employees to bargain for better pay and benefits and the working conditions they deserve.
We cannot hope to raise wages without taking on the profound racial biases at work in our employment system. The wage gap between Black workers and white workers is higher today than it was
20 years ago. It takes a typical Black woman 19 months to earn what a typical white man earns in
12 months—and for typical Latinas and Native American women, it takes almost two years. Democrats believe we need to be much more proactive and aggressive in rooting out discrimination in our
employment system. We will increase funding to the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
and increase its authority to initiate directed investigations into civil rights violations, violations of
the rights of people with disabilities, and violations against LGBTQ+ people, especially transgender
women of color. Federal contractors should be required to develop and disclose plans to recruit and
promote people of color, women, LGBTQ+ people, people with disabilities, and veterans—and be held
accountable for delivering.
ENACTING ROBUST WORK-FAMILY POLICIES

The United States is alone among advanced economies in guaranteeing neither paid sick leave nor
paid family leave for all workers. This puts excessive burdens on working families, and especially
working mothers, even in the best of times, and is catastrophic for public health in the midst of the
COVID-19 pandemic.
Democrats will implement paid sick days and a high-quality, comprehensive, and inclusive paid
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family and medical leave system that protects workers from the unfair choice between attending to
urgent health or caretaking needs and earning a paycheck. We will fight to ensure workers are guaranteed at least 12 weeks of paid family and medical leave for all workers and family units, to enable
new parents to recover from childbirth and bond with their newborns, foster or adopted children,
and allow all workers to take extended time off to care for themselves or ailing loved ones..
Finding and paying for high-quality child care is an emotional, logistical, and financial tightrope
for too many parents, and that needs to change. Working parents shouldn’t have to choose between
keeping their kids safe and earning a paycheck. Democrats will make major investments in quality,
affordable child care, including by significantly increasing the Child and Dependent Care Tax Credit
and providing access to affordable, high-quality child care on a sliding scale by boosting funding
for grants to states to help low-income and middle-class families afford child care. We will improve
compensation and benefits for child care providers and enact universal, high-quality pre-K programs for three- and four-year-olds. We will also invest in expanding long-term services and supports and home and community-based care for seniors and people with disabilities. Democrats will
increase wages and benefits for paid caregivers in all settings, which will improve working conditions and quality of care while enabling family members to rejoin the workforce.
INVESTING IN THE ENGINES OF JOB CREATION

Democrats believe the COVID-19 pandemic, and President Trump’s recession, demand unprecedented, transformational federal investments to create family-sustaining and union jobs.
We believe that the world’s richest nation should have the world’s best infrastructure system. That’s
why we will invest in resilient, sustainable, and inclusive infrastructure. Democrats will launch a
clean energy revolution through historic investments in clean energy, clean transportation, energy
efficiency, and advanced manufacturing.
We will repair, modernize, and expand our highways, roads, bridges, and airports, including by
installing 500,000 public charging stations for electric vehicles, ensuring our passenger transportation systems are resilient to the impacts of climate change, and using safe, modern design approaches that allow drivers, pedestrians, cyclists, and others to safely share the road. We will launch
our country’s second great railroad revolution by investing in high-speed rail and passenger and
freight rail systems, and commit to public transportation as a public good, including ensuring transit jobs are good jobs. This railroad revolution will reduce pollution, connect workers to good union
jobs, slash commute times, and spur investment in rural communities that will now be better linked
to major metropolitan areas. Democrats will invest to ensure passenger transportation, including
public transit, is affordable to all and accessible to people with disabilities. We will help transform
Amtrak from a laggard to a leader in passenger rail accessibility and ensure people with disabilities can receive compensation when disability equipment, like wheelchairs, are lost or damaged by
transportation carriers.
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Democrats will upgrade our nation’s ports, lock and dam systems, and freight infrastructure to accommodate 21st century cargo, reduce air and water pollution, and create and maintain high-quality, good-paying jobs. We will increase demand for American-made ships by ensuring U.S. cargo
is carried on ships flying our flag. We will make sure that every community in America has access
to clean, reliable drinking water and safe wastewater systems in their homes, including by replacing dangerous lead pipes. We will increase investment in innovative water technologies, including
water use efficiency, water conservation, and water reuse and recycling, that reduce water waste
and consumer bills. We will modernize and green our public schools, and ensure they are accessible
to students with disabilities. And Democrats will close the digital divide that deprives more than
20 million Americans of high-speed internet access by investing in broadband and 5G technology,
including rural and municipal broadband, while ensuring those investments support good jobs and
include strong protections for workers’ rights to organize, and restoring the FCC’s authority to take
strong enforcement action against internet service providers who violate net neutrality principles.
Democrats support the creation of an infrastructure bank, a public bank that will leverage public
and private resources to build infrastructure projects of national or regional significance, including in rail and transit, clean energy and water infrastructure, broadband, and affordable housing.
Projects that receive assistance from the bank will be required to follow Buy America and Buy Clean
provisions, pay Davis-Bacon prevailing wages, utilize project labor agreements, and ensure employers remain neutral in workers’ organizing efforts.
All federally supported infrastructure projects, whether existing or newly developed, financed
through grants, loans, tax incentives, or a national infrastructure bank, should create good, union
jobs that expand the middle class. That is why Democrats will ensure labor protections, Davis-Bacon
wage standards, project labor agreements, collective bargaining neutrality, and domestic sourcing
requirements are included in any infrastructure legislation, and will block anti-worker provisions,
including forced arbitration. As we expand the clean energy technology and infrastructure industry;
we will fight to enact legislation that will drive the creation of family sustaining jobs, with the high
road labor standards with the provisions defined in the Good Jobs for the 21st Century Energy Act.
Democrats support transparent, accountable, and sound management of publicly owned infrastructure and assets, and will ensure that local jurisdictions are adequately protected from partisan
power grabs seeking to strip them of those assets. We will ensure robust federal oversight of any
proposed transfers of ownership or operations, and will oppose any policy that promotes the privatization of public services or infrastructure.
Democrats believe more products in our homes, stores, workplaces, and communities should be
stamped “Made in America” and will expand support for American manufacturing. We will end policies that incentivize offshoring, and instead accelerate onshoring of critical supply chains, including
in medical supplies and pharmaceuticals. We will expand effective tax credits that support domestic
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ing. We will invest in innovation hubs and government programs to provide small manufacturers
with technical and business expertise so they can grow their revenues and their workforces. Democrats support robust Buy America and Buy Clean standards for federally supported projects, which
help increase demand for domestically produced and low-pollution raw materials.
To ensure all workers can access the good jobs that will be created and supported by these investments and build a diverse pipeline of talent across the economy, Democrats will invest in career and
technical education and high-quality job training programs with formal worker representation in
program development, including pre-apprenticeship opportunities and registered apprenticeships.
We believe in the value of lifelong learning, and will increase investments to support adult literacy
and other skills development programs.
Democrats know that small businesses are among the best job creators in our country. We will significantly boost funding for state small business grant and lending initiatives that generate tens of
billions of dollars of private-sector investment, especially for small businesses owned by women and
people of color. We will increase access to credit for small businesses in low-income and rural areas,
including for unbanked or underbanked businesses. And we will increase funding for programs
supporting businesses owned by women and people of color, including ending the Trump Administration’s effort to starve the Minority Business Development Agency, improving and expanding
Small Business Administration (SBA) programs that most effectively support women- and minority-owned businesses, and increasing opportunities for women- and minority-owned businesses to
obtain or participate in federal contracts.
Democrats will invest in the American heartland and rural communities. We will make it easier
for new and beginning farmers, aquaculture farmers, ranchers, and foresters, including returning
veterans, to start and grow their operations by expanding U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA)
ownership and operating loan programs. Recognizing the history of racial discrimination in USDA’s
core farming programs, Democrats will continue the reform efforts started under the Obama-Biden
Administration to ensure USDA takes a more proactive approach to supporting training and resources for farmers of color. We will protect family farms and promote food security, including by
taking steps to limit foreign ownership of U.S. farmland and reforming agricultural subsidies to better support small- and mid-sized farms. Democrats believe farmers should have the right to repair
their own farming equipment, rather than being forced to rely on large corporations for even the
simplest fixes. And we will expand domestic markets for family farmers and ranchers by developing
and growing regional food systems to deliver fresh, American-grown produce to schools, hospitals,
Department of Defense installations, and other major public institutions, so small, mid-size, and
traditional farmers can stay competitive.
Democrats will partner with America’s farmers, ranchers, and foresters to make the U.S. agriculture sector the first in the world to achieve net-zero emissions, which will spark a revolution in
agriculture and open up new revenue streams for farmers in energy and waste products, and grow
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bio-based manufacturing jobs. We will grow the nation’s biofuels manufacturing sector, including
by strengthening the Renewable Fuel Standard, supporting E15 blends, and supporting research,
development, and deployment of advanced biofuels. We will expand popular, voluntary programs for
sustainable and regenerative agricultural practices that help protect clean air and water and support wildlife habitats, including for threatened pollinators. Democrats will invest in research and
development to support climate-resilient, sustainable, low-carbon, and organic agricultural methods.
America’s farmworkers are essential to our economy, our communities, and our security. We will
enforce labor and environmental protections for farmworkers, including overtime and safety rules
protecting workers from exposure to pesticides and extreme heat, and ensure farmworkers are able
to exercise their right to bargain collectively. Democrats will empower small and mid-size family
farms by tackling market concentration in agriculture, including by strengthening enforcement of
the Sherman and Clayton Antitrust Acts and the Packers and Stockyards Act. We will also review
federal guidelines to improve workers safety at facilities that raise and process meat for consumption, and use the federal government’s procurement power to incentivize the humane treatment of
farm animals in accordance with commercially-recognized animal welfare standards.
The United States has long been a world leader in science, technology, research, and innovation.
Democrats oppose the Trump Administration’s efforts to undermine federal scientific research institutions, apply political screens to research grants, and interfere with the work of career scientists—
actions which have a chilling effect on scientific discovery and are damaging to America’s economic
competitiveness. Democrats will support historic federal investments in research, development,
demonstration, and deployment, which will break new frontiers of science and create jobs across
the country in aerospace, artificial intelligence, advanced materials, biotechnology, and clean energy
and clean vehicles. Democrats support public investments in technology and innovation that help
create a stronger economy for all Americans. We will support women innovators and innovators of
color, encourage diversity in technology, and promote business models that reinvest in low-income
communities and communities of color.
Democrats continue to support the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and are
committed to continuing space exploration and discovery. We believe in continuing the spirit of discovery that has animated NASA’s human space exploration, in addition to its scientific and medical
research, technological innovation, and educational mission that allows us to better understand our
own planet and place in the universe. We will strengthen support for the United States’ role in space
through our continued presence on the International Space Station, working in partnership with the
international community to continue scientific and medical innovation. We support NASA’s work
to return Americans to the moon and go beyond to Mars, taking the next step in exploring our solar
system. Democrats additionally support strengthening NASA and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s Earth observation missions to better understand how climate change is
impacting our home planet.
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BUILDING A FAIR SYSTEM OF INTERNATIONAL TRADE FOR OUR WORKERS

For too long, the global trading system has failed to keep its promises to American workers. Too
many corporations have rushed to outsource jobs, and too many countries have broken their promises to be honest and transparent partners. The COVID-19 pandemic has shown the risks of relying
too heavily on global supply chains, as shutdowns and shortages have created chaos for workers and
consumers and made our public health response even more challenging. The Trump Administration
has failed time after time to deliver for American workers on this crucial issue, siding with corporate interests over our workers and launching a trade war with China that they have no plan for winning—creating incredible hardship for American farmers, manufacturers, workers, and consumers
in the process.
Democrats will pursue a trade policy that puts workers first. We will negotiate strong and enforceable standards for labor, human rights, and the environment in the core text of our trade deals.
Future trade agreements should build on the pro-labor provisions added to the United States-Mexico-Canada Agreement (USMCA) by Democratic members of Congress.
Democrats will take aggressive action against China or any other country that tries to undercut
American manufacturing by manipulating their currencies and maintaining a misaligned exchange
rate with the dollar, dumping products like steel and aluminum in our markets, or providing unfair
subsidies. Unlike President Trump, we will stand up to efforts from China and other state actors to
steal America’s intellectual property and will demand China and other countries cease and desist
from conducting cyberespionage against our companies.
We will eliminate President Trump’s tax and trade policies that encourage big corporations to ship
jobs overseas and evade paying their fair share of taxes. If companies shut down their operations
here and outsource jobs, we’ll claw back any public investments or benefits they received from taxpayers. And we will take immediate action to repair the damage President Trump’s reckless policies
have done to American farmers, by working with our allies to stand up to China and negotiate from
the strongest possible position.

PUTTING HOMEOWNERSHIP IN REACH AND GUARANTEEING SAFE HOUSING
FOR EVERY AMERICAN
Homeownership is at the center of the American Dream—and yet it has never been in reach for all.
Decades of red-lining, rising income inequality, and predatory lending practices targeting low-income families and people of color have made homeownership all but impossible for millions of working families. Homeownership has long been central to building generational wealth, and expanding
access to homeownership to those who have been unfairly excluded and discriminated against is
critical to closing the racial wealth gap. We have a nationwide shortage of affordable housing units,
and tens of millions of Americans live in homes that pose risks to their health and safety. Home2020 Democratic Party Platform | 63
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lessness has reached crisis proportions in a growing number of states, and housing costs that rise
faster than wages have put the squeeze on renters in many of our biggest cities.
Housing in America should be stable, accessible, safe, healthy, energy efficient, and, above all, affordable. No one should have to spend more than 30 percent of their income on housing, so families
have ample resources left to meet their other needs and save for retirement.
Democrats believe the government should take aggressive steps to increase the supply of housing,
especially affordable housing, and address long-standing economic and racial inequities in our
housing markets. We support innovative approaches to eliminating the racial wealth gap in America. Rehabilitating housing and expansion of housing owned by land trusts will increase the amount
of housing available for secure homeownership. We will equalize access to affordable credit and
improve access to down payment assistance to help families of color, low-income families, and rural
buyers purchase homes. We will increase funding for assistance to first-time purchasers and homeowners to navigate the financing and servicing of their homes. We will create a new tax credit of up
to $15,000 to help first-time homebuyers, and will make the tax credit refundable and advanceable,
so buyers can get assistance at the time of purchase, instead of having to wait until they file their
taxes.
Democrats will supercharge investment in the Housing Trust Fund to greatly expand the number
of affordable, accessible housing units on the market. We will expand the Low-Income Housing Tax
Credit to incentivize private-sector construction of affordable housing, and make sure urban, suburban, and rural areas all benefit. We will make energy efficiency upgrades for millions of low-income
households, affordable housing units, and public housing units in metropolitan and rural areas to
save families money on their energy bills and provide safe and healthy homes. And Democrats will
leverage existing programs, including at USDA, to build more affordable, accessible housing and retrofit existing housing in rural areas. We will ensure all federally supported housing projects, from
new builds to retrofits, include mandatory requirements for labor standards, accessibility, and civil
rights protections.
Democrats are committed to ending homelessness in America. Democrats commit to providing
Section 8 housing support for every eligible family, and will enact protections to keep landlords from
discriminating against voucher recipients. We will increase investments in public housing to expand
availability for the first time since the 1990s, and improve and upgrade existing public housing to
ensure safe living conditions for residents, protecting tenants’ rights to return if extensive renovations are needed. Democrats support a housing-first approach to ending homelessness, because
having a stable and safe place to live is essential to helping a person tackle any other challenges
they may face, from mental illness to substance use disorders to post-traumatic stress disorder. We
will act swiftly to end homelessness among veterans and will enact strong protections for lesbian,
gay, bisexual, transgender, and queer youth, especially Black, Latino, and Native American LGBTQ+
youth, who too often find themselves on the streets.
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Democrats will enact a new Homeowner and Renter Bill of Rights to protect families from abusive
lenders and landlords. We will empower renters by working to establish a national tenant right to
organize, and support outreach and education to help tenants advocate to preserve and expand affordable housing. And Democrats will provide legal support to fight wrongful evictions.
America’s history of using public policy and private lending restrictions to close neighborhoods off
to Black families and other people of color and strip equity from their communities is long, painful, and unresolved to this day. The Trump Administration has made matters worse by gutting fair
lending and fair housing protections for homeowners. Democrats will vigorously enforce the Fair
Housing Act, the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act, the Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing rule,
and the disparate impact standard, and hold lenders accountable for discriminatory practices. We
will also ensure that federal housing programs are better designed to affirmatively further fair
housing. We will use the federal government to enforce settlements against discriminatory lenders,
and require communities to proactively review housing patterns and remedy local policies that have
a discriminatory effect. We will work to ensure that residential property and mortgage ownership
records are publicly available and easily accessible, so that homeowners can always know who services their mortgage and who truly owns their debt. Democrats will give local elected officials tools
and resources to combat gentrification, penalize predatory lending practices, and maintain homeownership, including exploring targeted rental relief when exorbitant rent increases force long-term
residents from their communities and tackling persistent racial bias in appraisals that contributes
to the racial wealth gap.

LEVELING THE ECONOMIC PLAYING FIELD
The U.S. economy is rigged against the American people. Time after time, President Trump and the
Republicans have rewarded big corporations and their wealthy donors, and left working families
behind. Democrats will take decisive action to level the playing field for people of color, working families, women, small business owners, and others who have been left on the sidelines.
REFORMING THE TAX CODE TO BENEFIT WORKING FAMILIES

Our tax system has been rigged against the American people by big corporations and their lobbyists,
and by Republican politicians who dole out tax cuts to their biggest donors while leaving working
families to struggle.
Democrats will take action to reverse the Trump Administration’s tax cuts benefiting the wealthiest
Americans and rewarding corporations for shipping American jobs overseas. We will crack down on
overseas tax havens and close loopholes that are exploited by the wealthiest Americans and biggest
corporations. We will make sure the wealthy pay their fair share in taxes. We will make sure investors pay the same tax rates as workers and bring an end to expensive and unproductive tax loop2020 Democratic Party Platform | 65
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holes, including the carried interest loophole. Corporate tax rates, which were cut sharply by the
2017 Republican tax cut, must be raised, and “trickle-down” tax cuts must be rejected. Estate taxes
should also be raised back to the historical norm.
Democrats will reform the tax code to be more progressive and equitable, and reduce barriers for
working families to benefit from targeted tax breaks, including the Earned Income Tax Credit and
the Child Tax Credit. Our program of reform will provide immediate, marked relief for working
families, including more generous, refundable tax credits to benefit low- and middle-income families, and easier and more equitable access to tax provisions that help working families build wealth,
including by equalizing tax benefits for retirement contributions and providing more accessible tax
breaks for homeownership.
CURBING WALL STREET ABUSES

The scars of the financial crisis that triggered the Great Recession are still present in our economy
and our society. Financial institutions should never be “too big to fail.” Democrats will work to reverse the over-financialization of the American economy and curb Wall Street speculation by maintaining and expanding safeguards that separate retail banking institutions from more risky investment operations, and ensuring Wall Street investors pay their fair share in taxes.
We will strengthen and enforce the Obama-Biden Administration’s Dodd-Frank financial reform
law, including the Volcker Rule, to protect American workers from the impacts of future financial
crises, and will support an updated and modernized version of Glass-Steagall. And when justified by
the law, we will back criminal penalties for reckless executives who illegally gamble with the savings
and economic security of their clients and American communities.
Democrats will expand access to credit by creating a public credit reporting agency to provide a
non-discriminatory credit reporting alternative to the private agencies, and will require its use by
all federal lending programs, including home lending and student loans. And we will strengthen
banking regulations, including the Community Reinvestment Act, to ensure equitable access to
credit and banking products for all Americans, and reinvigorate the Consumer Financial Protection
Bureau (CFPB) to ensure that banks, financial institutions, and lenders cannot prey on consumers.
We commit to revisit and repeal sections of existing bankruptcy law that frequently lead to debtors losing their home as the result of medical debt, divorce, job loss, or just bad luck. We will also
give bankruptcy judges the authority to “cram down,” or modify, mortgages for primary residences
during bankruptcy proceedings, so working families can benefit from the same debt relief tools currently available to those who own assets like vacation homes and yachts.
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ENDING POVERTY

Democrats remain committed to ending poverty and enabling all Americans to live up to their
God-given potential. We recognize that the official poverty rate, as measured and communicated by
the federal government, fails to capture critical needs like housing, education, health care, transportation, energy, and other necessities, and therefore understates the true share of Americans living
in poverty. We will support the 10-20-30 funding approach, to direct at least 10 percent of federal
funding to communities where 20 percent or more of the population has been living below the poverty line for 30 years or longer. Directing more federal investment to the communities most in need
will help create jobs; improve and expand housing; modernize and expand transportation, clean
water, wastewater, energy, and broadband infrastructure; and promote shared prosperity.
We will raise the minimum wage to $15 an hour and guarantee equal pay for women, two measures
that in combination will pull millions of families out of poverty. We will make it easier for working
families to benefit from targeted tax breaks, including the Earned Income Tax Credit and the Child
Tax Credit, which too often go unclaimed by the lowest-income tax filers. We will significantly expand affordable housing and build new public housing for the first time since the 1990s, and guarantee Section 8 benefits to all who qualify—all of which will help reduce housing costs and increase
housing availability for low-income families.
Democrats believe health care is a human right. We will incentivize states to expand Medicaid and
enroll low-income people who do not otherwise have health insurance in a new, high-quality public
option without premiums. We will double investments in community health centers and rural health
centers, and expand mobile health units, to make it easier for low-income people to access health
care.
In the wealthiest country on earth, it is a moral abomination that any child could ever go to bed
hungry. Democrats will increase funding for food assistance programs, including SNAP, WIC, and
school meals. We will also remove barriers that keep the formerly incarcerated from accessing food
assistance.
Cuts to the Legal Services Corporation have imperiled access to justice in civil court for low-income
defendants and litigants alike in matters concerning access to public benefits and housing, eviction
proceedings, and custodial cases. Democrats will significantly increase investment in the Legal Services Corporation to ensure those who cannot afford private representation can nevertheless equitably access the civil justice system and have their day in court.
Democrats will provide substantially higher levels of support for programs and institutions that
boost economic development in America’s most impoverished communities, including by doubling
funding for CDFIs, expanding the Community Development Block Grant, increasing the number of
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Rural Business Investment Companies, and expanding and making permanent the New Markets Tax
Credit.
One in four American households are either unbanked or underbanked, putting them at risk of losing money due to exorbitant fees or usurious interest rates. Democrats will support and encourage
efforts in Congress to guarantee affordable, transparent, and trustworthy banking services that are
language-accessible for low- and middle-income families, including bank accounts and real-time
payment systems through the Federal Reserve and easily accessible service locations, like postal
banking.
PROTECTING CONSUMER RIGHTS AND PRIVACY

Consumers, workers, students, retirees, and investors who have been mistreated by businesses
should never be denied their right to fight for fair treatment under the law. Democrats will support
efforts to eliminate the use of forced arbitration clauses in employment and service contracts, which
unfairly strip consumers, workers, students, retirees, and investors of their right to their day in
court.
In the 21st century—and especially in the COVID-19 pandemic—it is all but impossible for consumers, students, workers, and people with disabilities to opt out of using the internet to shop, socialize, learn, work, bank, and live. Democrats are committed to policies that will protect individuals’
privacy and data rights while continuing to support and enable innovation and improve accessibility
in the technology sector. We will update the Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights proposed by the ObamaBiden Administration, including adding strong national standards to protect consumers, employees,
patients, and students from data breaches, and work with Congress to pass it into law. Democrats
will take additional steps to protect student data privacy, particularly in preschool and K-12 settings
where most students are under 18, and ensure that data collected in schools is used only for education, not for commercial purposes. And we support updating the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, which has not been significantly amended since the 1980s, to afford the same protections to
digital content as physical content.
TACKLING RUNAWAY CORPORATE CONCENTRATION

Democrats are concerned that the increase in corporate concentration across a wide range of industries, from hospitals and pharmaceutical companies to agribusiness and retail chains, could be
stifling competition and innovation and creating monopoly conditions that harm consumers. We will
direct federal regulators to review a subset of the mergers and acquisitions that have taken place
since President Trump took office, prioritizing the pharmaceutical, health care, telecommunications,
technology, and agricultural industries, to assess whether any have increased market concentration,
raised consumer prices, demonstrably harmed workers, increased racial inequality, reduced competition, or constricted innovation, and assign appropriate remedies. Democrats will direct regulators
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to consider potential effects of future mergers on the labor market, on low-income and marginalized
communities, and on racial equity, as well as on consumer prices and market competition. And as
a last resort, regulators should consider breaking up corporations if they find they are using their
market power to engage in anti-competitive activities.

GUARANTEEING A SECURE AND DIGNIFIED RETIREMENT
Democrats are proud to be the party that advocates retirement security for all. We are the party that
created and strengthened Social Security, and defended public and private retirement plans that
provide a decent monthly income. And we are fighting to make sure that all workers have the ability
to save at work for emergencies and for retirement.
Social Security is the most enduring thread in our nation’s social safety net. We will enact policies to
make Social Security more progressive, including increasing benefits for all beneficiaries, meaningfully increasing minimum benefit payments, increasing benefits for long-duration beneficiaries, and
protecting surviving spouses from benefit cuts. We will eliminate provisions that unfairly reduce
public sector workers’ earned Social Security benefits. In light of weakened retirement security for
unpaid caregivers and caregivers for family members, who sacrifice not only wages but Social Security benefits when they swap paid labor for unpaid care work, Democrats support Social Security
reform which better accounts for the challenges facing unpaid caregivers—including incremental
reforms to the benefit formula to mitigate the penalty for unpaid care.
Democrats will reject every effort to cut, privatize, or weaken Social Security, including attempts to
raise the retirement age, diminish benefits by cutting cost-of-living adjustments, or reduce earned
benefits. We will ensure Social Security will be there forever.
Democrats will protect Americans’ retirement security, especially in the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic, and take action to protect public and private pensions to ensure workers keep the benefits
they have earned, including through multiemployer plans. Democrats oppose changes to the multiemployer pension system that would endanger workers’ and retirees’ pensions, including composite
pension plans. We support amending federal bankruptcy laws to protect workers’ earned pensions
from being taken away by employers going through bankruptcy.
We will also make it easier to save for retirement beyond Social Security. We will support approaches to retirement saving that enable workers and retirees to prepare for and prosper in retirement,
including reforms that will allow states and municipalities to create public individual and pooled
retirement account options that are easy for workers to access and understand. We will advocate
federal legislation to make it easy for all workers to save, not just those in states or municipalities
that have established their own programs. Democrats believe that when workers are saving for
retirement, the financial advisors they consult should be legally obligated to put their client’s best
interests first. We will take immediate action to reverse the Trump Administration’s regulations
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allowing financial advisors to prioritize their self-interest over their clients’ financial wellbeing. And
Democrats will equalize the network of retirement savings tax breaks so that working people can
build their nest eggs faster, while also providing more equitable access to these accounts through
automatic enrollment and relaxed contribution restrictions for unpaid caregivers.

ACHIEVING UNIVERSAL, AFFORDABLE,
QUALITY HEALTH CARE
Democrats have fought to achieve universal health care for a century. We are proud to be the party of
Medicare, Medicaid, and the Affordable Care Act. Because of the Obama-Biden Administration and
the Affordable Care Act, more than 100 million Americans with pre-existing conditions, from heart
disease to asthma, are secure in the knowledge that insurance companies can no longer discriminate against them. Women can no longer be charged more than men just because of their gender.
And more Americans are able to get health coverage than ever before.
Democrats will keep up the fight until all Americans can access secure, affordable, high-quality
health insurance—because as Democrats, we fundamentally believe health care is a right for all, not
a privilege for the few.
Unfortunately, at every turn, Democrats’ efforts to guarantee health coverage have been met by
obstruction and opposition from the Republican Party. It has been Republicans who have embraced
junk plans that undermine protections for pre-existing conditions. It was Republican state attorneys
general who sued to block Medicaid expansion and Republican governors who refused to extend
Medicaid coverage to their citizens, leaving millions of low-income Americans, disproportionately
people of color, unable to access health coverage. And in the midst of the worst global pandemic in
generations—one that has left more than 150,000 Americans dead and counting—the Trump Administration is fighting in court to invalidate the entirety of the Affordable Care Act and eliminate
insurance for tens of millions of people. Overturning the Affordable Care Act remains a central
plank of the Republican Party platform. The difference in values between the two parties on this lifeor-death issue could not be more stark.
The COVID-19 pandemic has made this difference in values painfully, brutally clear. President Trump
has repeatedly downplayed the threat of the coronavirus, bullied governors for enacting life-saving
public health measures, and left our frontline health care heroes without the equipment they need
to protect themselves and the American people. The burdens of this pandemic have not been borne
equally, as communities of color have suffered higher rates of infection and death, and struggled to
access life-saving care when they need it most. Our essential workers have been deemed expendable
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by the President and his Administration.
As Democrats, we say with one voice: no more.
We are going to at last build the health care system the American people have always deserved: one
that finally provides universal health care coverage; reduces prescription drug prices, premiums,
and out-of-pocket costs; reins in overall health care expenses; and tackles the deep-seated inequities
in our health care system. We will build a health care system that is driven by the needs of patients
and the people who care for them, instead of the profit motives of corporations. We will tackle
entrenched racial disparities in health care, reduce prescription drug prices by standing up to big
pharmaceutical companies, and make it easier to access mental health and substance use disorder
treatment and long-term services and supports in metropolitan and rural areas alike.
Democrats will always fight to save Americans’ lives by making it easier and more affordable to go to
the doctor, get prescription medicines, and access preventive testing and treatments.
Generations of Democrats have been united in the fight for universal health care. We are proud our
party welcomes advocates who want to build on and strengthen the Affordable Care Act and those
who support a Medicare for All approach; all are critical to ensuring that health care is a human
right.

SECURING UNIVERSAL HEALTH CARE THROUGH A PUBLIC OPTION
Democrats believe we need to protect, strengthen, and build upon our bedrock health care programs, including the Affordable Care Act, Medicare, Medicaid, and the Veterans Affairs (VA) system.
Private insurers need real competition to ensure they have incentive to provide affordable, quality
coverage to every American.
To achieve that objective, we will give all Americans the choice to select a high-quality, affordable
public option through the Affordable Care Act marketplace. The public option will provide at least
one plan choice without deductibles; will be administered by CMS, not private companies; and will
cover all primary care without any co-payments and control costs for other treatments by negotiating prices with doctors and hospitals, just like Medicare does on behalf of older people.
Everyone will be eligible to choose the public option or another Affordable Care Act marketplace
plan. To help close the persistent racial gap in insurance rates, Democrats will expand funding for
Affordable Care Act outreach and enrollment programs, so every American knows their options for
securing quality, affordable coverage.
The lowest-income Americans, including more than four million adults who should be eligible for
Medicaid but who live in states where Republican governors have refused to expand the program,
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will be automatically enrolled in the public option without premiums; they may opt out at any time.
And we will enable millions of older workers to choose between their employer-provided plans, the
public option, or enrolling in Medicare when they turn 60, instead of having to wait until they are 65.
Democrats are categorically opposed to raising the Medicare retirement age.
Democrats will also empower the states, as laboratories of democracy, to use Affordable Care Act
innovation waivers to develop locally tailored approaches to health coverage, including by removing
barriers to states that seek to experiment with statewide universal health care approaches.
We also know that finally covering every American through the public and private insurance system alone is not enough to guarantee universal access. That is why Democrats support doubling
investments in community health centers and rural health clinics in underserved urban and rural
areas, including increased support for dental care, mental health care, and substance use services
like medication-assisted treatment, and why we will increase support for mobile health clinics. We
will enact longer, multi-year funding cycles for these critical health services so they can operate
with greater certainty, as community health centers are the nation’s only providers that are required
by law to be both located in medically underserved areas and required to serve all who seek care,
regardless of their ability to pay. And we will leverage innovative payment options through Medicare
and Medicaid to help community health centers and rural health clinics keep their doors open. We
will expand the National Health Service Corps and Teaching Health Center Graduate Medical Education Program to grow a diverse primary care workforce and to address critical shortages of health
care providers in medically underserved rural and urban areas, including primary care nurses,
dental professionals, and mental health and substance use counselors. Democrats will also increase
monitoring and enforcement to ensure that health care facilities are accessible to people with disabilities.

BRINGING DOWN DRUG PRICES AND TAKING ON THE PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRY
Too many Americans struggle to afford the prescription drugs they need to get or stay healthy. No
American should find themselves foregoing or rationing medications because they can’t afford to
pay—especially when taxpayer money underwrites research leading to the development of many
prescription drugs in the first place.
Democrats will take aggressive action to ensure that Americans do not pay more for prescription
drugs than people in other advanced economies, and ensure that all necessary medications are covered. We will empower Medicare to at last be able to negotiate prescription drug prices for all public
and private purchasers—for families and businesses, as well as older Americans—no matter where
they get their coverage. We will also prevent the price of brand-name and outlier generic drugs from
rising faster than the inflation rate. We will cap out-of-pocket drug costs for seniors, and ensure that
effective treatments for chronic health conditions are available at little or no cost.
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For too long, prescription drug companies have gamed the system to justify their price increases by
any means available. Democrats will crack down on anti-competitive efforts to manipulate the patent
system or collude on prices. And we will eliminate tax breaks for prescription drug advertisements.

REDUCING HEALTH CARE COSTS AND IMPROVING HEALTH CARE QUALITY
The United States spends more per capita on health care than any other advanced economy, and has
less to show for it. Health care costs have been increasing for decades, with average premiums for
an employer-provided family plan topping $20,000 in 2019. Democrats know we can reduce out-ofpocket costs for families while improving the quality of health care for all. We will make it easier for
working families to afford high-quality insurance in the Affordable Care Act marketplaces by ensuring that no one pays more than 8.5 percent of their income in premiums and eliminating the cap on
subsidies.
Democrats believe that when Americans are in the hospital or an emergency room, they shouldn’t
have to worry about whether their health care providers are in-network or not, which is why we will
outlaw the predatory practice of surprise medical billing. We will work to increase price transparency in the health care system across all payers, and reduce paperwork through uniform medical
billing. And we will vigorously use antitrust laws to fight against mega-mergers in the hospital, insurance, and pharmaceutical industries that would raise prices for patients by undermining market
competition.
Excessive prescription drug cost-sharing and voids in coverage such as dental, vision, and hearing
services can lead to severe health consequences for Medicare patients. Democrats will fight any efforts to cut Medicare benefits, and support finding financially sustainable policies to expand Medicare to cover dental, vision, and hearing.
Democrats will support policies that increase the number of primary care practitioners, registered
nurses, dentists, and dental therapists, especially in rural and low-income metropolitan areas, so
it’s easier for every American to access preventive and primary health care. Democrats value all people and will actively promote wellness programs for all ages in our diverse communities for better
overall health.

EXPANDING ACCESS TO MENTAL HEALTH AND SUBSTANCE USE TREATMENT
Every American who needs it should be able to access mental health care or substance use disorder
treatment, no matter where they live. Democrats will aggressively enforce the federal mental health
and substance use disorder parity law and ensure that health insurers adequately cover mental
health and substance use treatment. We will also invest in training and hiring more mental health
providers, substance use disorder counselors, and peer support counselors, including by expanding
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funding for health clinics, especially in rural areas, and increasing access to these services through
Medicaid. Trauma has a profound effect on both mental and physical health, and Democrats will
support increased training for health care professionals, educators, social workers, and other care
workers in trauma-informed care and practices. We will oppose efforts to weaken HIPAA and FERPA
privacy rights of people with mental illness.
The opioid epidemic has devastated American communities, and the Trump Administration has
completely failed in its response, leaving millions of families desperate for help. Democrats will
make medication-assisted treatment available to all who need it, and will require publicly supported
health clinics to offer medication-assisted treatment for opioid addiction and approved treatments
for other substance use disorders. We believe we must stop over-prescribing while improving access
to effective and needed pain management. Democrats recognize that incarcerated people suffer
from serious mental health and substance use disorders at higher rates than the general population,
which is why we will support expanded access to mental health and substance use disorder care in
prisons and for returning citizens. We will ensure no one is incarcerated solely for drug use, and
support increased use of drug courts, harm reduction interventions, and treatment diversion programs for those struggling with substance use disorders.

EXPANDING LONG-TERM CARE SERVICES AND SUPPORTS
The COVID-19 pandemic exposed the vulnerabilities of people who reside in institutional settings,
such as nursing homes and independent living facilities, and made clear that biases within Medicaid create undue barriers to home- and community-based long-term services and supports. Democrats will work to eliminate waiting lists for home and community-based care and the institutional
bias within Medicaid, making investments in building the capacity of the Medicaid system to provide
home and community-based services. We will modernize Medicaid eligibility so people with disabilities do not have to work low-wage jobs to access needed services, and to ensure the spouses of people with disabilities can maintain a certain level of income and assets. We will also help Americans
pay for long-term care by creating a tax credit for informal and family caregivers and increasing the
Child and Dependent Care Tax Credit. Democrats will also pursue policies to improve nursing home
staffing and quality standards, strengthen accreditation processes, and combat corporate abuses in
nursing homes and independent living facilities. And Democrats are strongly committed to protecting and enforcing the Americans with Disabilities Act and fulfilling the promise of the Olmstead v.
L.C. decision, which found institutional segregation of people with disabilities to be unlawful.

ELIMINATE RACIAL, GENDER, AND GEOGRAPHIC HEALTH INEQUITIES
The national statistics on American health care mask profound disparities in insurance rates, access
to primary and specialized care, and disparate health outcomes, which are a symptom of those disparities in access. Even before the COVID-19 pandemic, the uninsured rate was nearly three times
higher for Latinos and nearly twice as high for Black Americans as it was for whites. Some segments
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of the Asian American and Pacific Islander population faced uninsured rates rivaling those of Black
Americans and Latinos, and more than one in five Native Americans and Alaska Natives was uninsured. Black children are far more likely than white children to suffer from asthma. Latinos, Native
Americans, Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders, and Black Americans are diagnosed with diabetes at higher rates than whites. And average life expectancy is more than two years lower for rural
Americans compared to those who live in metropolitan areas.
We recognize it is not enough to have a commitment to eliminating health disparities: we must have
a plan. That is why Democrats will launch a sustained, government-wide effort, with leadership at
the highest levels, to eliminate racial, ethnic, gender, and geographic gaps in insurance rates, access
to quality care, and health outcomes. That includes tackling the social, economic, and environmental
inequities—the social determinants of health like poor housing, hunger, inadequate transportation,
mass incarceration, air and water pollution, and gun violence—that contribute to worse health outcomes for low-income Americans and people of color.
We can and must fix these inequities by expanding coverage, making health care more affordable,
and tackling implicit bias in our health care system. Democrats will ensure that people with disabilities are never denied coverage based on the use of quality-adjusted life year (QALY) indexes. Democrats will ensure federal data collection and analysis is adequately funded and designed to allow
for disaggregation by race, gender, sexual orientation, gender identity, geography, disability status,
national origin, and other important variables, so that disparities in health coverage, access, and
outcomes can be better understood and addressed.
We will expand access to health care for people living and working across the United States by extending Affordable Care Act coverage to Dreamers, and working with Congress to lift the five-year
waiting period for Medicaid and Children’s Health Insurance Program eligibility for low-income,
lawfully present immigrants.
Democrats remain committed to ending the HIV/AIDS epidemic, which disproportionately affects
communities of color and the LGBTQ+ community, and will support critical investments under the
Ryan White HIV/AIDS Program and the Minority HIV/AIDS Fund.

PROTECTING NATIVE AMERICAN HEALTH
Native American tribes have for too long been forced to cope with insufficient access to health care
and mental health services, nutrition services, and modern infrastructure. Democrats are committed to pursuing environmental justice and climate justice, including for Indigenous peoples and
communities, and will invest significant new resources in clean water and wastewater infrastructure, clean energy generation and distribution, and sustainable and regenerative agriculture. And
we will make mandatory and work toward full funding for the Indian Health Service as part of our
commitment to pursuing strong nation-to-nation relationships and honoring the United States’
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trust obligations to Native American communities.

SECURING REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH, RIGHTS, AND JUSTICE
Democrats are committed to protecting and advancing reproductive health, rights, and justice. We
believe unequivocally, like the majority of Americans, that every woman should be able to access
high-quality reproductive health care services, including safe and legal abortion. We will repeal the
Title X domestic gag rule and restore federal funding for Planned Parenthood, which provides vital
preventive and reproductive health care for millions of people, especially low-income people, and
people of color, and LGBTQ+ people, including in underserved areas.
Democrats oppose and will fight to overturn federal and state laws that create barriers to reproductive health and rights. We will repeal the Hyde Amendment, and protect and codify the right to
reproductive freedom. We condemn acts of violence, harassment, and intimidation of reproductive
health providers, patients, and staff. We will address the discrimination and barriers that inhibit
meaningful access to reproductive health care services, including those based on gender, sexual orientation, gender identity, race, income, disability, geography, and other factors. Democrats oppose
restrictions on medication abortion care that are inconsistent with the most recent medical and
scientific evidence and that do not protect public health.
We recognize that quality, affordable comprehensive health care; medically accurate, LGBTQ+ inclusive, age-appropriate sex education; and the full range of family planning services are all essential
to ensuring that people can decide if, when, and how to start a family. We are proud to be the party
of the Affordable Care Act, which prohibits discrimination in health care on the basis of sex and
requires insurers to cover prescription contraceptives at no cost. These efforts have significantly
reduced teen and unintended pregnancies by making it easier to decide whether, when, and how to
have a child.
We believe that a person’s health should always come first. Democrats will protect the rights of all
people to make personal health care decisions, and will reject the Trump Administration’s use of
broad exemptions to allow medical providers, employers, and others to discriminate.

PROTECTING AND PROMOTING MATERNAL HEALTH
Black women are more than three times as likely to die from complications of pregnancy and childbirth compared to white women. To save mothers’ lives, Democrats will expand postpartum Medicaid coverage to a full year after giving birth, invest in rural maternal health, promote a diverse
perinatal workforce, and implement implicit bias training for health professionals. We will support
comprehensive solutions to address every dimension of the Black maternal health crisis in America
and eliminate all racial and ethnic disparities in maternal health outcomes, and support policies
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and approaches that will at least halve our nation’s unacceptably high maternal mortality rate. We
strongly and unequivocally support the decision to have a child, including by ensuring a safe and
healthy pregnancy and childbirth, and by providing services during pregnancy and after the birth
of a child, including adoption and social support services, as well as protections against pregnancy
discrimination. We are committed to creating a society where children are safe and can thrive physically, emotionally, educationally, and spiritually.

PROTECTING LGBTQ+ HEALTH
We condemn the Trump Administration’s discriminatory actions against the LGBTQ+ community,
including the dangerous and unethical regulations allowing doctors, hospitals, and insurance companies to discriminate against patients based on their sexual orientation or gender identity. Democrats will reverse this rulemaking and restore nondiscrimination protections for LGBTQ+ people
and people living with HIV/AIDS in health insurance, including coverage of all medically necessary
care for gender transition. We will also take action to guarantee that LGBTQ+ people and those living
with HIV/AIDS have full access to needed health care and resources, including by requiring that federal health plans provide coverage for HIV/AIDS testing and treatment and HIV prevention medications like PrEP and PEP, gender confirmation surgery, and hormone therapy.
Democrats support increased community HIV prevention and testing programs which target Latino,
Black, Asian American and Pacific Islander, Native American, and other at-risk communities to address the increases of HIV. Democrats will recommit the federal government to ending the HIV/AIDS
epidemic by 2025.
Democrats are proud that the Obama-Biden Administration lifted the discriminatory lifetime ban on
blood donation by healthy gay and bisexual Americans. We will work to ensure blood donation regulations are based on science, not fiction or stigma and that no American, when seeking to donate
blood, will face more stringent limitations than any other simply because of who they are.

STRENGTHENING AND SUPPORTING THE HEALTH CARE WORKFORCE
The COVID-19 pandemic has made plain to people across the country that our health care workers
are heroes. Our doctors and nurses, our home health aides and physician’s assistants, our public
health professionals, our home care workers and nursing home workers, and our cleaners and
service workers have shown up to work every day despite dire shortages of personal protective
equipment. Far too many of them have lost their lives to this terrible disease, and untold thousands
are suffering the mental and emotional strain of losing far too many patients. And yet, despite the
critical role they play in our society and our economy, these frontline workers—a majority of whom
are women of color—are often underpaid and lack access to paid sick days, paid family and medical
leave, health insurance, and other benefits critical for their own health and the health of patients.
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Democrats believe that all jobs in the caring economy must come with family-sustaining wages,
good benefits, access to paid leave, fair and predictable schedules, access to training and professional development, and the ability to join a union and collectively bargain. We believe all employers
funded by taxpayer dollars must pay their workers at least $15 an hour and protect workers’ rights
to organize.
Although health care jobs are among the fastest growing in the economy, demand for services
still far outstrips supply, especially in primary care. We will invest in community health worker
care-forces around the nation proven to prevent, manage, and better treat chronic illnesses, and
empower first-time mothers with home visiting. We will close provider gaps and increase diversity
in the health care profession by creating a robust pipeline of talent with career ladders for advancement. And we will also increase opportunities for community health workers to come from the
communities they serve.

INVESTING IN HEALTH SCIENCE AND RESEARCH
Scientific research is at the heart of medicine—and of health care. Democrats want the United
States to be at the forefront of scientific research and discovery for the benefit of our people, our
economy, and our global competitiveness. We will support increased and sustainable funding for
health and medical research and federal grants across agencies, including at the National Cancer
Institute and other components of the National Institutes of Health (NIH), the CDC, and the Agency for Health Care Research and Quality. We will increase the federal investment in research and
development for new medications through the NIH, and make sure that there is a return on that
investment for taxpayers. We will also build on the foundation of the Obama-Biden Administration’s
Cancer Moonshot to break down silos and accelerate research into cancer and cancer treatments by
creating an agency with the sole mission of finding new cures and treatments for cancer and other
diseases.
Democrats also support increasing funding for research into health disparities by race, ethnicity, gender, gender identity, sexual orientation, age, geographic area, and socioeconomic status,
with a particular focus on how the social determinants of health contribute to differences in health
outcomes. We support fully integrating people with disabilities in all stages of health and medical
research to ensure outcomes reflect the true needs of Americans with disabilities. Democrats will
take steps to increase the diversity of principal investigators receiving federal grants, as well as
of participants in federally supported clinical trials, to improve the quality and applicability of our
medical research for women and people of color, who are too often left out of research on disease
and medical responses to treatment options.
The Trump Administration’s systematic efforts to undermine, discredit, dismiss, fire, disempower,
and diminish the contributions of scientists, in health science and other disciplines, have weakened
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our public institutions, slowed the pace of scientific inquiry, and profoundly damaged America’s
standing in the world. Democrats will protect the independence and intellectual freedom of scientists, whether they are employed by the federal government or receiving federal grants in support of
their research, and take steps to shield our scientific research agencies from future political interference.

PROTECTING COMMUNITIES AND BUILDING
TRUST BY REFORMING OUR CRIMINAL
JUSTICE SYSTEM
Our criminal justice system is failing to keep communities safe—and failing to deliver justice. America is the land of the free, and yet more of our people are behind bars, per capita, than anywhere
else in the world. Instead of making evidence-based investments in education, jobs, health care,
and housing that are proven to keep communities safe and prevent crime from occurring in the first
place, our system has criminalized poverty, overpoliced and underserved Black and Latino communities, and cut public services. Instead of offering the incarcerated the opportunity to turn their lives
around, our prisons are overcrowded and continue to rely on inhumane methods of punishment.
Instead of treating those who have served their time as full citizens upon their return to society, too
many of our laws continue to punish the formerly incarcerated, erecting barriers to housing, employment, and voting rights for millions of Americans.
Democrats believe we need to overhaul the criminal justice system from top to bottom. Police brutality is a stain on the soul of our nation. It is unacceptable that millions of people in our country have
good reason to fear they may lose their lives in a routine traffic stop, or while standing on a street
corner, or while playing with a toy in a public park. It is unacceptable that Black parents must have
“the talk” with their children, to try to protect them from the very police officers who are supposed
to be sworn to protect and serve them. It is unacceptable that more than 1,000 people, a quarter of
them Black, have been killed by police every year since 2015. Democrats also recognize that all too
often, systematic cuts to public services have left police officers on the front lines of responding to
social challenges for which they have not been trained, from homelessness to mental health crises to
the opioid epidemic. We can and must do better for our communities.
Democrats know we can end the era of mass incarceration and dramatically reduce the number
of Americans held in jails and prisons while continuing to reduce crime rates, which have fallen
steadily from their peak nearly three decades ago. This is the moment to root out structural and
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systemic racism in our criminal justice system and our society, and reimagine public safety for the
benefit of our people and the character of our country.
We must start by preventing people from entering the criminal justice system in the first place.
Democrats believe we must break the school-to-prison pipeline that too often relies on arrests
and law enforcement to address misbehavior that ought to be handled and deescalated within the
school.. We support re-issuing federal guidance from the Department of Education and the Department of Justice to prevent the disparate disciplinary treatment of children of color and children with
disabilities in school and educational settings. Democrats believe every school should have sufficient
funding to employ guidance counselors, social workers, nurses, or school psychologists to help guarantee age-appropriate and racially equitable student disciplinary practices, rather than turning to
police to resolve these issues.
A growing number of states have recognized it is unjust—and unjustifiable—to punish children
and teenagers as harshly as adults. We believe that if you aren’t old enough to drink, you aren’t old
enough to be sentenced to life without parole. The federal government will incentivize states to stop
incarcerating kids, and develop community-based alternatives to prison and detention centers for
youth and invest in after-school programs, community centers, and summer jobs to provide opportunities for young people at risk. And Democrats believe that children who do enter the juvenile justice system should be given a true second chance, including by automatically sealing and expunging
juvenile records.
Democrats believe we must ensure real accountability for individual and systemic misconduct in our
police departments, prevent law enforcement from becoming unnecessarily entangled in the everyday lives of Americans, and reimagine policing for the benefit and safety of the American people. In
recent years, some innovative police departments have enacted evidence-based reforms to change
their approach by investing in robust training and putting in place—and, even more crucially, enforcing—strong standards governing conflict resolution, de-escalation, and use of force. We must
build on these evidence-based approaches and implement them nationwide.
Democrats will establish strict national standards governing the use of force, including banning
the use of chokeholds and carotid holds and permitting deadly force only when necessary and a last
resort to prevent an imminent threat to life. Americans must feel safe when they are asleep in their
own homes. We will work to establish “no-knock warrants” standards. The risk of mistakes and
unintended consequences is too great. We will require immediate application of these standards to
all federal law enforcement agencies and condition federal grants on their adoption at the state and
local level. We will require officer training in effective nonviolent tactics, appropriate use of force,
implicit bias, and peer intervention, both at the academy and on the job. And we will ban racial and
religious profiling in law enforcement.
Democrats will support measures to improve training and education for judges, corrections officers,
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prosecutors, public defenders, and police officers to ensure transgender and gender non-conforming
people receive fair and equitable treatment in the criminal justice system.
It is past time to end the failed “War on Drugs,” which has imprisoned millions of Americans—disproportionately Black people and Latinos—and hasn’t been effective in reducing drug use. Democrats support policies that will reorient our public safety approach toward prevention, and away
from over-policing—including by making evidence-based investments in jobs, housing, education,
and the arts that will make our nation fairer, freer, and more prosperous.
Democrats will reinvigorate community policing approaches, so officers on the beat better serve
the neighborhoods they work in, and make smart investments to incentivize departments to build
effective partnerships with social workers and mental health and substance use counselors to help
respond to public health challenges. Body cameras are not a panacea, but Democrats believe they
can help improve accountability and transparency; we support their continued use and will take
steps to improve compliance, require their use in blended federal-local task forces, and promulgate
best practices to protect personal privacy. Democrats believe weapons of war have no place on our
streets, and will once again limit the sale and transfer of surplus military weapons to domestic law
enforcement agencies—a policy President Trump reversed immediately upon taking office.
We cannot create trust without holding those in power accountable for their actions. Democrats will
reinvigorate pattern-or-practice investigations into police misconduct at the Department of Justice,
and strengthen them through new subpoena powers and expanded oversight to address systemic
misconduct by prosecutors. Far too often, the law has shielded police officers who stand accused of
heinous violations of civil and human rights. Democrats support lowering the intent standard for
federally prosecuting law enforcement officials for civil rights violations. We will also act to ensure
that victims of federal, state, or local law enforcement abuses of power can seek justice through civil
litigation by reining in the doctrine of qualified immunity.
The American people deserve access to timely and accurate data on activities supported by their
tax dollars, including policing. We will collect and publish data on the use of force in police departments across the country to promote transparency and accountability. To increase transparency and
improve federal, state, and local law enforcement hiring practices, Democrats will also establish a
national registry of officers who have been found to have abused their power.
Democrats also support measures to increase diversity among the ranks of police departments, so
our law enforcement agencies look more like the communities they serve. And we will seek increased funding for officer health and well-being in police departments across the country, including for personal safety equipment and mental health services.
Substance use disorders are diseases, not crimes. Democrats believe no one should be in prison solely because they use drugs. Democrats will decriminalize marijuana use and reschedule it
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through executive action on the federal level. We will support legalization of medical marijuana,
and believe states should be able to make their own decisions about recreational use. The Justice
Department should not launch federal prosecutions of conduct that is legal at the state level. All past
criminal convictions for cannabis use should be automatically expunged. And rather than involving
the criminal justice system, Democrats support increased use of drug courts, harm reduction interventions, and treatment diversion programs for those struggling with substance use disorders.
Poverty is not a crime, and it should not be treated as one. Democrats support eliminating the use
of cash bail and believe no one should be imprisoned merely for failing to pay fines or fees, or have
their driver’s licenses revoked for unpaid tickets or simple violations. Equal justice under the law
should not be contingent on the ability to pay for quality legal representation, which is why we support increasing funding for public defenders and for the Legal Services Corporation.
Since 1990, the United States has grown by one-third, the number of cases in federal district courts
has increased by 38 percent, federal circuit court filings have risen by 40 percent, and federal cases
involving a felony defendant are up 60 percent, but we have not expanded the federal judiciary to
reflect this reality in nearly 30 years. Democrats will commit to creating new federal district and
circuit judgeships consistent with recommendations from the Judicial Conference.
Sentencing decisions should be based on the facts of each case, including the severity of the offense
and individuals’ circumstances. Democrats support allowing judges to determine appropriate sentences, which is why we will fight to repeal federal mandatory minimums, incentivize states to do
the same, and make all sentencing reductions retroactive so judges can reconsider past cases where
their hands were tied. We believe it is long past time to end the federal sentencing disparity between
crack and powdered cocaine, which has contributed to the disproportionate imprisonment of people
of color. And Democrats continue to support abolishing the death penalty.
Our courts should reflect our country. Democrats will appoint people to the bench who are committed to seeing justice be served, and treating each case on its merits. We will nominate and confirm
federal judges who have diverse backgrounds and experiences, including as public defenders, legal
aid attorneys, and civil rights lawyers.
Democrats are proud that the Obama-Biden Administration commuted the sentences of more than
1,700 people serving unjust sentences following thorough review of their individual cases, and we
support the continued use of the President’s clemency powers to secure the release of those serving
unduly long sentences. We denounce President Trump’s inappropriate use of clemency to help his
friends and political cronies avoid justice. We also support establishing an independent clemency
board to ensure an appropriate, effective process for using clemency, especially to address systemic
racism and other priorities.
Private profit should not motivate the provision of vital public services, including in the criminal
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justice system. Democrats support ending the use of private prisons and private detention centers,
and will take steps to eliminate profiteering from diversion programs, commercial bail, electronic
monitoring, prison commissaries, and reentry and treatment programs. Democrats believe prisoners should have a meaningful opportunity to challenge wrongful convictions and unconstitutional
conditions in prisons. We also believe that too many of our jails and prisons subject people to inhumane treatment, and will work to end practices like solitary confinement for adults and juveniles,
ban the use of restraints on pregnant federal inmates, and ban the use of chokeholds and carotid
holds. Incarcerated people must not be denied access to vital medical care or unnecessarily exposed
to disease, as they have been during the COVID-19 pandemic. And Democrats will pursue a holistic
approach to rehabilitation, increasing support for programs that provide educational opportunities,
including pursuing college degrees, for those in the criminal justice system, both in prison and upon
release.
Democrats believe in redemption. We must deepen our commitment to helping those who have
served their time re-enter society, earn a good living, and participate in our democracy as the full
citizens they are. We support the automatic expungement of certain criminal records for those that
have been fully acquitted, wrongfully convicted, or pardoned by the executive. We will aim to ensure
access to transitional housing for returning citizens, support expanded access to mental health and
substance use treatment, and will stop the practice of reincarcerating people for technical violations
of probation or parole. Democrats support federal and state efforts to “ban the box” and will make
it easier for returning citizens to access work opportunities through the Job Corps. The formerly
incarcerated should not be blocked from exercising their voting rights or accessing public services,
including Pell Grants and nutrition assistance, available to other free citizens of the United States.
Continuing to punish a person after they have rejoined the community is both cruel and counterproductive.

HEALING THE SOUL OF AMERICA
Democrats believe in bringing the American people together, not stoking division and distrust. President Trump has denigrated virtually every segment of American society—and in so doing, he has
insulted the very idea of America itself. Healing the soul of America means facing up to the deepest
inequities in our society, from structural racism to misogyny to discrimination against people with
disabilities, and enacting ambitious measures to fix them.

PROTECTING AMERICANS’ CIVIL RIGHTS
Democrats are committed to ending discrimination on the basis of race, ethnicity, national origin,
religion, language, gender, age, sexual orientation, gender identity, or disability status. We will
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appoint U.S. Supreme Court justices and federal judges who look like America, are committed to the
rule of law, will uphold individual civil rights and civil liberties as essential components of a free and
democratic society, and will respect and enforce foundational precedents, including Brown v. Board
of Education and Roe v. Wade. Democrats are committed to restoring the full power of the Voting
Rights Act and ensuring every citizen can access the ballot box. We will enforce and strengthen the
Matthew Shepard and James Byrd, Jr. Hate Crimes Prevention Act, and will end racial and religious
profiling in law enforcement.
President Trump’s words and actions have given safe harbor and encouragement to racists, anti-Semites, anti-Muslim bigots, and white supremacists. It’s time to root out domestic terrorism in
all its forms. We will use federal law enforcement tools and resources to address domestic terrorism,
and if necessary work with Congress to pass a domestic terrorism law that is consistent with the
Constitutional right to free speech and civil liberties.

ACHIEVING RACIAL JUSTICE AND EQUITY
Historic wrongs and abuses perpetrated against Native Americans, two and a half centuries of
slavery, a hundred years of Jim Crow segregation, and a history of exclusionary immigration policies have created profound and lasting inequities in income, wealth, education, employment, housing, environmental quality, and health care for communities of color. Democrats are committed to
standing up to racism and bigotry in our laws, in our culture, in our politics, and in our society, and
recognize that race-neutral policies are not sufficient to rectify race-based disparities. We will take
a comprehensive approach to embed racial justice in every element of our governing agenda, including in jobs and job creation, workforce and economic development, small business and entrepreneurship, eliminating poverty and closing the racial wealth gap, promoting asset building and
homeownership, education, health care, criminal justice reform, environmental justice, and voting
rights. Democrats will ensure federal data collection and analysis is adequately funded and designed
to allow for disaggregation by race and ethnicity, among other important factors, to better design
policies to address the needs of the most vulnerable communities and make informed policy choices.
Hate and its symbols have no home in America. Democrats believe that we can only build a more just
and equitable future if we honestly reckon with our history and its legacy in the present. We support
removing the Confederate battle flag and statues of Confederate leaders from public properties. We
recognize Black history has too often been intentionally suppressed or excluded from our history
books, and will invest in recovering, celebrating, and highlighting Black history as American history. Democrats believe Juneteenth (June 19th) represents the end of slavery, the freedom for millions
of enslaved Black Americans, and should be recognized as a federal holiday.
We believe Black lives matter, and will establish a national commission to examine the lasting
economic effects of slavery, Jim Crow segregation, and racially discriminatory federal policies on
income, wealth, educational, health, and employment outcomes; to pursue truth and promote racial
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healing; and to study reparations. We must acknowledge that there can be no realization of the
American dream without grappling with the lasting effects of slavery, and facing up to the centuries-long campaign of violence, fear, and trauma wrought upon Black Americans.
The extreme gap in household wealth and income between people of color—especially Black Americans, Latinos, Native Americans, and certain Asian American and Pacific Islander communities—
and white families is hurting our working class and holding our country back. Democrats are committed to improving economic mobility for people of color. We will fight to tackle intergenerational
poverty and close the racial wealth gap.
Democrats support policies to end discrimination and unfair practices in the housing market, will
empower local governments to combat gentrification trends that disproportionately harm long-time
residents of color, and will create a Community Restoration Fund to repair the toxic legacy of historic investments in transportation that were designed to enforce racial segregation. We will equalize
access to credit and expand support for first-time homebuyers to make homeownership and the
wealth-building it creates more accessible for people of color.
Democrats recognize that racial wealth gaps are rooted in longstanding discrimination and unjust
policies. We will equalize established pathways for building wealth while exploring innovative approaches to closing racial wealth gaps, including policies that provide seed capital in order to access
the economic security of asset ownership.
The right to organize and collectively bargain benefits all workers, but especially for workers of color.
Unions close pay gaps between white workers and people of color. The union wage premium is high
for all workers, but remains especially substantial for people of color, including Latinos and Black
workers. This is one reason why Black workers represent a higher share of the labor movement than
the workforce as a whole.
Unemployment rates for people of color are persistently higher than the national average, which is
why Democrats support making racial equity part of the mandate of the Federal Reserve. Specifically, we will work with Congress to direct the Chair of the Federal Reserve to report on the extent
of racial employment and wage gaps, and how the central bank is countering them, in addition to
monitoring, reporting on, and responding to macroeconomic conditions in general.
We will invest in low-income communities, urban and rural areas, and communities of color by
strengthening the Community Reinvestment Act, improving federal support and access to credit for
women- and minority-owned small businesses, expanding and making permanent the New Markets
Tax Credit, and doubling funding for CDFIs.
We will restore and build on the Obama-Biden Administration’s Fair Pay and Safe Workplaces policy,
and use the purchasing power of the federal government to incentivize private companies to recruit
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and advance people of color, women, people with disabilities, and veterans.
Democrats believe it is unacceptable that schools are more segregated today than they were in the
late 1960s. We believe education is a critical public good, and will increase investments to guarantee
all students can access high-quality public schools, no matter where they live, so students of color
are well prepared to thrive in college and careers. We will break the school-to-prison pipeline that
sees children of color disproportionately punished by the criminal justice system for disciplinary
issues that should be handled by school administrators or counselors.
The COVID-19 pandemic, which has disproportionately sickened and killed Black Americans, Latinos, Native Americans, and certain Asian American and Pacific Islander communities, has made
long-standing racial and geographic disparities in health care and health outcomes into front-page
news. Democrats will launch an all-of-government effort to eliminate health disparities, including
by achieving universal health coverage through a high-quality, affordable public option; expanding
funding for community health centers, rural health centers, and mobile health clinics; and tackling
environmental racism that sees communities of color disproportionately impacted by air pollution,
water pollution, and toxic chemicals.
All people in the United States should be able to easily access public services, and all citizens should
be able to exercise their Constitutional right to vote without facing unjust or discriminatory barriers.
Democrats will restore the full powers of the Voting Rights Act and go further to roll back discriminatory policies that have been put in place in recent years to prevent people of color from voting.
We will ensure all federal agencies produce materials in languages commonly spoken in the United
States, including languages spoken by Asian American and Pacific Islander communities, and that
voting materials are also easily accessible for citizens with limited English proficiency.

PROTECTING WOMEN’S RIGHTS
Democrats will fight to guarantee equal rights for women, including by ratifying the Equal Rights
Amendment and at long last enshrining gender equality in the U.S. Constitution. We will take
aggressive action to end pay inequality, including by increasing penalties against companies that
discriminate against women and passing the Paycheck Fairness Act. Democrats are committed to
ending sexual assault, domestic abuse, and other violence against women, including the epidemics
of violence against Native American women and transgender women of color.
Like the majority of Americans, Democrats believe every woman should be able to access high-quality reproductive health care services, including safe and legal abortion. We oppose and will fight
to overturn federal and state laws that create barriers to women’s reproductive health and rights,
including by repealing the Hyde Amendment and protecting and codifying the right to reproductive
freedom. And Democrats will take action to protect the rights of pregnant women in the workplace,
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ing workers and those who have recently given birth and at last joining other advanced economies
by enacting paid sick days and universal paid family and medical leave.

PROTECTING LGBTQ+ RIGHTS
Democrats applaud this year’s U.S. Supreme Court decision that made clear that employment
discrimination based on sexual orientation and gender identity violates the law, but we know we
still have work to do to ensure LGBTQ+ people are treated equally under the law and in our society.
We will fight to enact the Equality Act and at last outlaw discrimination against LGBTQ+ people in
housing, public accommodations, access to credit, education, jury service, and federal programs. We
will work to ensure LGBTQ+ people are not discriminated against when seeking to adopt or foster
children, protect LGBTQ+ children from bullying and assault, and guarantee transgender students’
access to facilities based on their gender identity. Democrats will ensure federally funded programs
for older adults are inclusive for LGBTQ+ seniors.
Recognizing that LGBTQ+ youth and adults suffer from significant health disparities, including
mental health and substance use disorders, Democrats will expand mental health and suicide prevention services, and ban harmful “conversion therapy” practices. We will ensure that all transgender and non-binary people can procure official government identification documents that accurately
reflect their gender identity. We will stop employment discrimination in the federal government, and
will restore full implementation of President Obama’s executive order prohibiting discrimination by
federal contractors on the basis of sexual orientation and gender identity.
Democrats are committed to ending the homelessness crisis, including among LGBTQ+ youth. We
will fight to end violence against transgender Americans and particularly against Black transgender
women, who are disproportionately victims of assault and homicide, and will prioritize the investigation of hate crimes against transgender and non-binary people.

PROTECTING DISABILITY RIGHTS
One in four American adults live with a disability. Democrats believe people with disabilities deserve
to lead full, happy, and healthy lives. Democrats will fully enforce the Americans with Disabilities
Act, the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act, the Fair Housing Act, the Civil Rights of Institutionalized Persons Act, Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act, the Mental Health Parity and Addiction
Equity Act, and the Help America Vote Act, among other bedrock statutes protecting the rights of
people with disabilities. We will oppose any efforts to weaken enforcement of the Americans with
Disabilities Act. We will ensure non-discrimination in access to health care, building on the protections for people with disabilities enshrined in the Affordable Care Act. We will ensure every federal
agency aggressively enforces the integration mandate affirmed in the Olmstead decision, and repair
the damage done by the Trump Administration. We will rigorously enforce non-discrimination protections for people with disabilities in health care, employment, education, and housing, and ensure
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equal access to the ballot box.
Democrats are committed to supporting the millions of Americans on the autism spectrum and their
families. We will expand early childhood screening, particularly in underserved communities, and
promote equitable treatment of students on the autism spectrum in schools and educational settings, in keeping with our commitment to providing equal educational opportunities for students
with disabilities. By eliminating state waiting lists for home and community-based care, ending the
institutional bias in Medicaid, and expanding support for informal caregivers, Democrats will enable more individuals with autism to receive the support they need in their homes and communities.
Democrats will phase out the subminimum wage, expand competitive, integrated employment opportunities, and protect and strengthen economic security for people with disabilities. We will take
a holistic approach to the Supplemental Security Income (SSI) and Social Security Disability Insurance (SSDI) programs that are essential for millions of Americans with disabilities by increasing SSI
benefits, eliminating waiting periods for SSDI, and eliminating the “benefit cliff” for SSDI benefits.
We will increase federal funding to expand accessible transportation and accessible, integrated, and
affordable housing. We will protect people with disabilities in emergencies and meet the needs of
travelers with disabilities. We will ensure new technologies benefit, and are affordable and accessible for, people with disabilities. We will expand access to tax-advantaged ABLE savings accounts,
which provide people with disabilities a way to pay for disability-related expenses like housing,
education, and transportation. And Democrats will improve access to home- and community-based
care for people with disabilities and older Americans, including by enforcing the Medicaid Home
and Community-Based Settings Rule, ending the institutional bias within Medicaid, and expanding
the home care workforce to end state waiting lists for long-term services and supports.

HONORING INDIGENOUS TRIBAL NATIONS
The U.S. government has a profound legal and moral obligation toward Native American Tribes and
Indigenous communities—a trust which has been broken time and again, undermining Tribal nations’ ability to flourish politically, culturally, and economically. Democrats are committed to honoring, upholding, and strengthening the United States’ trust obligations to Tribal Nations and communities, as enshrined in the Constitution, treaties, federal statutes, and case law.
Democrats recognize and support the sovereignty of Tribal Nations and pledge to work on a nation-to-nation basis to empower Indigenous peoples, increase economic development in Tribal Nations, and protect Tribal lands, assets, resources, and treaty rights. We honor and support the great
Indigenous traditions all across the country. We stand with the Mashpee Wampanoag Tribe and all
Tribal Nations in rejecting the Trump Administration’s efforts to remove land that had been put into
trust by the Obama-Biden Administration. We will fight to enact a clean Carcieri fix and support
policies to restore Tribal lands, including culturally significant federal lands, by moving land into
trust, streamlining the land-into-trust process, and conducting land buy-backs. We will also support
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establishment of additional federal co-management agreements with Tribal Nations on federal lands
that have cultural and historical significance to Tribes.
Democrats believe the federal government must commit to providing full funding to fulfill unmet
trust and treaty obligations to Tribal Nations and Native American peoples. We will work on a nation-to-nation basis to increase funding, resources, and financial tools for Tribes, particularly in the
key areas of criminal justice, health care, education, housing, and economic development. Democrats will work to address the predictability of funding for Tribes, and explore pathways including
mandatory funding, advanced appropriations, shutdown exemptions, and other mechanisms.
The COVID-19 pandemic has devastated Indian Country, with some Tribal communities facing
among the highest per capita infection rates in the country. As part of our commitment to fighting
the COVID-19 pandemic, Democrats will support funding to hire sufficient staff to conduct contact
tracing for all who test positive for this deadly disease. We will surge funding to the Indian Health
Service and support investments to help Tribal governments address the economic fallout of the
COVID-19 pandemic and President Trump’s recession, including investments to support and create
jobs in Tribal communities and to support affordable child care, so parents are not forced to choose
between keeping their jobs and keeping their children safe.
Democrats recognize the security of Native peoples (American Indians, Alaska Natives, and Native
Hawaiians) is paramount, and will ensure that they have the resources they need to investigate and
prosecute crimes against Native peoples and communities, including cooperation from law enforcement agencies outside Tribal lands. We will fight for justice for missing and murdered Indigenous
women and girls. Democrats will at last reauthorize the Violence Against Women Act, reaffirm provisions relating to Tribal jurisdiction, and expand the list of crimes that can be prosecuted under the
statute to include stalking, child abuse, and trafficking. We also support Indian Tribal jurisdiction
over Tribal lands, and we support further efforts to address the Oliphant decision. We will defend
the Indian Child Welfare Act and protect Native families and involve Tribes in child welfare cases.
And we will build on federal programs to reduce the disproportionate incarceration of American
Indian, Alaska Native, and Native Hawaiian men and women, reduce sentencing disparities, and
work to ensure all returning citizens have access to housing, employment services, and health care,
including mental health and substance use disorder treatment.
American Indians, Alaska Natives, and Native Hawaiians are uninsured at higher rates and suffer
from disparities in health outcomes, including in the COVID-19 pandemic. Democrats will make
mandatory and work toward full funding for the Indian Health Service and the Native Hawaiian
Health Care Improvement Act to help expand access to health care for Native people, including mental health, dental care, and substance use disorder treatments, and will fully fund contract support
costs. We will expand insurance coverage for Native Americans (including American Indians, Alaska
Natives, and Native Hawaiians) no matter where they live by creating a high-quality, affordable
public option on the Affordable Care Act exchanges, and making the public option available without
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premiums to low-income families.
The legacy of Native American boarding schools has caused generational trauma. We acknowledge
this injustice and support continued education and restorative justice. We will invest in Indian
education from early childhood through college and career education. Democrats will significantly
expand funding for the Bureau of Indian Education and invest in improving public school buildings. We will increase resources for programs that promote cultural preservation and enable Native
students to learn their Indigenous languages, and support national curricula to teach Native American history and culture in schools. Democrats will increase recruitment of high-quality teachers
and school professionals in Tribal areas. And we will break down barriers that keep Native American students from accessing a college education, including by making community colleges free and
significantly increasing support to lower attendance costs at Tribal Colleges and Universities (TCUs).
Democrats are committed to reestablishing and strengthening the White House Generation Indigenous initiative and its annual White House Tribal Youth Gathering to support Native youth. We are
committed to combating hurtful and racist Native American stereotypes in mainstream American
culture, especially those associated with sports teams and educational institutions.
Democrats will substantially increase investments to meet Tribal housing needs, including by constructing and upgrading affordable housing on Tribal lands, investing in drinking and clean water
infrastructure, and investing in rural and Tribal broadband infrastructure. We will make energy-saving upgrades to millions of low-income homes and affordable and public housing units, and
increase funding for the Indian Community Development Block Grant program.
We will unlock significant new resources for economic development on Tribal lands, including
supporting investments in clean energy, climate change resilience, and 21st century infrastructure
projects. We will expand access to capital for Tribes by increasing resources for the Native American
CDFI Assistance Program, expanding and making permanent the New Markets Tax Credit, and expanding technical assistance to enable Tribes to better access existing federal funding streams. We
will continue to support and expand SBA programs for Tribes and fully implement the Buy Indian
Act. We will also support Tribal governments and their authority to tax activities on their lands in
support of Tribal self-sufficiency and government services. Democrats are committed to environmental justice for Indian Country, and will work to ensure all people have clean air, clean water,
modern wastewater infrastructure, and can live without exposure to toxic chemicals.
Democrats recognize that the Native American men and women who have proudly served in the
Armed Forces of the United States in all its wars, from the beginning of U.S. history, deserve the
total and unqualified support of their needs by the federal government. We will ensure that all
the benefits provided to U.S. military veterans are provided to Native veterans and fully funded to
meet the special cultural needs of Native veterans. Democrats will additionally establish a Veterans
Affairs Tribal Advisory Committee to foster improved collaboration and coordination between the
federal government and Tribal Nations on meeting the unique needs of Native American veterans,
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and establish Tribal veteran service delivery programs in Tribal communities.
Democrats commit to managing federal actions and undertakings in a manner that honors the trust
responsibility; respects the nation-to-nation relationship and sovereignty of Tribes; and protects
subsistence, treaty, and other reserved rights, natural and cultural resources, and sacred sites of
federally-recognized Indian Tribes. We commit to upholding leasing and rights-of-way regulations
that strengthen Tribal sovereignty and ensure Tribal consent on lands in which Tribes hold an interest. We will create a more robust and meaningful consultation process that is consistent across all
federal agencies, including the Office of Management and Budget, and use early and ongoing consultation to identify and work to appropriately mitigate or address concerns.
Democrats recognize that self-governance and self-determination empowers Tribes to prioritize
their needs and plan for the future consistent with their distinct traditions, economies, and institutions. Recognizing the success many Tribes have had with self-governance, we will work to make it
more effective within the Bureau of Indian Affairs and encourage other federal agencies to negotiate
such agreements with Tribes.
Consistent with the policies of the Obama-Biden Administration, Democrats will make permanent
the White House Council on Native American Affairs and commit to holding an annual White House
Tribal Nations Conference. We will nominate federal judges who understand Indian law, and will
ensure Native Americans and Alaska Natives are appointed to high-level and leadership positions
within the federal government.
Over 70 percent of Native Americans live off-reservation. Democrats will create a strategy to support
urban Indian populations and ensure their voices are heard and no one is left behind, including by
expanding support to access quality health care, culturally relevant education, affordable housing,
and other programs.
Democrats also support efforts for self-governance and self-determination of Native Hawaiians.
Native Hawaiians are the Indigenous, aboriginal people of Hawai’i whose values and culture are the
foundation of the Hawaiian Islands. We support proactive actions by the federal government to enhance Native Hawaiian culture, housing, health, language, and education. We recognize and honor
the contributions and sacrifices made in service to our country by Native Hawaiians.

ENDING VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN
Democrats are committed to ending sexual assault, domestic abuse, and other violence against
women. We will act swiftly to overcome Republican obstructionism and reauthorize and expand the
Violence Against Women Act to better protect Native American women, women with disabilities,
children and young women, transgender women and other LGBTQ+ people, and other groups who
are disproportionately affected by sexual assault and domestic abuse.
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Democrats will expand services for survivors of violence against women, including by expanding
access to housing, legal assistance, and victim advocate services. We will support danger assessment and lethality training for law enforcement officers and community partners to help curb
domestic violence homicides. We recognize that sex workers, who are disproportionately women of
color and transgender women, face especially high rates of sexual assault and violence, and we will
work with states and localities to protect the lives of sex workers. We will enforce and provide tools
and resources for schools to implement Title IX, which requires schools and institutions of higher
education to properly investigate sexual misconduct, including peer-on-peer sexual harassment and
violence; take appropriate action; and prevent future sexual misconduct. Democrats will increase resources to eliminate the national backlog of untested rape kits so that more survivors can see justice
be served. And we will support federal and state legislative efforts to make “revenge porn” and other
unauthorized disclosures of intimate images a civil and criminal offense.

ENDING THE EPIDEMIC OF GUN VIOLENCE
Gun violence is a public health crisis in the United States. Over 100,000 people are shot and nearly
40,000 people die annually from guns—devastating countless families, friends, and communities.
We can and will make gun violence a thing of the past. Addressing the gun violence crisis requires
supporting evidence-based programs that prevent gun deaths from occurring in the first place, including by making mental health care more accessible and supporting suicide reduction initiatives,
funding interventions to reduce homicides and gun violence in neighborhoods, and strengthening
protections against domestic violence. Democrats will also ensure the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention have sufficient resources to study gun violence as a public health issue, including the
ongoing health care, mental health, economic, and social costs that can affect survivors and their
families for years.
Democrats will enact universal background checks, end online sales of guns and ammunition, close
dangerous loopholes that currently allow stalkers, abusive partners, and some individuals convicted
of assault or battery to buy and possess firearms, and adequately fund the federal background check
system. We will close the “Charleston loophole” and prevent individuals who have been convicted
of hate crimes from possessing firearms. Democrats will ban the manufacture and sale of assault
weapons and high capacity magazines. We will incentivize states to enact licensing requirements
for owning firearms and extreme risk protection order laws that allow courts to temporarily remove
guns from the possession of those who are a danger to themselves or others. We will pass legislation
requiring that guns be safely stored in homes. And Democrats believe that gun companies should be
held responsible for their products, just like any other business, and will prioritize repealing the law
that shields gun manufacturers from civil liability.
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SUPPORTING FAITH AND SERVICE
Religious freedom is a core American value and a core value of the Democratic Party. Democrats will
protect the rights of each American for the free exercise of his or her own religion. It will be the policy of the Democratic Administration to advocate for religious freedom throughout the world. Democrats celebrate America’s history of religious pluralism and tolerance, and recognize the countless
acts of service of our faith communities, as well as the paramount importance of maintaining the
separation between church and state enshrined in our Constitution.
During the Trump Administration, too many of our religious communities have been victimized by
acts of intolerance, bigotry, and violence. We will reject the Trump Administration’s use of broad
religious exemptions to allow businesses, medical providers, social service agencies, and others to
discriminate. Democrats will increase funding and support for security investments and protection
at houses of worship, because everyone should be able to pray without fear. We will confront white
nationalist terrorism and combat hate crimes perpetrated against religious minorities.
Democrats also recognize that, to fully confront the legacy of systemic and structural racism, it is
time to examine, confront and dismantle the government programs, policies and practices that have
unfairly targeted American Muslims as security threats. We condemn the decades-long campaign
to demonize and dehumanize the Muslim faith community, which has led to increased rates of
violence and discrimination targeting American Muslims or those perceived to be Muslim. We will
hold accountable those who engage in or enable violent or other illegal activity targeting religious
minorities, including by directing the federal government to address the growing and violent threat
of white supremacist, neo-Nazi and anti-government groups.

SUPPORTING PRESS FREEDOM
The free press is essential to our free democracy. Democrats roundly reject President Trump’s denigration of the free and independent press, which has endangered reporters’ lives, helped fuel conspiracy theories, and deepened distrust between Americans and their government. Democrats will
appoint an independent media professional to head the U.S. Agency for Global Media, to ensure that
the news and information projected around the world by the federal government meets the highest
standards of fact-based and unbiased journalism. Democrats are concerned about the potentially
harmful effects of corporate consolidation in the media industry, including in television, radio, and
newspapers, and will reinstate and strengthen media ownership rules and direct federal antitrust
agencies to investigate the economic impacts of mergers in the media industry.
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SUPPORTING THE ARTS AND CULTURE
The arts are essential to our free and democratic society, to our culture, and to our local economies.
Democrats are proud of our support for arts funding and education, and will continue policies and
programs that promote the creative arts. We support public funding for the National Endowment
for the Arts, the National Endowment for the Humanities, and for art and music education in public
schools. We recognize that federal grants supporting nonprofit cultural organizations, artists, scholars, and state and local governments help increase participation in the arts, enhance appreciation,
and strengthen our nation’s cultural heritage. We value the arts and art education for developing
imagination, creativity, innovation, and critical thinking skills in students and for building bridges
between people and communities across the country and around the world.

COMBATING THE CLIMATE CRISIS AND
PURSUING ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE
Climate change is a global emergency. We have no time to waste in taking action to protect Americans’ lives and futures. The last four years have seen record-breaking storms, devastating wildfires,
and historic floods. Urban and rural communities alike have suffered tens of billions of dollars in
economic losses. Dams have failed catastrophically in Michigan. Farmers’ crops have been drowned
in their fields across the Midwest. Coastal communities from Florida to New Jersey are facing an existential crisis as a result of sea level rise and stronger storms. Thousands of Americans have died.
And President Trump still callously and willfully denies the science that explains why so many are
suffering.
Like so many crises facing the United States, the impacts of climate change are not evenly distributed in our society or our economy. Communities of color, low-income families, and Indigenous
communities have long suffered disproportionate and cumulative harm from air pollution, water
pollution, and toxic sites. From Flint, Michigan, to the Navajo Nation, to Lowndes County, Alabama,
millions of Americans have been denied access to clean, safe drinking water and even the most basic
wastewater infrastructure. Pacific Islanders in Hawaii, Guam, American Samoa, and the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands are losing their traditional way of life as sea level rise submerges their homelands. And although the youngest generations of Americans have contributed the
least to this calamity, they stand to lose the most as they suffer from the impacts of runaway carbon
pollution for decades to come.
Democrats believe there is a better way. We can and must build a thriving, equitable, and globally
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competitive clean energy economy that puts workers and communities first and leaves no one behind. We will help rebuild our economy from the COVID-19 pandemic and President Trump’s recession by mobilizing historic, transformative public and private investments to launch a clean energy
revolution. We applaud the organizing efforts of young people, union workers, and communities of
color to mobilize voters and make the climate crisis a top priority. As Democrats, we believe the scientists: the window for unprecedented and necessary action is closing, and closing fast. Democrats
reject the false choice between growing our economy and combating climate change; we can and
must do both at the same time. We will use federal resources and authorities across all agencies to
deploy proven clean energy solutions; create millions of family-supporting and union jobs; upgrade
and make resilient our energy, water, wastewater, and transportation infrastructure; and develop
and manufacture next-generation technologies to address the climate crisis right here in the United
States. And we will do all this with an eye to equity, access, benefits, and ownership opportunities for
frontline communities—because Democrats believe we must embed environmental justice, economic justice, and climate justice at the heart of our policy and governing agenda.
We will take immediate action to reverse the Trump Administration’s dangerous and destructive
rollbacks of critical climate and environmental protections. We will rejoin the Paris Climate Agreement and, on day one, seek higher ambition from nations around the world, putting the United
States back in the position of global leadership where we belong. We will restore protections for
irreplaceable public lands and waters, from Bears Ears National Monument to the Arctic National
Wildlife Refuge. We will follow science and the law by reducing harmful methane and carbon pollution from the energy sector.
Democrats will make investments to create millions of family-supporting and union jobs in clean energy generation, energy efficiency, clean transportation, advanced manufacturing, and sustainable
agriculture across America. All jobs in the clean energy economy should provide an opportunity to
join a union. Democrats will restore and protect workers’ rights to organize and bargain collectively.
The clean energy economy must represent the diversity of America. We will invest in the education
and training of underrepresented groups, including people of color, low-income Americans, women,
veterans, people with disabilities, and unemployed energy workers for jobs in clean energy-related
industries, especially union jobs that provide strong opportunities for economic advancement. Democrats will target relevant investments with the goal of delivering 40 percent of the overall benefits
to disadvantaged and frontline communities, including in clean energy and energy efficiency; clean
transit and transportation; affordable and sustainable housing; remediation and reduction of legacy
pollution; and critical clean water infrastructure.
Democrats will also mobilize a diverse new generation of young workers through a corps and
cohort challenged to conserve our public lands; deliver new clean energy, including to low-income
communities and communities of color; and address the changing climate, including through
pre-apprenticeship opportunities, joint labor-management registered apprenticeships for training,
and direct-hire programs that put good-paying and union jobs within reach for more Americans.
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Black, Latino, and immigrant workers are often on the front lines of disaster relief work with limited worker protections. Democrats will invest in this critical workforce, supporting the creation
of family-supporting and union jobs in disaster response and climate resilience, with strong labor
standards and worker protections, including good wages, benefits, access to paid leave, training and
advancement opportunities.
We agree with scientists and public health experts that the United States—and the world—must
achieve net-zero greenhouse gas emissions as soon as possible, and no later than 2050.
To reach net-zero emissions as rapidly as possible, Democrats commit to eliminating carbon pollution from power plants by 2035 through technology-neutral standards for clean energy and
energy efficiency. We will dramatically expand solar and wind energy deployment through community-based and utility-scale systems, including in rural areas. Within five years, we will install 500
million solar panels, including eight million solar roofs and community solar energy systems, and
60,000 wind turbines, and turn American ingenuity into American jobs by leveraging federal policy
to manufacture renewable energy solutions in America. Recognizing the urgent need to decarbonize the power sector, our technology-neutral approach is inclusive of all zero-carbon technologies,
including hydroelectric power, geothermal, existing and advanced nuclear, and carbon capture and
storage.
Democrats believe that any clean energy infrastructure project financed with federal support, including through the tax code, should come with robust wage and labor requirements. We will build
a modern electric grid by investing in interstate transmission projects and advanced, 21st century
grid technologies to power communities with clean electricity, including federal support to build
sustainable and resilient energy grids in rural America and in Tribal areas lacking energy infrastructure. We will reduce methane pollution through strong federal standards and targeted support
for repairing and replacing aging distribution systems, which will create hundreds of thousands of
jobs, including for the same pipefitters, insulators, and other workers who built the systems in the
first place and who know best how to protect our communities from methane pollution.
Democrats will lower families’ energy bills by making energy-saving upgrades to up to two million low-income households and affordable and public housing units within five years, creating
hundreds of thousands of jobs and promoting safe, healthy, and efficient homes. We will ensure
investments in affordable housing and public housing support both energy efficiency retrofits and
construction of new units, to greatly increase the number of energy-efficient homes available to
low-income families. We will address barriers and increase funding for programs that enable energy
efficiency improvements for low-income families in urban and rural areas, including through the
Weatherization Assistance Program and the Rural Utilities Service, and incentivize landlords to
make energy efficiency and clean energy upgrades that will reduce their tenants’ energy costs.
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ings by 2030, on the pathway to creating a 100 percent clean building sector. Within five years, we
will incentivize tens of billions of dollars in private-sector investment to retrofit four million buildings, including helping local governments save money and cut pollution by weatherizing and upgrading energy systems in hospitals, schools, public housing, and municipal buildings. Democrats
will encourage states and cities to adopt energy-efficient building codes, address barriers to energy
efficiency upgrades, incentivize the adoption of efficient electric and geothermal pump home heating
solutions that can help reduce families’ energy burden, and leverage the federal footprint to model
net-zero and 100 percent clean energy building solutions.
Democrats affirm California’s statutory authority under the Clean Air Act to set its own emissions
standards for cars and trucks. We will immediately convene California and other states with labor,
auto industry, and environmental leaders to inform ambitious executive actions that will enable the
United States to lead the way in building a clean, 21st century transportation system and stronger
domestic manufacturing base for electric vehicles powered by high-wage and union jobs. Democrats
will move quickly to reestablish strong standards for clean cars and trucks that consider the most
recent advances in technology, and accelerate the adoption of zero-emission vehicles in the United
States while reclaiming market share for domestically produced vehicles.
We will reduce harmful air pollution and protect our children’s health by transitioning the entire
fleet of 500,000 school buses to American-made, zero-emission alternatives within five years. We
will lead by example in the public sector by transitioning the three million vehicles in the federal, state, and local fleets to zero-emission vehicles. Democrats will additionally support private
adoption of affordable low-pollution and zero-emission vehicles by partnering with state and local
governments to install at least 500,000 public charging stations from coast to coast. We will increase
investments in public transportation, understanding that the United States currently lags behind
many other developed countries in the quality and availability of efficient and accessible public
transportation. Democrats will aim to provide all Americans in municipalities with 100,000 or
more residents with quality public transportation options by making flexible federal investments to
upgrade and expand light rail, bus lines, existing transit systems, and pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure. Democrats will invest in modernizing our freight infrastructure, including ports, rail,
and maritime freight, in order to reduce air and water pollution, improve public health, create jobs,
and improve economic competitiveness.
Democrats believe we can build the clean energy infrastructure of the future using American-made
materials. We will support measures to build a clean, equitable, and globally competitive manufacturing sector, including national Buy Clean and Buy America standards to incentivize production of
low-carbon building and construction materials, like steel, cement, and timber, here in the United
States. We will apply a carbon adjustment fee at the border to products from countries that fail to
live up to their commitments under the Paris Climate Agreement, because we won’t let polluters
undermine American competitiveness.
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Democrats will partner with farmers to make the American agriculture sector the first in the world
to achieve net-zero emissions, opening up new sources of income for farmers in the process. We will
substantially improve water security and ecological health through conservation, protection, and
maintenance of our water infrastructure, including water systems for home, commercial, industrial,
and agricultural use. We will expand federal programs to help farmers, ranchers, and forest landowners pursue high-productivity, lower-emission, and regenerative agricultural practices in order
to help build more resilient, vibrant, local and regional food systems. We will substantially increase
investments in voluntary conservation programs, which generate economic and environmental benefits for farmers and their surrounding communities. We will support healthy coastal communities
and marine ecosystems to sustain and enhance our economic well-being, including in the fishing,
tourism and clean energy industries. And we will support communities and businesses nationwide
in their efforts to build zero-waste and circular economies, including efforts to eliminate plastic
waste and food waste.
Every American has the right to breathe clean air, drink clean water, and live without fear of exposure to toxic waste. And all Americans should benefit from the clean energy economy—especially
those who have been left out and left behind for generations. Democrats will create an environmental justice fund to make historic investments aimed at eliminating legacy pollution, which disproportionately causes illness and premature death in communities of color, low-income communities,
and Indigenous communities. We will protect children’s health by replacing lead service lines and
remediating lead paint in homes and schools; remediate Superfund and other contaminated sites;
and ensure housing and schools have adequate plumbing and safe wastewater disposal systems.
Democrats oppose the Trump Administration’s reckless and scientifically unsound decision to
reverse a proposed ban on chlorpyrifos, a potent neurotoxin proven harmful to children and farmworkers. We will invest to help farmers reduce pesticide and chemical fertilizer use. And we will
set science-based drinking water standards for emerging contaminants like PFOA and PFAS chemicals and establish aggressive plans for remediating this dangerous pollution. Energy companies
should be held responsible for meeting strong standards to protect worker safety, public health, and
the environment. Democrats are committed to ensuring tough safeguards in place, including Safe
Drinking Water Act provisions, to protect local water supplies. We believe states should not be able
to preempt local government decisions about energy production.
Democrats will work with affected frontline communities to develop a screening and mapping tool
to ensure racial and socioeconomic equity in federal climate, energy, and infrastructure programs
and identify areas of high cumulative pollution that threatens residents’ health and safety. We
will help reduce heat stress in urban neighborhoods by planting millions of trees. We will support
locally-driven economic development and commit to directing a significant portion of clean energy
and sustainable infrastructure investments to historically marginalized communities to help create
local jobs and reduce energy poverty, install clean energy technologies including community solar,
build resilience to climate change impacts, prepare for disasters, expand access to green space and
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outdoor recreation opportunities, improve public health, and restore ecosystems.
Already, the impacts of climate change are being felt in communities across the country, and the
American people are paying the price. Democrats commit to reducing climate risks and building
back better after disasters and climate-fueled catastrophes in a resilient, green, and just manner.
We will empower local communities to become more resilient to the impacts of the climate crisis. We
will prioritize disaster preparedness for disproportionately exposed, frontline, and vulnerable communities and those who struggle most to cope, including seniors, low-income families, and people
with disabilities, so that they can become more economically resilient to extreme weather events,
heat stress, and increases in disease that scientists have connected to climate change. We will rectify the inequities and inefficiencies of disaster response, including transparent and timely reporting
and oversight and protections and enforcement of disability rights.
Democrats will ensure FEMA has the experienced leadership, staff, and resources necessary to
coordinate the federal response to climate change-influenced and other disasters, and is equipped to
work in partnership with, and drive federal resources to, state, local, Tribal, and territorial governments to mount a successful emergency response in conjunction with local emergency responders,
help communities recover and rebuild, and invest in pre-disaster mitigation and resilience. We will
increase support for restoring wetlands, which are critical for protecting communities from sea
level rise and storm surge and also act as natural carbon sinks. We will partner with states and local
communities to make smart investments to avoid the loss of life and property, prevent flooding, mitigate disaster risks, and adapt to costly, growing climate impacts.
Democrats recognize that climate change poses serious risks to the economy and the financial
system. We will require public companies to disclose climate risks and greenhouse gas emissions
in their operations and supply chains. We will hold polluters and corporate executives accountable
for intentionally hiding or distorting material information and for affecting the health and safety of
workers and communities.
Democrats will empower and stand with workers and communities who have put their health and
lives on the line and who have been impacted by the changing energy market, including by fighting
to protect retirees’ health and pension benefits, shoring up the Black Lung Disability Trust Fund, expanding the Radiation Exposure Compensation Act to include those harmed by our nation’s nuclear
weapons efforts including uranium miners exposed to radiation on the job, and increasing funding
for the Appalachian Regional Commission to support locally-driven economic development priorities. We will hold fossil fuel companies accountable for cleaning up abandoned mine lands, oil and
gas wells, and industrial sites, so these facilities no longer pollute local environments and can be
safely repurposed to support new economic activity, including in the heart of coal country.
Democrats will support the most historically far reaching public investments and private sector
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ogies, once again making the United States the world’s leader in innovation. We will challenge the
best and brightest scientists, innovators, and entrepreneurs in the world to pursue breakthrough
opportunities in energy storage, heavy-duty trucking and freight solutions, sustainable aviation
fuels, and direct air capture and net-negative emissions technologies. We will advance innovative
technologies that create cost-effective pathways for industries to decarbonize, including carbon capture and sequestration that permanently stores greenhouse gases and advanced nuclear that eliminates waste associated with conventional nuclear technology, while ensuring environmental justice
and other overburdened communities are protected from increases in cumulative pollution. All of
these investments will create jobs for blue-collar workers, including in fenceline communities, help
decarbonize American industries, and create valuable new exports to help mitigate climate change
around the world.
America’s national parks and monuments, public lands, and marine protected areas are treasures
that should be held in trust for future generations. We will protect these precious places and preserve America’s unspoiled wildernesses for hunting, fishing, hiking, and camping by codifying the
roadless rule, and grow America’s outdoor recreation economy, which supports millions of jobs in
rural areas. Democrats will immediately reverse the Trump Administration’s harmful rollbacks
of protections for national monuments like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and
Northeast Canyons and Seamounts Marine National Monument. We support banning new oil and
gas permitting on public lands and waters, modifying royalties to account for climate costs, and
establishing targeted programs to enhance reforestation and develop renewables on federal lands
and waters. We will take action to protect wildernesses and waters, and require full, rigorous, and
transparent scientific and environmental reviews of any proposed mining projects near national
treasures.
Democrats will protect wildlife habitats and biodiversity, slow extinction rates, and grow America’s
natural carbon sinks by conserving 30 percent of our lands and waters by 2030. We support fully
funding the Land and Water Conservation Fund to increase resources for conserving public lands
and waters and incentivizing voluntary conservation efforts on private lands, including through private-sector ecosystems markets. And Democrats will ensure America’s public lands and waters reflect the diversity of our country by engaging all Americans in the great outdoors, building a diverse
workforce in our land management agencies, and protecting landscapes, marinescapes, and cultural
sites that tell the full story of America.
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RESTORING AND STRENGTHENING
OUR DEMOCRACY
Our government and our elections are supposed to reflect the interests of the American people, not
only the wealthiest few and the biggest corporations. Democrats will fight to restore and protect
Americans’ fundamental right to vote, including by aggressively pushing back against Republican
governors, legislatures, and state officials who have disenfranchised people of color, young people,
low-income people, and people with disabilities. And we will strictly enforce ethics laws and improve
transparency across the federal government in order to rebuild trust with the American people, and
will protect civil servants and whistleblowers from political retribution.

PROTECTING AND ENFORCING VOTING RIGHTS
Democrats are committed to the sacred principle of “one person, one vote”—and we will fight to
achieve that principle for every citizen, regardless of race, income, disability status, geography,
or English language proficiency. We stand united against the determined Republican campaign to
disenfranchise voters through onerous voter ID laws, unconstitutional and excessive purges of the
voter rolls, and closures of polling places in low-income neighborhoods, on college campuses, and
in communities of color. Americans should never have to wait in hours-long lines to exercise their
voting rights.
Democrats will strengthen our democracy by guaranteeing that every American’s vote is protected.
We will make it a priority to pass legislation that restores and strengthens the Voting Rights Act, and
ensure the Department of Justice challenges state laws that make it harder for Americans to vote.
We will make voting easier and more accessible for all Americans by supporting automatic voter
registration, same-day voter registration, early voting, and universal vote-from-home and vote-bymail options.
Democrats believe Election Day should be a national holiday, in celebration of our democratic institutions and to make it easier for everyone to cast their ballot. Democrats recognize that unions,
community groups, faith organizations and other civic organizations are critical to facilitating registration, encouraging voting, and protecting voter rights.
We will fully implement the Help America Vote Act and require that polling places and elections are
accessible for people with disabilities, and work to ensure that returning citizens have their voting
rights restored upon release from jail or prison without the additional hurdle of having to pay fines
and fees in order to vote. Democrats will also fight for emergency funding for states to help make
vote-from-home and vote-by-mail universally available during the pandemic, while ensuring that
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all jurisdictions take steps to ensure continued meaningful, safe opportunities to vote in person. We
recognize that the United States Postal Service is more than ever a critical component to our democracy and must be supported to guarantee timely and efficient delivery and return of vote by mail
ballots. Election officials must be provided with sufficient time after election day to process, count,
and audit all ballots.
We must give voters the confidence that their ballot was counted as cast by supporting mandatory,
statistically meaningful post-election audits and full transparency of all election results and data.
To ensure every eligible ballot is counted, vote by mail voters must be informed of and provided a
meaningful opportunity to fix any problem with their ballot. A professional and well-trained election
workforce is critical to the administration of elections, we support ongoing federal and state funding
for local elections offices.
Gerrymandering distorts our democracy, and Democrats will enact measures to end partisan gerrymandering in federal elections. Efforts to redraw legislative districts following the 2020 Census
must be guided by transparency and public input, while reducing the power of partisan actors, so
that maps reflect the will of voters, fairly represent communities of color, and provide for competitive races. We will protect the integrity of the decennial Census from political interference, including
ensuring that apportionment and redistricting be based on total population counts, and also ensure
the Census Bureau is equipped to conduct cost-effective, timely, and accurate surveys. Democrats
will maintain the legal requirement for Census participation and increase resources to reduce undercounts of communities of color, immigrants, LGBTQ+ people, people with disabilities, rural and
low-income populations, and young children that have long plagued the decennial Census. We will
also direct the Census Bureau to study whether counting the prison population where they are incarcerated creates inequitable outcomes in state or federal representation or funding allocations.
Democrats will increase investments to help state and local governments upgrade election technology, including cybersecurity technology, and ensure that election technology is accessible for people
with disabilities. Democrats will also increase oversight of private election vendors to ensure voting
systems are secure and worthy of voters’ trust. We will not tolerate election interference and will
protect the integrity of our elections from all enemies, foreign and domestic.

REFORMING THE BROKEN CAMPAIGN FINANCE SYSTEM
Democrats believe that the interests and the voices of the American people should determine our
elections. Money is not speech, and corporations are not people. Democrats will fight to pass a Constitutional amendment that will go beyond merely overturning Citizens United and related decisions
like Buckley v. Valeo by eliminating all private financing from federal elections.
In the meantime, Democrats will work with Congress on legislation to strengthen the public funding
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als who try to influence elections, and ensure that super PACs are wholly independent of campaigns
and political parties. We will bring an end to “dark money” by requiring full disclosure of contributors to any group that advocates for or against candidates, and bar 501(c)(4) organizations from
spending money on elections. Democrats will ban corporate PACs from donating to candidates and
bar lobbyists from donating, fundraising, or bundling for anyone they lobby.

BUILDING AN EFFECTIVE, TRANSPARENT FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
Every federal employee swears an oath to support and defend the Constitution. It is a sacred promise to the American people—that federal workers, both civil servants and political appointees,
will put the interests of the many ahead of their own personal concerns. President Trump and his
Administration have abused the trust between the American people and their government—including by denigrating civil servants, directing federal grants and contracts toward their cronies
and political donors, inappropriately interfering with federal investigations and firing independent
watchdogs, retaliating against whistleblowers, failing to share information as required with Congress, and, most nefariously, violating the law by withholding congressionally appropriated funds in
an attempt to get a foreign government to interfere in America’s elections.
Democrats will establish a commission on federal ethics to aggressively enforce and strengthen
federal ethics laws, including rules around personal financial disclosures for Executive Branch
officials, and make campaign finance, financial disclosure, and lobbying disclosure filings easier for
the public to access and understand. We support requiring all candidates for federal office, including
presidential candidates, to publicly disclose at least 10 years of tax returns.
The American people deserve assurances that their elected officials and federal appointees work for
them, not for special interests. Democrats will re-establish merit-based federal contracting decisions and prohibit political appointees, at the White House or in agency leadership, from interfering
in grantmaking. We will restore and re-empower independent inspectors general across the federal government and work to strengthen whistleblower protections to fully protect federal employees from retaliation. And we will ban lobbying by foreign governments and significantly lower the
threshold for having to register as a federal lobbyist in order to close loopholes that allow special
interests to secretly influence policymaking in Congress and across the federal government.
Democrats condemn President Trump’s determination to sow chaos and division by inappropriately deploying federal agents to American cities, where too many have used egregious tactics against
peaceful protestors. We know federal agents can ably protect federal property while also clearly displaying badges, insignias, and identifying markings; without detaining Americans in undisclosed
locations without cause; and without brutally attacking peaceful protestors. Democrats are committed to following the rule of law and will uphold the First Amendment right to peaceably assemble.
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tently rule for corporations, the wealthy, and Republican interests. They have undermined the legitimacy of our courts through an anti-democratic, win-at-all costs campaign that includes blocking a
Democratic president from appointing a justice to the Supreme Court and obstructing dozens of diverse lower-court nominees. The Democratic Party recognizes the need for structural court reforms
to increase transparency and accountability.
Now more than ever, federal agencies need experts on staff who know how to use science, evidence,
data, and facts to guide decision-making on behalf of the American people. As the COVID-19 pandemic demonstrates, our country needs the best experts working within government to protect and
improve the lives of all Americans. Democrats support the recruitment of people with expertise in
science, social science, technology, and innovation to jobs in public service to help solve our nation’s
most pressing challenges. To ensure that federal funds are invested as effectively and efficiently as
possible, the federal government should be using the best available evidence when making budget
and spending decisions. Democrats will ensure federal data collection and analysis is adequately funded and designed to allow for disaggregation by race, gender, LGBTQ+ status, geography,
disability status, and other important variables, so that disparities can be better understood and
addressed. Democrats support the widespread use of strategies to promote evidence-based policymaking, including more robust evaluations of tax expenditures and allocating funds for program
evaluation, to help ensure the American people are receiving the most productive, efficient services
from our federal government.

MAKING WASHINGTON, D.C. THE 51ST STATE
It’s time to stop treating the more than 700,000 people who live in our nation’s capital as second-class citizens. The residents of Washington, D.C. pay more per capita in federal income taxes
than any state in the country—and more in total federal income tax than 22 states—and yet the
District has zero voting representatives in the U.S. Congress. The Congress retains broad power to
override budget decisions made by democratically elected officials in Washington, D.C. And as was
made shockingly clear to the American people this year, under current law, Washington, D.C. does
not have control over its own National Guard units and can be occupied by military forces at the
President’s whim. The citizens of Washington, D.C.—a majority of whom are people of color—voted
overwhelmingly in favor of statehood in a 2016 referendum and have ratified a state constitution.
Democrats unequivocally support statehood for Washington, D.C., so the citizens of the District can
at last have full and equal representation in Congress and the rights of self-determination.

GUARANTEEING SELF-DETERMINATION FOR PUERTO RICO
The people of Puerto Rico deserve self-determination on the issue of status.
Democrats are committed to helping the island rebuild and recover from the devastation wrought by
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eral government to address the island’s disparities in energy, infrastructure, health care, education,
housing, agriculture, employment, and disaster preparedness. Disaster response in Puerto Rico
must be given the same priority and be conducted on the same basis as federal responses to natural
disasters elsewhere in the United States. We will forgive disaster relief loans issued to Puerto Rican
municipalities following Hurricanes Irma and Maria to help expedite the island’s economic recovery.
The unequal treatment of Puerto Rico’s residents must end. We will invest in the island’s future
through economic development initiatives, increased education funding, construction of affordable
housing, and innovative energy and climate resilience programs. Democrats support accelerating
access to disaster recovery funds so the island can improve its infrastructure and transform itself
into one of the fastest-growing, most prosperous parts of the United States. We also believe Puerto
Rico should be treated equally with respect to federal programs, including Medicaid, SNAP, and the
Child Tax Credit.
Bankruptcy blocks Puerto Rico’s growth and recovery. Democrats will help restructure and provide
relief from Puerto Rico’s remaining debt burden and work with the government of Puerto Rico to
accelerate progress in order to dissolve the Financial Oversight and Management Board.

SUPPORTING THE U.S. TERRITORIES
Democrats recognize and honor the contributions and sacrifices made in service of our country
by the Americans living in the territories of Guam, American Samoa, the U.S. Virgin Islands, and
the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands. The people of the U.S. territories have played
a vital role in American democracy for more than 120 years, and have for too long been met with
unequal treatment by the federal government. We support establishing a Congressional task force to
gather findings on voting rights in the territories, and recommend changes to Congress to allow for
the full and equal voting rights of U.S. citizens who are residents of the territories in federal elections, and for full and equal voting representation in the U.S. House of Representatives. The American citizens of the U.S. territories should have the right to vote for President of the United States.
Democrats will support self-determination for the people of the U.S territories, including respecting
their right to decide their future status in a fair, binding, and equitable manner.
The U.S. Virgin Islands suffered significant impacts as a result of Hurricanes Irma and Maria, and
the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands, Guam, and American Samoa have suffered
damages as a result of intensifying Pacific typhoons and cyclones. Democrats will support investments to help the U.S. territories recover from recent natural disasters and build increased resilience to the impacts of climate change, including by expanding access to clean, affordable, reliable
energy and water systems. We will mobilize resources to address disparities in agriculture, economic development, education, employment, energy, health care, housing, and infrastructure in the U.S.
territories to help the territories diversify their economies and recover from the COVID-19 pandemic.
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We will improve health care access and affordability and support policies to address health disparities in the U.S. territories. We believe the territories should be treated equally with respect to
important federal programs, including the Affordable Care Act, Medicaid, SNAP, and the Child Tax
Credit, that reduce poverty and support working families. And Democrats commit to ensuring veterans from the U.S. territories have access to timely and quality health care and other benefits through
the VA.
Democrats will continue to work with the people of Guam to properly memorialize residents who
suffered unspeakable harm as a result of their U.S. nationality during the Imperial Japanese occupation of Guam during World War II. We recognize the increasing demands placed on state and territorial governments by migration under the Compacts of Free Association (COFA), and will explore
mechanisms for increasing reimbursement of costs absorbed by Guam, the Commonwealth of the
Northern Mariana Islands, and Hawaii. And Democrats will restore Medicaid eligibility for migrants
under COFA who are legally residing, working, and studying in the United States, but who were inadvertently left out of health care legislation.

STRENGTHENING THE U.S. POSTAL SERVICE
The U.S. Postal Service (USPS) is the world’s most efficient mail carrier, and Democrats are wholly
committed to supporting a public USPS. We will fight all efforts to privatize the USPS and will work
to ensure the USPS is financially sustainable, including by repealing the mandate that the agency
“pre-fund” retiree health costs. Democrats will protect the Postal Service’s universal service obligation as a core American value and maintain six-day and doorstep mail delivery, which is a lifeline
for rural Americans. And we will work to restore service to appropriate levels, including overnight
delivery of first-class mail and periodicals within the same metropolitan area, maintaining six-day
and door-to door delivery, and appointing members to the Board of Governors and the Postal Regulatory Commission who champion a strong public Postal Service. We will also support new revenue
streams for the USPS, including allowing secure shipping of alcoholic beverages by mail and exploring options to enable unbanked and underbanked Americans to access financial services through
the Postal Service.

CREATING A 21ST CENTURY
IMMIGRATION SYSTEM
Out of many, we are one. That bedrock American idea has animated our country from its earliest
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ment. The Trump Administration has repudiated that idea and abandoned our values as a diverse,
compassionate, and welcoming country. Instead of pursuing a sensible, humane, and responsible
approach to immigration that strengthens the United States, the Trump Administration has been
callous, cruel, and reckless in the extreme. President Trump’s immigration policies have made our
communities less safe, undermined our economy, and tarnished our image around the world.
This Administration’s cruelty and dehumanization of immigrants stretches the imagination and
shocks the conscience: forcibly separating families and putting children in cages; deporting veterans who have fought to defend our freedoms; conducting militarized raids on our workplaces; endangering lives by denying COVID-19 testing and treatment based on immigration status, including
to essential workers at the forefront of the pandemic response; banning people from traveling to the
United States based on their faith or their country of origin; and turning away refugees and asylum
seekers fleeing violence and persecution. These actions should not happen in our country again.
Democrats believe America can do better. Indeed, we must.
The truth is that our immigration system was broken long before President Trump came into office, and his departure alone won’t fix it. Immigrants are essential to our society and our economy.
Immigrants are part of our families. They enrich our culture. They grow our food, care for our loved
ones, serve in our armed forces, and provide critical health care services. Immigrants make America
stronger. Not only do immigrants support us—immigrants are us. Our families and our communities, our congregations and our schools, our businesses large and small have been built and sustained through the inclusion of immigrants. That’s why Democrats commit to building a 21st century immigration system that reflects our values, repairs past harms, heals our communities, rebuilds
our economy, and renews our global leadership.
We will start by righting the wrongs of the Trump Administration.
Democrats will rescind President Trump’s fabricated “National Emergency,” which siphons funding
away from our men and women in uniform to construct an unnecessary, wasteful, and ineffective
wall on the southern border.
We will immediately terminate the Trump Administration’s discriminatory travel and immigration
bans that disproportionately impact Muslim, Arab, and African people, and invite those whose visas
have been denied under these xenophobic and un-American policies to re-apply to come to the United States. We will support legislation to ensure that no president can enact discriminatory bans ever
again.
We will reinstate, expand, and streamline protections for Dreamers and the parents of American
citizen children to keep families together in the communities they have long called home.
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Democrats believe the United States should be a beacon of hope for those who are suffering violence and injustice, which is why we will protect and expand the existing asylum system and other
humanitarian protections. We will reverse Trump Administration policies that prevent victims of
gang and domestic violence, as well as LGBTQ+ people who are unsafe in their home countries, from
being eligible to apply for asylum. Democrats will end Trump Administration policies that deny protected entry to asylum seekers, put them at great risk, and destabilize our neighbors and the broader region. And we will end prosecution of asylum seekers at the border and policies that force them
to apply from “safe third countries,” which are far from safe.
Democrats believe that our fight to end systemic and structural racism in our country extends to our
immigration system, including the policies at our borders and ports of entry, detention centers, and
within immigration law enforcement agencies and their policies and operations. And Democrats will
immediately halt enforcement of and rescind the Trump Administration’s un-American immigrant
wealth test.
Even as we work to reverse the enormous damage caused by the Trump Administration, we are
determined to build a 21st century immigration system that embodies our values, expands economic
opportunity for all Americans, and enhances our global competitiveness.
Democrats believe it is long past time to provide a roadmap to citizenship for the millions of undocumented workers, caregivers, students, and children who are an essential part of our economy and of
the fabric of our nation. We will fast-track this process for those workers who have been essential to
the pandemic response and recovery efforts, including health care workers, farmworkers, and others. We will also eliminate unfair barriers to naturalization, reduce application backlogs, and make
our immigration processes faster, more efficient, and less costly. These reforms will strengthen our
communities, our families, our economy, and our country. Democrats oppose President Trump’s
illegal, chaotic, and reckless changes to the legal immigration system, including decisions to slash
family-based immigration as well as H-1B and other visa programs that can help our economy.
Democrats believe family unity should be a guiding principle for our immigration policy. We will prioritize family reunification for children still separated from their families, and we will restore family
reunification programs ended by the Trump Administration. We support legislation to treat the
spouses and children of green card holders as immediate relatives and end their unfair separation.
We will eliminate family-based green card backlogs and reform the system to speed up family-based
visas. And we will work with Congress to eliminate immigration barriers, such as the three- and 10year bars, and remove the 10-year waiting period for waivers to the permanent bars that keep loved
ones apart.
We believe we should expand, not reduce, the annual visa cap for victims of human trafficking, including victims of sex trafficking, violence against women and children, and other heinous crimes;
ensure that same sex-couples and their children receive equal treatment in the immigration and
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naturalization systems; reaffirm America’s commitment to family-based immigration; and preserve
the critical role of diversity preferences in our immigration system. Democrats will ensure that
law-abiding individuals with Temporary Protected Status or Deferred Enforced Departure are not
sent back to countries where they cannot live safely, and we will work to pave a path to citizenship
for those who have been in the country for an extended period of time and built their lives in the
United States.
Democrats know that when employers feel free to abuse and bully immigrant workers, all workers
suffer. That’s why we will hold employers accountable, promote workers’ rights, and prioritize the
enforcement of labor and employment laws across the economy, including discrimination and sexual
harassment protections, wage and hour laws, and health and safety rules. We will prevent employers from taking advantage of immigrant workers by establishing an affirmative process to request
deferred action for workers who report labor violations and by supporting the Domestic Workers’
Bill of Rights and the Protect Our Workers from Exploitation and Retaliation (POWER) Act.
We will ensure that enforcement mechanisms are humane and consistent with our values and international humanitarian obligations. That’s why we will end workplace and community raids. We will
protect sensitive locations like our schools, houses of worship, health care facilities, benefits offices,
and DMVs from immigration enforcement actions, and prohibit raids in which children and members of vulnerable populations are left behind without their caregivers. We will prohibit enforcement
actions that deter access to justice at courthouses and repress freedom of speech and assembly, end
programs that force state and local law enforcement to also be responsible for immigration enforcement, and stop targeting men and women who served in uniform and their families. We will reaffirm enforcement officials’ ability to engage in the pre-Trump practice of prosecutorial discretion for
deserving cases, including when needed to address humanitarian issues or other injustices. We will
also prevent enforcement officials from retaliating against individuals for their political speech or
activity, or because of their efforts to advocate for individuals’ rights.
We believe detention should be a last resort, not the default. Democrats will prioritize investments
in more effective and cost-efficient community-based alternatives to detention. We will end for-profit
detention centers and ensure that any facility where migrants are being detained is held to the highest standards of care and guarantees their safety and dignity. We will ensure all detention centers
provide access to competent interpreters who speak migrants’ native languages and dialects. Detention of children should be restricted to the shortest possible time, with their access to education and
proper care ensured. We will prioritize alternatives to detention for individuals with special vulnerabilities—those who are known to be suffering from serious physical or mental illness, who have
disabilities, who are elderly, pregnant, or nursing, who demonstrate that they are primary caretakers of children or an infirm person, identify as gay, lesbian, transgender, gender non-conforming, or
intersex, or whose detention is otherwise not in the public interest.
Democrats will implement robust mechanisms for oversight, accountability, and transparency to
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ensure immigration agencies abide by our values, the U.S. Constitution, and international law. Democrats believe immigration judges should be able to operate free of inappropriate political influence,
and will support steps to make immigration courts more independent. We will demand that leaders
of our immigration agencies be Senate-confirmed professionals, and that Immigration and Customs
Enforcement and Customs and Border Protection personnel abide by our values and professional,
evidence-based standards and are held accountable for any inappropriate, unlawful, or inhumane
treatment.
A 21st century immigration system that honors our values is an essential prerequisite not just to
recovering from the worst economic crisis since the Great Depression, but to strengthening our
democracy and guaranteeing America’s long-term economic competitiveness. That’s why Democrats
believe in improving and increasing opportunities for legal, permanent immigration. Our family,
humanitarian, and diversity pathways have contributed immeasurably to the vibrancy and productivity of American society and should continue to be the centerpiece of our immigration system. We
also support awarding visas for permanent, employment-based immigration in a way that is responsive to labor market needs. We want to attract and keep talent in this country, which is why Democrats will end the Trump Administration’s freeze on green cards for new immigrants and instead
pursue a meaningful reform agenda.
Democrats support policies and programs to make it easier for qualified immigrants and their
families to become full and equal citizens, including increasing funding for culturally appropriate
immigrant inclusion and citizenship services, legal support, English classes and bilingual education, workforce development, and adult education.
Finally, Democrats will address the root causes of migration—violence and insecurity, poverty, pervasive corruption, lack of educational and economic opportunity, and the impacts of climate change.
Disciplined American leadership and well-designed assistance programs can help prevent and mitigate the effects of migration crises around the world, from Southeast Asia to Sub-Saharan Africa to
Central America. We will support a comprehensive strategy to strengthen security and prosperity
in partnership with the people of Central America and the Caribbean and with the support of the
international community. And we will renew American diplomacy as our tool of first resort, rebuild
our partnerships and alliances, and once again lead the global humanitarian response.

PROVIDING A WORLD-CLASS EDUCATION IN
EVERY ZIP CODE
Education is fundamental to the idea of America and to fulfilling our nation’s promise. It is the key to
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addressing the challenges before us—to growing our economy, maintaining American competitiveness on the world stage, and building a more just, equitable, civically engaged, and socially conscientious nation. As Democrats, we believe that education is a critical public good—not a commodity—and that it is the government’s responsibility to ensure that every child, everywhere, is able to
receive a world-class education that enables them to lead meaningful lives, no matter their race,
sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, national origin, religion, disability status, language status,
immigration or citizenship status, household income or ZIP code.
For too long, we have short-changed our children by underinvesting in our nation’s public schools
and in our higher education system. Despite ample research showing that early childhood education
can improve outcomes for students for decades to come, we still do not have universal, high-quality pre-K. Despite the decades-long trend that has seen more and more women entering the labor
force as breadwinners, it is still far too difficult for families to secure safe and affordable child care
services. Our public schools are bedrock community institutions, and yet our educators are underpaid, our classrooms are overstuffed, and our school buildings have been neglected, especially in
low-income neighborhoods and communities of color. Roughly six in 10 jobs require at least some
education beyond high school, and yet the ever-rising cost of college tuition and fees leaves higher
education out of reach—or saddles students with a lifetime of debt.
The emergency conditions created by the COVID-19 pandemic have vividly demonstrated to parents, students, and educators across the country that there is no sustainable, long-term substitute
for high-quality, in-classroom learning. Significant gaps in access to technology, including lack of
access to high-speed broadband and connected devices, have deepened inequities in our educational
system for students of color, students with disabilities, English language learners, and students in
rural areas and under-resourced neighborhoods during this pandemic. We will significantly increase federal investments in rural, urban, and Tribal broadband infrastructure to close the digital
divide and ensure students can access educational resources from their homes and schools now and
in the future. We will need increased investments in public education to help students get back on
track when public health experts determine it is safe to return to schools.
Democrats believe we can and must do better for our children, our educators, and our country.
We are committed to making the investments our students and teachers need to build equity and
safeguard humanity in our educational system and guarantee every child can receive a great education. To this end, we support K-12 instruction in civics and climate literacy. We will support
evidence-based programs and pedagogical approaches, including assessments that consider the
well-being of the whole student and recognize the range of ways students can demonstrate learning. We will reimagine our education system guided by the stakeholders and qualified, first-class,
well-trained, passionate educators who know these issues best: young people, educators, parents,
and community leaders. Democrats fundamentally believe our education system should prepare all
our students—indeed, all of us—for college, careers, lifelong learning, and to be informed, engaged
citizens of our communities, our country, and our planet.
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GUARANTEEING UNIVERSAL EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
Democrats believe that all children across the United States should have access to high-quality
early childhood education programs. We will work with states to offer pre-K for all three- and fouryear-olds and expand Head Start and Early Head Start. We will drive increased resources to the
communities with the highest need, including those with the highest concentrations of low-income
students, impoverished urban areas impacted by gentrification, and rural areas, and will strive to
support holistic school readiness. We also will ensure students with disabilities and English language learners have access to and are fully included in early childhood programs.
We recognize that learning starts at birth, and the exorbitant costs of safe, quality child care present
a significant economic burden to families. Democrats support making child care and dependent tax
credits significantly more generous and will increase funding to states to guarantee that low-income
and middle class families can afford child care. We will make major investments to increase quality
options for parents and increase compensation for providers. Democrats also support expanding
proven programs for low-income and first-time parents, guardians, and caregivers, including home
visiting, that can help connect families in need to child care, education, and child development opportunities and improve outcomes for children and parents alike.
Democrats also support raising early childhood standards and providing ongoing professional development for early childhood educators, to ensure that children’s academic, social development, behavioral, and cognitive needs are being met. Democrats believe that early childhood educators, like
all educators and all workers, should be paid a family-supporting wage, have access to benefits and
paid leave, and be able to organize, join a union, and collectively bargain for better wages, benefits,
and working conditions.

SUPPORTING HIGH-QUALITY K-12 SCHOOLS ACROSS AMERICA
Each year, the United States spends $23 billion more on schools in predominantly white districts
than in non-white districts. Using property taxes to fund public K-12 schools results in inequitable
treatment for students in low-income school districts, compared to those in wealthier areas. Democrats are committed to closing the school funding gap by tripling Title I funding, which benefits
schools that serve low-income students, and incentivizing states to adopt progressive funding formulas that direct resources to the schools that need it most. We will also ensure sustainable, reliable
funding for rural schools, schools in impoverished urban areas impacted by gentrification, and
Bureau of Indian Education schools.
As the COVID-19 pandemic has made plain, our public schools are more than places where children learn—they are pillars of our neighborhoods and our society. Democrats believe that no student should ever be shamed over school lunch debt, and support expanding universal free school
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meal programs. We will also support wraparound health care and nutrition services, before- and
after-school programs, adult education classes, and other services by significantly expanding the
community school model.
Students should have multiple public school pathways to be able to access the opportunities they deserve. Democrats will work to expand access to career and technical education, magnet schools for
science and the arts, International Baccalaureate programs, and early college high schools to offer
multiple pathways to meet the diverse needs and interests of America’s high school students. We will
increase investments in high-quality science, technology, engineering, and mathematics programs
in our public schools, support access to computer science for all and improve professional development opportunities for math and science teachers, including through the creation of a national
science corps of outstanding STEM teachers serving as leaders in their schools and communities.
Democrats believe we must prioritize STEAM education and funding for underrepresented students,
including students of color, girls, and low-income students, to help remove enrollment and achievement barriers. We will equip students with the knowledge and skills to understand complex scientific issues, counter the rising tide of denialism by promoting environmental and climate literacy, and
reverse the Trump Administration’s cuts to the National Environmental Education Act. In addition
to developing strong literacy, numeracy, and STEAM skills, our education system should develop
the deep learning and life skills needed to thrive in the 21st century economy, including critical and
creative thinking, leadership, and judgment and decision-making.
Charter schools were originally intended to be publicly funded schools with increased flexibility in
program design and operations. Democrats believe that education is a public good and should not be
saddled with a private profit motive, which is why we will ban for-profit private charter businesses
from receiving federal funding. And we recognize the need for more stringent guardrails to ensure
charter schools are good stewards of federal education funds. We support measures to increase
accountability for charter schools, including by requiring all charter schools to meet the same standards of transparency as traditional public schools, including with regard to civil rights protections,
racial equity, admissions practices, disciplinary procedures, and school finances. We will call for
conditioning federal funding for new, expanded charter schools or for charter school renewals on
a district’s review of whether the charter will systematically underserve the neediest students. And
Democrats oppose private school vouchers and other policies that divert taxpayer-funded resources
away from the public school system, including the program at issue in the recent Espinoza decision.
Democrats are committed to safe and supportive school climates for students and educators alike.
Guns have no place in our schools. We disagree strongly with the Trump Administration’s dangerous
and short-sighted suggestion that teachers should bring firearms into the classroom. Democrats
also believe that all schools should have adequate resources to expand school-based health services
and hire guidance counselors, social workers, nurses, and school psychologists to help support
students’ mental health needs, address trauma, and promote social and emotional development. We
will work with school administrators, educators, students, and mental health advocates to reduce
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the stigma that too often prevents students from seeking out these resources. Democrats will make
sure schools do not engage in, and appropriately address, discrimination, bullying and harassment
related to sex, including sexual orientation and gender identity; race; national origin; immigration
or citizenship status; religion; disability; and language status. We will protect the rights of transgender students.
It is unacceptable that America’s public schools are more racially segregated today than they were in
the late 1960s. Schools—and classrooms and programs within schools—continue to be segregated
by race and class. And, with increasing frequency, students are being unnecessarily and unlawfully
segregated by disability, language status and through the use of exclusionary discipline and schoolbased arrests. We believe that schools must no longer engage in segregation and segregative practices. Democrats support appointing judges who will enforce the Civil Rights Act in schools. We will
fund federal programs to promote integration and school diversity, including magnet schools and
school transportation initiatives. We will also reinvigorate and increase funding for the Department
of Education’s Office of Civil Rights, expand the civil rights data collection to inform civil rights enforcement and the public on the status of equal educational opportunity for all children, and build on
the Strength in Diversity Act to increase federal funding for community-driven strategies to desegregate schools.
All children have the Constitutional right to go to school. Schools should be safe zones for children
and their families, which is why Democrats will protect sensitive locations like schools from immigration enforcement actions. Democrats believe that English learners should be recognized as
bringing an asset, rather than a deficit, with them to school. We recognize the need for significantly
increased funding and support for English learners to ensure they can participate meaningfully and
equally in school. Democrats will protect the civil rights of limited English proficient parents so they
receive information in the language they understand and are able to meaningfully participate in
their child’s education, including through public meetings and community decision-making mechanisms.
Democrats believe in providing equal educational opportunities for students with disabilities. We
will fully fund the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act and fully implement its requirements
for a free appropriate public education and least restrictive environment. We will support aggressive enforcement of Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act and the Americans with Disabilities Act,
including the integration mandate of the Olmstead decision, and provide school districts with
additional resources to better serve students with disabilities. We will ban seclusion and prevent
and decrease use of physical restraint, in partnership with teachers, school administrators, and the
disability rights movement. Democrats also support aggressive enforcement of the Americans with
Disabilities Act in schools and other settings.
The COVID-19 pandemic has made long-standing educational disparities evident to all Americans.
Democrats will prioritize equitable education and access for students with disabilities, English
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language learners, low-income students, students of color, and urban and rural students, including those who are homeless, are immigrants or refugees, or are in the foster care or juvenile justice
systems. Remote instruction must be individualized to the greatest possible extent and reasonable
modifications should be provided for students with disabilities even during a pandemic.
The evidence from nearly two decades of education reforms that hinge on standardized test scores
shows clearly that high-stakes testing has not led to enough improvement in outcomes for students
or for schools, and can lead to discrimination against students, particularly students with disabilities, students of color, low-income students, and English language learners. Democrats will work
to end the use of such high-stakes tests and encourage states to develop reliable, continuous, evidence-based approaches to student assessment that rely on multiple and holistic measures that better represent student achievement. Assessments will provide families with clear, accessible, consistent information about how well schools are serving individual students and groups of students,
while better representing student achievement. Students, parents, and educators will be supported
by data collection and analysis disaggregated by race, gender, disability status, and other important
variables, to identify and address disparities in educational equity, access, and outcomes.
Educators have always been heroes. The COVID-19 pandemic has made the value that educators
provide to children, parents, and the economy obvious as never before to tens of millions of Americans. Public school educators should have the same rights to organize, join a union, and collectively
bargain as private sector workers. Democrats will fight to significantly increase pay and benefits for
all educators, in order to help recruit, retain, and reward high-quality teachers and support professionals, and will continue to support measures to help teachers pay for out-of-pocket classroom expenses. We will support programs to help introduce high school students to the teaching profession,
enable school support staff to climb the professional ladder within schools, and recruit a diverse
educational workforce through partnerships with HBCUs, MSIs, and TCUs.

MAKING HIGHER EDUCATION AFFORDABLE AND ACCESSIBLE
Democrats believe that everyone should be able to earn a degree beyond high school, if they choose
to, without money standing in the way. That is why we will make public colleges and universities tuition-free for students whose families earn less than $125,000—roughly 80 percent of the American
people. We will double the maximum Pell Grant award for low-income students, and double federal
support for TRIO programs that help first-generation college students, students with disabilities,
veterans, and other underrepresented groups apply to and complete college.
HBCUs, MSIs, and TCUs serve a disproportionate number of low-income students who might otherwise be unable to access a college degree, and yet these vital institutions are chronically under-resourced. Democrats will work to provide grants to HBCUs, MSIs, and TCUs to lower student costs,
increase academic research capabilities, and ensure these essential institutions can continue to
thrive in the future.
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Democrats support making community colleges and trade schools tuition-free for all students,
including Dreamers. Our nation’s network of two-year community colleges provides accessible,
high-quality education for students of all ages. Democrats will additionally support and expand
pre-apprenticeship opportunities and registered apprenticeships with formal worker representation in program development to provide a clear pathway to high-quality jobs that does not require
attending college.
We will increase federal support for services like child care on college campuses, so more students
are able to balance the demands of school and family and graduate with degrees. Democrats also
support increased funding for wraparound services, including covering the cost of textbooks and
fees for low-income students and establishing programs to address campus food insecurity, so students can focus on what matters most: their studies.
Democrats will fight to create a federal funding program for higher education, modeled on Title I
funding for K-12 schools, that would direct funds to public and nonprofit colleges and universities
and minority-serving institutions based on the proportion of low-income students those schools
enroll and graduate. We will promote transparency and fairness regarding higher education faculty
working conditions, including adjuncts, graduate employees, and full-time lecturers who are often
grossly underpaid compared to full professors, and support and encourage professor tenure. And
Democrats will safeguard academic freedom on college campuses.
Democrats oppose the Trump Administration’s cruel and capricious treatment of international students studying in the United States during the COVID-19 pandemic. Young people around the world
dream of coming to the United States, especially to study, innovate, and contribute to our research
institutions, our economy, and our communities. Winning the competition for talents is a major
component for winning global competitions in the 21st century. Democrats are committed to policies
that make the United States welcoming to the more than one million international students who
come to study in our colleges and universities annually, contributing to our higher education sector
and to our nation’s intellectual and cultural vibrancy. We will act to restore trust and certainty for
international students and the higher education sector as part of the recovery from the COVID-19
pandemic and the Trump Administration’s harmful policies toward international students.

PROVIDING BORROWERS RELIEF FROM CRUSHING STUDENT DEBT
Student debt is holding millions of Americans back. The COVID-19 pandemic and President Trump’s
recession are making it harder for those with student loans to make ends meet right now. Democrats will work to authorize up to $10,000 in student debt relief per borrower to help families weather this crisis.
Beyond that immediate relief, Democrats will also take steps to ease the burden of high monthly
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student loan payments through legislative and administration relief processes, including creating a
simplified repayment process. Democrats will work to pause monthly billing and stop interest from
accruing on federal student loans for people earning less than $25,000, and cap payments at no
more than five percent of discretionary income for those earning more than $25,000. After 20 years,
remaining federal student loan debt should be automatically forgiven without tax liability. For those
earning less than $125,000, we support forgiving all undergraduate tuition-related federal student
debt from two- and four-year public colleges and universities, and we will also apply this benefit to
individuals holding federal student loans for tuition from private HBCUs and MSIs.
Democrats support modernizing and improving the Public Service Loan Forgiveness program,
including making the enrollment process automatic for people who work in schools, government
agencies, and non-profit organizations. We will also make the program more generous by forgiving
up to $10,000 in student debt per year for up to five years, and apply this action to people who have
already dedicated 5 years or less of service to working in our schools, government agencies, and
non-profit organizations. We reject Republican proposals that, in the name of simplification, would
make students pay billions of dollars more on their student loans.
Not only will these measures make it easier for Americans to buy a home or start a small business,
student debt forgiveness is key to helping address the racial wealth gap, as students of color are
more likely to have to borrow to finance higher education. Democrats will also empower the CFPB
to take action against exploitative lenders and will work with Congress to allow student debt to be
discharged during bankruptcy.
The Trump Administration has let for-profit colleges and universities once again prey upon students with impunity by repealing important protections. Democrats will crack down on predatory
for-profit higher education programs, including by issuing requirements that these programs be
able to demonstrate their value and effectiveness before becoming eligible for federal student loans.
We will call upon the Secretary of Education to forgive debt carried by students who were ripped off
by predatory schools, including by programs that defrauded students or that misrepresented program offerings or program outcomes, as well as debt held by people who are permanently disabled.
And we will protect veterans and servicemembers from being steered into low-performing for-profit
higher education and professional programs.
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RENEWING AMERICAN LEADERSHIP
Democrats believe that we can only be strong in the world when we are strong and united at home.
We believe that a healthy democracy, just society, and inclusive economy are essential prerequisites
for effective American leadership abroad. And we believe that the ultimate measure —and purpose—of our foreign policy is whether it protects and advances America’s security, prosperity and
values—and delivers results for all Americans.
President Trump promised he would put “America First”—but Trump’s America stands alone. Under
his leadership, America’s reputation and influence are in tatters. Our country is less safe, our economy more fragile, and our democracy, values, and unity endangered.
Rather than advance our interests and values in a more competitive world, President Trump has
retreated—allowing our adversaries to fill the void. He has attacked the sources of our strength, hollowed out American diplomacy, shredded international commitments, weakened our alliances, and
tarnished our credibility.
Rather than make smart investments to keep our military’s competitive edge, President Trump has
wasted billions on vanity projects, barred patriotic Americans from serving their country, denied
military families the care and support they have earned, and tried to use our women and men in
uniform to sow fear and division.
Rather than help Americans compete in the global economy, he’s launched reckless, politically-motivated tariff wars that have punished American workers, antagonized our allies, and benefited our
adversaries.
Rather than end our forever wars, he’s brought us to the brink of new conflicts, and further militarized our foreign policy. Rather than reduce nuclear dangers, he’s amplified them, and brought the
world closer to catastrophe.
Rather than stand shoulder-to-shoulder with our allies and partners, he’s betrayed them.
Rather than defend democracy and human rights, he’s fawned over autocrats, sent love letters to
despots, sided with dictators over peaceful protestors, and invited foreign interference in our elections. Rather than root out corruption, he’s made common cause with kleptocrats.
Rather than fight the existential threat of climate change, he’s denied science and accelerated the
damage.
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In every region and on every issue, American security and interests are at greater peril—and our
rivals at greater advantage—than four years ago.
Democrats believe four more years of Donald Trump will damage our influence beyond repair. But
closing the chapter on “America First” is just the beginning of the work ahead. We must meet the
world as it is today, not as it was before President Trump’s destruction. That’s why we cannot simply
aspire to restore American leadership. We must reinvent it for a new era.
We will revitalize the power and purpose of American diplomacy to compete in a more contested
world. We will lead not just with the example of our power, but with the power of our example. We
will place values at the center of our foreign policy. And we will reinvent alliances, partnerships, and
international institutions to meet common challenges that no country can face on its own. The world
today looks very different from the post-WWII period that gave birth to our alliance system. But
these changes make our alliances more—not less—crucial to our success.
We will ensure that our military has no peer. We owe it to our men and women in uniform and to the
American public to spend our defense dollars more wisely and strategically—focused on building a
force that can deter and win the conflicts of the 21st century. And we will use force only when necessary, always as a last resort, and with the informed consent of the American people.
And, most importantly, Democrats will ensure that the reinvention of American leadership abroad
prioritizes and accelerates our renewal at home. We will root a disciplined foreign policy in the
needs and aspirations of the American middle class and the imperative of building a more dynamic,
fair, and resilient society—the ultimate wellspring of our power.

REVITALIZING AMERICAN DIPLOMACY
Democrats will revitalize American diplomacy to ensure that the United States remains the world’s
pivotal power and a principled force for peace and prosperity.
The United States should be at the head of the table whenever the safety and well-being of Americans is at stake, working in common cause with our allies and partners. Time and again, the Trump
Administration has stormed out, leaving America’s seat at the table vacant and American interests
on the menu. Americans deserve better.
REBUILDING AMERICA’S TOOL OF FIRST RESORT

Democrats believe that diplomacy should be our tool of first resort. The world’s greatest power deserves to have the world’s very best diplomatic corps. But today, American diplomacy is badly adrift
and under resourced, and our diplomats are demoralized.
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Democrats will support and invest in long overdue reforms to make the State Department more
strategic, modern, agile, and effective. Rather than militarize our foreign policy, treat our diplomats
with contempt, and call for reckless budget cuts, Democrats will put diplomacy back in the hands of
professionals and ensure they are better prepared to advance American interests on the central issues of our time, like disruptive technology and climate change. We will recruit a new generation of
Americans who want to serve their country abroad and ensure they have the training and tools they
need. And we will expand and reform the Foreign Service so it reflects the diversity and richness of
the country it represents.
REINVENTING ALLIANCES

Democrats believe America’s alliances are an irreplaceable cornerstone of our national security that
should be cultivated, not cast away. Our allies offer an enormous strategic advantage that our rivals
can’t match. They multiply our influence, spread our reach, lighten our burden, and advance our
shared interests and priorities much farther than we could ever do on our own.
President Trump has undermined our alliances in ways that our adversaries could have only
dreamed of—sowing doubts about our commitments to diplomatic agreements, mutual defense,
democratic values, and strategic purpose. As a result, our alliance system today faces its biggest
test since the end of the Cold War. He has pushed to bring Russia back into the G7 while lambasting
our NATO partners and ignoring intelligence about Russian bounties for killing American troops
and other coalition forces in Afghanistan. He has undermined confidence in America’s commitment
to the alliance’s Article 5 mutual defense provision, and threatened to pull troops out of Germany
without consultation. In the midst of a nuclear crisis on the Korean Peninsula, he tried to extort our
South Korean allies to dramatically increase their share of alliance costs.
Democrats will not only repair our alliances, but reinvent them to advance mutual priorities and deal
with new challenges. We believe our alliances are strongest when they are rooted in shared democratic values. That’s why we need to signal clearly our profound concerns about democratic backsliding in a number of ally states, and why we need to work with allied democracies to end democracy’s
global recession.
We will make developing shared responses to non-military threats like disinformation, corruption,
and economic coercion, priorities in our agenda. We will work with our partners to improve interoperability, and we will encourage them to build up their defense capabilities, take greater responsibility for regional security, and contribute their fair share. But we will never treat our alliances like
protection rackets. Democrats will not only reinvent existing alliances but also work to strengthen
and build new partnerships in regions of growing strategic importance, particularly in Africa and
Latin America.
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INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

Democrats believe that American security and prosperity are enhanced when the United States
leads in shaping the rules, forging the agreements, and steering the institutions that guide international relations. We believe the system of international institutions we built and led over the past
seven decades has generated an enormous return on our investment. And in today’s more competitive world, its renovation is a critical diplomatic priority. Unfortunately, President Trump has
orchestrated an American retreat from global bodies that weakens our influence, cedes ground to
our adversaries, and puts global peace and prosperity in jeopardy.
Instead of walking away, Democrats believe the United States should lead the way and mobilize our
partners to work in common cause. We will rejoin and reform the WHO, the United Nations Human
Rights Council, and the United Nations Population Fund, because in a global public health crisis
and a global democratic recession, American leadership is needed more than ever. We will work to
modernize international institutions to make sure they are fit for purpose in the 21st century and
responsible stewards of both public funds and the world’s trust.
FOREIGN ASSISTANCE AND DEVELOPMENT

Democrats believe that foreign assistance and development programs are powerful tools for promoting American, and global, security and prosperity. With less than one percent of its annual budget,
the United States gets an extraordinary return on its investments in the prevention and alleviation
of poverty, hunger, disease, and conflict, the empowerment of vulnerable and marginalized populations, and the opening of global markets for American business and exports to thrive. That’s why
we will ensure that the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) reclaims its position as
the world’s premier development agency. And it’s why we reject the Trump Administration’s punitive
and transactional approach to foreign aid and its use to advance domestic political errands at the
expense of our national interests.
Democrats will devote the resources and implement the reforms necessary to further multiply the
impact of foreign assistance. We will reaffirm America’s commitment to the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals and promote data efforts and transparency measures that ensure accountability and help identify areas for strategic investment. We will incorporate local perspectives,
including from civil society partners, into the design, execution, and evaluation of our programs to
secure lasting impact. And we will provide the budgetary support and statutory authorities necessary to make sure our aid institutions, including the new U.S. International Development Finance
Corporation, are successfully integrated into broader international and private-sector development
efforts. Democrats will lead international efforts to help developing countries withstand and recover
from debt crises caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, and we will push for international standards
that establish more transparency and sustainability in development financing.
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TRANSFORMING OUR ARMED FORCES FOR THE 21ST CENTURY
Democrats believe our military is—and must be—the most effective fighting force in the world. To
keep it that way, we need to bring our forever wars to a responsible end, rationalize our defense budget, invest in the forces and technologies of the future, repair civil-military relations, and strengthen our covenant with service members, veterans, and military families.
ENDING FOREVER WARS

Democrats know it’s time to bring nearly two decades of unceasing conflict to an end. Our military
engagements, which have spanned from West Africa to Southeast Asia, have cost more than $5
trillion and claimed more than half a million lives. Our war in Afghanistan is the longest war in
American history, with the youngest U.S. troops now fighting a war that was launched before they
were even born. President Trump said he would get the United States out of these wars, but instead
he deployed more combat forces, expanded their missions, and stoked regional tensions that unnecessarily endangered American lives and interests.
Democrats will deliver on this overdue commitment to end the forever wars, and we will do it responsibly—setting priorities, leading with diplomacy, protecting ourselves from terrorist threats,
enabling local partners, and bringing our troops home.
Democrats are committed to a durable and inclusive political settlement in Afghanistan that ensures
that al-Qaeda isn’t allowed to reconstitute, the Islamic State (ISIS) isn’t allowed to grow, and the
international community can help Afghans safeguard hard-fought gains, especially for women and
girls.
Democrats will end support for the Saudi-led war in Yemen and help bring the war to an end. This
war is responsible for the world’s worst humanitarian crisis, and it amplifies threats to the region
and to our interests. Democrats believe that the United States should support diplomatic efforts—
not block them.
Democrats will not only end the wars that have cost so much American blood and treasure—we will
apply their lessons. We will only use force when necessary to protect national security and when
the objective is clear and achievable—with the informed consent of the American people, and where
warranted, the approval of Congress. That is why we will work with Congress to repeal decades-old
authorizations for the use of military force and replace them with a narrow and specific framework
that will ensure we can protect Americans from terrorist threats while ending the forever wars.
Rather than occupy countries and overthrow regimes to prevent terrorist attacks, Democrats will
prioritize more effective and less costly diplomatic, intelligence, and law enforcement tools. We
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will right-size our counterterrorism footprint, put it in service of broader regional and overarching
foreign policy objectives, and ensure it never undermines the values we seek to uphold. And we will
mobilize our partners to make sustained investments that can prevent conflict and help extinguish
the flames on which extremists feed.
SECURING OUR COMPETITIVE EDGE

Democrats believe the United States military should be the best-trained, best-equipped, and most
effective fighting force in the world. Ending the forever wars, reducing the enormous stress on our
forces, and rationalizing our global military footprint are essential prerequisites to securing our
competitive edge—but they’re not enough.
We will invest in technology and forces that meet the threats of the future—from cyber to space,
and artificial intelligence to unmanned systems—and reinforce the alliances and partnerships that
enhance our collective security. Rather than continuing to rely on legacy platforms that are increasingly exposed and vulnerable, Democrats support funding a more cost-effective, agile, flexible,
and resilient force with modern transportation and logistics capabilities that can operate in more
contested environments. Democrats will accelerate defense transformation in a responsible, ethical
way, and with strong privacy protections. And we believe the implications of climate change for national security and the Department of Defense can no longer be an afterthought, but must be at the
core of all policy and operational plans to secure our vital interests.
DEFENSE SPENDING

Democrats believe the measure of our security is not how much we spend on defense, but how we
spend our defense dollars and in what proportion to other tools in our foreign policy toolbox and
other urgent domestic investments. We believe we can and must ensure our security while restoring stability, predictability, and fiscal discipline in defense spending. We spend 13 times more on
the military than we do on diplomacy. We spend five times more in Afghanistan each year than we
do on global public health and preventing the next pandemic. We can maintain a strong defense
and protect our safety and security for less. It’s past time to rebalance our investments, improve the
efficiency and competitiveness of our defense industrial base, conduct rigorous annual audits of the
Pentagon, and end waste and fraud.
KEEPING FAITH WITH OUR VETERANS AND MILITARY FAMILIES

Democrats believe that our force is stronger when it reflects the richness and diversity of American society, and when we treat our service members, veterans, and their families with the dignity
they’ve earned. We will protect and enhance opportunities for anyone who can meet the standards
to serve in combat roles, and we will fight the scourge of rape and sexual assault in our military, end
retaliation and impunity, and take care of survivors. We will reverse the Trump Administration’s
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hateful transgender ban, discriminatory exclusions in military health care, and policies that stigmatize and discriminate against people living with HIV and AIDS, and ensure that LGBTQ+ service
members and families enjoy equal respect, benefits, and care. We will root out systemic racism from
our military justice system, where black service members are twice as likely as white ones to face
court-martial. We will accelerate efforts to recruit and promote people of color in the officer corps.
We believe that service members, veterans, and their spouses should never face deportation. We
will create a parole process for veterans deported by the Trump Administration to reunite them with
their families and compatriots. And we believe anyone who has served honorably in our military has
earned a path to citizenship prior to discharge or retirement.
Democrats believe that the world’s best fighting force and its veterans deserve the world’s best
health care. We will rebuild trust in, and accountability at, the VA—not privatize it. We will modernize VA facilities and bolster funding to the VA as part of a nationwide infrastructure plan, expand
eligibility for VA benefits so that all veterans can access the VA, and work with Congress to eliminate
VA cop-pays for preventive health care for veterans. We will ensure that VA benefits address the
full needs of our women veterans, including reproductive services, and that every veteran receives
comprehensive and culturally competent care and benefits regardless of their ethnicity, race, gender
identity, or sexual orientation, and eliminate transgender exclusions. We will combat veteran homelessness, including by converting VA facilities into housing.
Twenty veterans and service members take their life every day. We will treat suicide as the public
health crisis it is. Today, only half of Afghanistan and Iraq veterans have access to the mental health
services they need. That’s why we will invest in mental health and suicide prevention services, and
work with our military communities to encourage and support those seeking help, connecting them
to critical services. Democrats will provide the hundreds of thousands of service members that transition to civilian life with the support they need. Democrats will not abide exploitation of our veterans, especially by for-profit colleges that raid benefits and burden veterans with debt.
Democrats believe that we can’t maintain the force we need unless we take care of military families—who have been asked to endure so much for so long, with far too little support. No military
family should struggle to pay their bills, put food on the table, or access health care, quality housing,
child care, or the workforce. We will ensure pay and compensation keep pace with the current economy. We will also increase time between deployments, improve educational outcomes for military
children, and invest in career training, education, and entrepreneurship programs for military
spouses, who face an unemployment rate twice the national average. We will expand tax credits to
help family caregivers of our veterans, and ensure they receive the support they need from the VA
and Department of Defense. And we will support efforts across the country to help veterans and military families thrive, enrich, and strengthen their communities and our nation.
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CIVIL-MILITARY RELATIONS

Democrats believe that healthy civil-military relations are essential to our democracy and to the
strength and effectiveness of our military. We will end the Trump Administration’s politicization of
the armed forces and distortion of civilian and military roles in decision-making. We will reinstate
national security policymaking processes that advance competent civilian control and appropriately
incorporate military advice—not issue commands by tweet. We will safeguard the independence of
the military justice system—not pardon war criminals.
Democrats will hold regular press briefings to explain the legal and policy justifications for military
operations, because transparency and open debate with Congress and the American public are necessary for democratic accountability. Democrats will never use active duty soldiers as political props,
and we will never send military forces to suppress Americans exercising their constitutional rights.

MOBILIZING THE WORLD TO ADDRESS TRANSNATIONAL CHALLENGES
GLOBAL HEALTH AND PANDEMICS

The human and economic toll of the COVID-19 pandemic underscores the urgency of strengthening
the global public health system—and the consequences of America’s disengagement from the world.
The Trump Administration was warned about the clear and present danger of a global pandemic.
The Administration not only ignored the threat but dismantled our early warning and response
mechanisms and failed to act when the pandemic began. We owe it to all those whose lives have been
shattered by this disease to learn from that fatal mistake.
Democrats will take overdue steps to ensure our government is not caught off guard by public health
threats, at home or abroad. We will revitalize and expand the Obama-Biden Administration’s Global
Health Security Agenda, and we will immediately restore the White House National Security Council
Directorate for Global Health Security and Biodefense.
Democrats will also mobilize allies, partners, and international institutions to develop a more robust and effective global public health system. We will work to help the United Nations improve its
facilitation efforts in public health crises, and we will establish a Global Health Emergency Board to
harmonize crisis response for vulnerable communities.
Rather than undercutting the WHO and undermining its work on the frontlines of global pandemic
response, Democrats will ensure the United States remains its leading funder and technical partner.
Democrats will fully resource the WHO, especially its Contingency Fund for Emergencies, while supporting fundamental reforms and mechanisms to enhance accountability and protect experts from
political pressure. We support the development of a vaccine accelerator to ensure rapid, equitable,
and affordable global access to vaccines, therapeutics, and supplies.
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Democrats know that effective global health policy saves lives at home and around the world.
Beyond its immediate damage, the COVID-19 pandemic has badly disrupted routine, life-saving
vaccinations, putting 80 million children around the world at greater risk of dying from preventable
diseases. We will reaffirm our commitment to the President’s Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief and
help realize the promise of an AIDS-free generation. And we will help the world eradicate tuberculosis, malaria, and polio, as well as preventable maternal and childhood deaths.
CLIMATE CHANGE

Democrats recognize that the United States does not stand alone in the fight against climate change
and global environmental degradation. We will fully integrate climate change into our foreign policy
and national security strategies, and we will restore U.S. global climate leadership.
Democrats will immediately rejoin the Paris Climate Agreement, commit the United States to doing
its fair share and lead the world in the effort to keep global warming to 1.5 degrees Celsius, and
convene a world summit aimed at new and more ambitious global targets to reduce greenhouse gas
pollution. We will revive and expand climate-related foreign assistance including by recommitting
to the Green Climate Fund. We will protect our oceans—vital buffers against the impacts of climate
change—through fisheries management programs and additional designations of marine protected areas. We will seek collaborative, science-based approaches to be good stewards of the rapidly
changing Arctic region, while protecting our strategic interests.
We will work to ratify the Kigali Amendment to the Montreal Protocol and move expeditiously to
phase out super-polluting hydrofluorocarbons in the United States. We will restore funding to the
Global Environment Facility and the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, to support critical
climate science research around the world. We will support the protection of species and wildlife
habitats around the world, including by advancing the goals of the United Nations Framework Convention on Biological Diversity, and encourage other countries to join us in conserving 30 percent of
the planet by 2030.
Democrats will also work with world leaders to catalyze increased global investments in clean
energy solutions and climate resilience, including to help low-income countries move along a more
sustainable development path. We will promote climate accountability and mobilize a united front to
keep states like China from outsourcing pollution to other countries.
Democrats believe that executing a strategy of bold climate leadership will require sustained focus
and increased expertise across our foreign policy institutions. We will incorporate climate issues
as key priorities at the Department of State, the Department of Defense, and in the Intelligence
Community. And we will ensure that America’s service missions abroad, including those executed
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tion, safeguarding Indigenous peoples and vulnerable populations from climate impacts, and guaranteeing a more sustainable planet for all.
TECHNOLOGY

Democrats believe that American diplomatic leadership is critical to maximizing the benefits of
technological innovation while minimizing its risks and dislocations. We have a stake in bridging
the gap between the pace of innovation and the development of rules of the road governing the most
consequential domains of technology, from cyberspace to artificial intelligence to synthetic biology.
Democrats will avoid a race to the bottom, where countries hostile to democratic values shape our
future. Instead, we will mobilize public and private actors to ensure that new products and new discoveries are bound by law, ethics, and civil liberties protections that enable democratic societies to
thrive and prosperity to be shared broadly.
We will recommit the United States to the principles of an open internet, including net neutrality, and vigorously oppose efforts to digitally silo off countries and populations from the rest of the
world. Democrats believe that algorithms and platforms should empower people instead of the surveillance state. We expect technology companies and social media platforms to take responsibility
and do more to preserve the openness of democratic societies and identify foreign disinformation,
especially including paid efforts to influence American elections through advertising or coordinated inauthentic behavior, and we will take steps to prevent the use of new technologies to facilitate
repression, spread hate, or incite violence.
Democrats recognize that the security of data is only becoming more vital across all threads of
technological progress. That’s why we will work with our allies and partners to develop secure 5G
networks and address threats in cyberspace. Democrats will maintain American capabilities that
can deter cyber threats, and we will work with other countries—and the private sector—to protect
individuals’ data and defend critical infrastructure, including the global financial system.
We will also work to make sure that the revolution in biotechnology remains a force for global good.
We will promote international efforts to responsibly and ethically manage research in areas like
gene editing. We will sustain and improve international collaboration and data-sharing. And we will
ensure equitable access to medical treatments and vaccines generated by new biotech discoveries.
Democrats will partner with other countries and private companies to build up capacity and implement appropriate safety standards for any work that involves dangerous pathogens, and we remain
staunchly committed to the international prohibition on the development or use of biological weapons.
NONPROLIFERATION

Democrats believe the United States has a moral responsibility and national security imperative to
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prevent the spread of nuclear, chemical, and biological weapons, and eventually secure their elimination. Over the past four years, the Trump Administration has done precisely the opposite. Its
brash nuclear threats, ill-considered withdrawals from critical arms control treaties and nuclear
agreements, and reckless embrace of a new arms race have made the United States, and the world,
less safe. Thanks to President Trump’s abdication of leadership, the nuclear dangers that Americans
face are greater than they have been in decades.
Democrats reject a return to an old era of grave nuclear dangers.
Democrats believe that the sole purpose of our nuclear arsenal should be to deter—and, if necessary,
retaliate against—a nuclear attack, and we will work to put that belief into practice, in consultation
with our allies and military. We will work to maintain a strong, credible deterrent while reducing our
overreliance and excessive expenditure on nuclear weapons. The Trump Administration’s proposal
to build new nuclear weapons is unnecessary, wasteful, and indefensible.
Democrats commit to strengthening the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons, maintaining the moratorium on explosive nuclear weapons testing, pushing for the ratification of the UN
Arms Trade Treaty and Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty, and extending New START. Just as was the
case during the height of the Cold War, it’s in our interest to work with Russia to verifiably limit and
reduce our nuclear stockpiles. We will build on this foundation to negotiate arms control agreements
that reflect the emergence of new players like China, capture new technologies, and move the world
back from the nuclear precipice.
TERRORISM

So long as violent extremists continue to plot attacks on our homeland and our interests, Democrats
will maintain a vigilant focus on counterterrorism.
Democrats recognize that the threat landscape has evolved dramatically since September 11. Our
counterterrorism priorities, strategies, footprint, and tools should shift accordingly, including to
respond to the growing threat from white supremacist and other right-wing terrorist groups
Democrats will sustain the global effort to defeat ISIS, al-Qaeda, and their affiliates. We will ensure
that the world is equally committed to the difficult task that follows military success: dealing with
the underlying conditions that allowed violent extremism to flourish in the first place. We will work
with our partners to prioritize diplomatic, law enforcement, and intelligence tools, to reinforce our
objectives instead of distorting them.
Democrats believe that our rhetoric, policies, and tactics—and those of our counterterrorism partners—should never serve as terrorist recruiting tools. We will always work to avoid civilian casualties, and we will not weaponize counterterrorism for anti-immigrant purposes. We will reject the
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targeting of Muslim, Arab, and other racial and ethnic communities based on their faith and backgrounds at home and abroad. We will close the detention center at Guantanamo Bay, enhance transparency, oversight, and accountability in counterterrorism programs and operations, and safeguard
civil liberties and the rule of law.
DEMOCRACY AND HUMAN RIGHTS

Around the world, democracy and human rights are under greater assault than they have been in a
generation. Under President Trump, the United States has too often been part of the assault and too
rarely engaged in the defense and promotion of universal values. Democrats believe that the fight for
universal values should start at home, but it can’t end there. Global democratic backsliding and the
erosion of human rights put our interests and values at risk. That’s why the reinvention of American
leadership demands we put democratic values at the core of our foreign policy, with renewed strategies and tools for a new era.
Democrats will make gender equality a key foreign policy priority and work to achieve gender parity
across our national security team. We will implement the Women, Peace, and Security Act because
advancing gender equality enhances stability and economic prosperity around the world. Along
with our diplomatic partners, we will incorporate more women into peace processes—where their
participation can improve the odds of a peace agreement holding—and ensure women’s leadership
in peace and security processes globally. Democrats will lead international efforts to address the
scourge of gender-based violence, and we will work to ratify the Convention on the Elimination of
All Forms of Discrimination Against Women. We will push for greater participation by women in the
global workforce, which studies show can boost global GDP by 25 percent.
Democrats will always protect sexual and reproductive health and rights. We believe that comprehensive health services, including access to reproductive care and abortion services, are vital to the
empowerment of women and girls. We will support the repeal of the global gag rule (also known as
the Mexico City Policy) and measures like the Helms Amendment, which limit safe access to abortion. We will also restore and expand American contributions to the United Nations Population Fund
to help guarantee access to health care for women and children around the world and eliminate
child, early, and forced marriage.
Democrats will advance the ability of all persons to live with dignity, security, and respect, regardless of who they are or who they love. We will restore the United States’ position of leadership on
LGBTQ+ issues by passing the GLOBE Act and appointing senior leaders directly responsible for
driving and coordinating LGBTQ+ issues at the State Department, USAID, and the National Security
Council. We will ensure that our immigration policies account for the needs of LGBTQ+ refugees and
asylum seekers, and that we use the full slate of human rights promotion and accountability tools to
defend the universal rights of LGBTQ+ people. We will amplify the voices of LGBTQ+ persons around
the world and counter violence and discrimination against LGBTQ+ persons wherever it appears.
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Democrats will stand up for and support civil society around the world. Crackdowns on civic space
in recent years have undermined democracy, the rule of law, and the vibrancy and health of societies. As autocrats leverage technology and employ arbitrary legal measures to shrink civic space, the
United States should lead the world in adapting and bolstering support for civic activism.
Democrats believe that the United States should defend freedom of the press. Independent media
is not the enemy of the people, but the guardian of democracy. We will push back against erosion
of press freedom wherever it occurs and in whatever form—whether through direct intimidation
of, and violence against, journalists or legal, regulatory, and financial pressures that smother free
speech.
We will fight human trafficking and strive to end the practice of modern-day slavery around the
world. We will aggressively leverage U.S. law enforcement and strengthen diplomatic efforts to
combat forced labor and commercial sexual exploitation. And we will increase visas for victims of
human trafficking at a time when mass migration has affected so many vulnerable communities.
Democrats believe that improving labor standards around the world protects human rights and promotes broad-based prosperity. We will ensure that America’s diplomatic and trade agreements include enforcement provisions for workers’ rights, and we will fight to end the evils of poverty-wage,
child, and slave labor. We believe that American workers should not be undercut by foreign competition that relies on the abuse of workers, and we will support the rights of unions and workers abroad
to organize, including International Labor Organization Conventions supporting freedom of association and collective bargaining.
Democrats believe that America should be a world leader when it comes to disability rights. We will
work to ratify the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, and we will appoint a Special Envoy for International Disability Rights. Across American diplomatic and development efforts,
we will ensure that programs are disability-inclusive, and we will encourage partner countries and
international organizations to address the needs of persons with disabilities.
Democrats believe that freedom of religion and the right to believe—or not to
believe—are fundamental human rights. We will never use protection of that right as a cover for
discrimination. We reject the politicization of religious freedom in American foreign policy, and we
condemn atrocities against religious minorities around the world—from ISIS’ genocide of Christians and Yezidis, to China’s mass internment of Uyghurs and other ethnic minorities, to Burma’s
persecution of the Rohingya, to attacks on religious minorities in Northeast Syria.
Democrats believe that the United States should serve as a model for countries around the world
when it comes to safeguarding and promoting the rights of Indigenous peoples. We will reaffirm the
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tions Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. Consistent with the Declaration, the United
States should urge the United Nations and the Organization of American States to create mechanisms that include the formal participation of Tribal nations.
Democrats will work to secure a better future for younger generations. Roughly 40 percent of the
world’s population is under 25, and the proportion of young people is even higher in the developing
world. Democrats will ensure that our policies, and those of our partners and development institutions, work to increase economic opportunities, expand education, and improve health care for
young people around the world. And we will pay special attention to protecting the rights of youth
and nurturing young leaders from vulnerable or underrepresented communities.
Democrats believe that the United States has an urgent, moral obligation and strategic interest to
help alleviate suffering around the globe. Entrenched conflicts and unprecedented levels of forced
migration have pushed the world into an acute humanitarian crisis that spills across borders. This
year, almost 170 million people are going to need humanitarian assistance. By 2022 that figure could
top 200 million, and need is poised to continue outstripping growth in humanitarian funding and
capacity. Democrats will reassert America’s humanitarian example and leadership. We will contribute not just more aid, but better aid. The United States ought to drive the international community
in providing more strategic, coordinated, proactive, predictable, and cost-effective funding—and in
implementing programs that both reflect the realities of today’s increasingly complex and protracted humanitarian emergencies, and deliver on the health, education, and protection needs of populations devastated by conflict and displacement.
In the midst of the worst forced displacement crisis since WWII, the Trump Administration
launched a campaign to undermine the global system that provides crucial assistance to refugees
and the countries that give them safe harbor.
Democrats will end the Trump Administration’s shameful efforts to close doors to the world’s most
vulnerable. We will reverse discriminatory bans and policies that deny protection to groups based
on their religion, gender, sexual orientation, or gender identity. We will significantly raise the annual
global refugee admissions target, and work with Congress to create a minimum annual number for
refugee admissions, while expanding and identifying new pathways for refugees to seek safe havens.
Admitting refugees is not only the right thing to do—it’s the smart thing to do. Bringing in those
seeking a better life helps preserve the stability of America’s partners abroad, strengthens our hand
in getting other countries to uphold their obligations, grows our own economy, and enriches our
society.
Democrats believe that torture is immoral and ineffective. President Trump’s fondness for torture
and other war crimes only gives fodder to America’s enemies. Democrats will immediately reaffirm
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the Obama-Biden Administration’s ban on torture and commit to upholding American values at
home and abroad. We will condemn the mistreatment of imprisoned individuals wherever it occurs,
and we will hold to account those who perpetrate human rights abuses.

ADVANCING AMERICAN INTERESTS
GLOBAL ECONOMY AND TRADE

Democrats will fight for every American job and will make sure American workers have a fair shot
in the global economy.
For too long, the global trading system has failed to keep its promises to American workers. Too
many corporations have rushed to outsource jobs, and too many countries have reneged on commitments to be honest and transparent partners.
We will not negotiate any new trade deals before first investing in American competitiveness at
home. We will aggressively enforce existing trade laws and agreements. And we will insist on strong
and enforceable standards for labor, human rights, and the environment in any future trade agreements, so that they build the American middle class, create jobs, raise wages, and strengthen our
communities. We will use all tools at our disposal to take action against countries that steal American intellectual property or manipulate their currencies to get an unfair advantage in international
markets.
Democrats believe that if the United States does not work with its allies and partners to shape the
terms of global trade, China will shape them for us—and American working families and the middle
class will pay the price. That’s why we will work with our allies to mobilize more than half the world’s
economy to stand up to China and negotiate from the strongest possible position.
Democrats believe that fighting for American workers also means pushing back against global
corruption, and we will make anti-corruption a priority in our foreign policy. The Trump Administration’s own shady dealings and its enthusiasm for authoritarianism abroad have only emboldened
the world’s autocrats and kleptocrats. Democrats will implement new transparency measures aimed
at preventing illicit money from flowing through the American financial system, including a ban on
anonymous shell companies, expansions of anti-money laundering requirements, disclosure of beneficial ownership, and greater oversight of cross-border transactions. We will combat bribery abroad
by expanding on the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, and we will deploy the full range of America’s
diplomatic and economic tools to target kleptocrats—including targeted sanctions and visa bans.
When used strategically—as one of the tools employed, alongside our allies, to achieve clear policy
objectives—financial and economic sanctions are an effective way to advance many core U.S. national security objectives. But when misused and overused, sanctions not only undermine our interests,
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they threaten one of the United States’ greatest strategic assets: the importance of the American
financial system. Democrats will guard against the improper application of economic and financial
sanctions that incentivize foreign businesses to bypass our financial system, corrode the power and
potential of sanctions, undercut the potential of our diplomacy, hurt our economy, and threaten the
key role of the U.S. dollar as the world’s reserve currency.
AFRICA

Democrats will revitalize our partnerships across Africa to unleash enormous potential for growth
and innovation and address together challenges and stresses across the continent. Africa is home to
some of the world’s fastest growing economies. Its population will roughly double to more than two
billion by the middle of this century, and Nigeria is projected to have the third largest population in
the world. American diplomacy can play a critical role in helping ensure that the region’s vulnerabilities to climate change and pandemic disease—and persistent challenges of regional conflict,
illicit financial flows, poor governance, and food, water, and health insecurity—do not overwhelm its
enormous opportunities.
At a moment when U.S.-Africa ties are increasingly important to our interests and our economy, and
when our friends and rivals are investing more resources and diplomatic attention across the continent, the Trump Administration has treated Africa and its people with neglect and contempt. We
will repair our relationships with African partners and publics, renewing our commitment to fight
for democracy and human rights; advance peace and security; bolster economic growth and public
health; and promote clean energy, sustainable agriculture, environmental protection, and decent
work for all with special regard for youth and women. Democrats will recommit to the Obama-Biden
Administration’s National Strategy for Combating Wildlife Trafficking and ban importation into
the United States of hunting trophies from Africa’s iconic and endangered big cats. Democrats will
seize opportunities to strengthen fragile political transitions in Sudan and Ethiopia while deepening relations with key partners. We will not shirk from our longstanding pledge to assist countries
in Central Africa, the Sahel, and the Horn of Africa to counter extremism and address root causes
of insecurity. We will support the implementation of the African Union’s African Continental Free
Trade Agreement and its Agenda 2063 and promote a multi-faceted economic engagement focused
on increasing two-way and regional trade, promoting investment and partnership in key industries. And we will assist in Africa’s recovery from the COVID-19 pandemic while expanding efforts to
improve the resiliency of health systems across the continent. Moreover, we will stand in solidarity
with our African counterparts against structural racism in the United States and abroad, and commit to elevate African voices in multilateral forums to solve the world’s most pressing problems.
AMERICAS

Democrats believe the Western Hemisphere is America’s strategic home base—a region bound together by common values, history, and vision of a more prosperous, democratic, and secure future.
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When the United States hosts the region’s leaders at next year’s Summit of the Americas—the first
to be held here since the 1994 inaugural meeting in Miami—we will turn the page on the Trump
Administration’s denigration and extortion of our neighbors, and we will chart a new era of cooperation based on partnership and shared responsibility for the region we all call home.
Democrats will reaffirm the importance of North America to U.S. global economic competitiveness.
We will ensure the USMCA lives up to its commitment to create prosperity for American workers,
and we will strictly enforce compliance with its labor and environmental provisions. We will reinvigorate and build upon the North American Plan for Animal and Pandemic Influenza launched
under the Obama-Biden Administration and work with our partners to recover from the COVID-19
pandemic, which has caused the biggest economic decline in history across Latin America and the
Caribbean.
Rather than coerce our neighbors into supporting cruel migration policies, we will work with our
regional and international partners to address the root causes of migration—violence and insecurity, weak rule of law, lack of educational and economic opportunity, pervasive corruption, and environmental degradation. Rather than encourage climate denial and environmental devastation, we
will rally the world to protect the Amazon from deforestation, protect Indigenous peoples, and help
vulnerable nations in the Caribbean and Central America adapt to the impacts of climate change.
And rather than imitate populist demagogues, we will link arms with our neighbors to realize our
shared aspirations for the region’s future.
We will reject President Trump’s failed Venezuela policy, which has only served to entrench Nicolás
Maduro’s dictatorial regime and exacerbate a human rights and humanitarian crisis. To rise to the
occasion of the world’s worst refugee crisis and worst humanitarian crisis outside a warzone in
decades, the United States will mobilize its partners across the region and around the world to meet
the urgent needs of the people of Venezuela, and grant Temporary Protected Status to Venezuelans
in the United States. Democrats believe that the best opportunity to rescue Venezuela’s democracy is
through smart pressure and effective diplomacy, not empty, bellicose threats untethered to realistic
policy goals and motivated by domestic partisan objectives.
Democrats will also move swiftly to reverse Trump Administration policies that have undermined
U.S. national interests and harmed the Cuban people and their families in the United States, including its efforts to curtail travel and remittances. Rather than strengthening the regime, we will
promote human rights and people-to-people exchanges, and empower the Cuban people to write
their own future.
ASIA-PACIFIC

As a Pacific power, the United States should work closely with its allies and partners to advance our
shared prosperity, security, and values—and shape the unfolding Pacific Century.
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Democrats’ approach to China will be guided by America’s national interests and the interests of our
allies, and draw on the sources of American strength—the openness of our society, the dynamism of
our economy, and the power of our alliances to shape and enforce international norms that reflect
our values. Undermining those strengths will not make us “tough on China.” It would be a gift to the
Chinese Communist Party.
Democrats will be clear, strong, and consistent in pushing back where we have profound economic,
security, and human rights concerns about the actions of China’s government.
Democrats will protect the American worker from unfair trade practices by the Chinese government, including currency manipulation and benefiting from a misaligned exchange rate with the
dollar, illegal subsidies, and theft of intellectual property. We will rally friends and allies across
the world to push back against China or any other country’s attempts to undermine international
norms.
Democrats believe the China challenge is not primarily a military one, but we will deter and respond
to aggression. We will underscore our global commitment to freedom of navigation and resist the
Chinese military’s intimidation in the South China Sea. Democrats are committed to the Taiwan
Relations Act and will continue to support a peaceful resolution of cross-strait issues consistent with
the wishes and best interests of the people of Taiwan.
Rather than stand with President Xi Jinping as he cracks down on Hong Kong’s autonomy, Democrats will stand for the democratic rights of its citizens. We will fully enforce the Hong Kong Human
Rights and Democracy Act, including by sanctioning officials, financial institutions, companies,
and individuals responsible for undercutting Hong Kong’s autonomy. And we will bring the world
together to condemn the internment of more than one million Uyghurs and other ethnic minorities
in concentration camps in China, using the tools provided by the Uyghur Human Rights Policy Act.
Democrats will pursue this strategy without resorting to self-defeating, unilateral tariff wars or falling into the trap of a new Cold War. Those mistakes would only serve to exaggerate China’s weight,
over-militarize our policy, and hurt American workers.
America must approach our relationship with China with confidence—the confidence to lead international efforts to push back on malign behavior while also pursuing cooperation on issues of
mutual interest like climate change and nonproliferation and ensuring that the U.S.-China rivalry
does not put global stability at risk.
Rather than denigrate our partners and encourage tensions between our allies, the United States
will work to strengthen ties with and between our key allies in the region, including Japan, South
Korea, and Australia, and we will work to ensure that our alliances with Thailand and the Philip2020 Democratic Party Platform | 135
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pines live up to the values that our peoples share.
Together with our allies—and through diplomacy with North Korea — we will constrain and contain the threat posed by North Korea’s nuclear program and its regional belligerence. We will build
a sustained, coordinated diplomatic campaign to advance the longer-term goal of denuclearization.
And we will not forget the people of North Korea—Democrats will support humanitarian aid and
pressure the regime to cease its gross human rights abuses.
We will reinvigorate our commitment to robust engagement with regional multilateral institutions
like the Association of Southeast Asian Nations, which will help us promote the rule of law and
sustainable, inclusive economic growth on both sides of the Pacific. And we will continue to invest in
our strategic partnership with India—the world’s largest democracy, a nation of great diversity, and
a growing Asia-Pacific power.
EUROPE

In the 30 years since the fall of the Berlin wall, the United States and Europe have strived to build a
transatlantic community of free and democratic societies that works together to bring peace, prosperity, and dignity to all our citizens. The Trump Administration has put that dream in grave danger.
Donald Trump either does not know or has forgotten who America’s friends are. He sees Europe as a
foe—not a friend—of the United States. He sees Vladimir Putin’s Russia as a strategic partner—not
a strategic rival. He sees anti-European Union, far-right nationalists as political allies—not destructive antagonists.
Democrats, on the other hand, believe a united, democratic, and prosperous Europe is vital to the
United States. We believe the transatlantic alliance is the ballast of our global influence. Ours is the
largest economic relationship in the world, making up nearly half of global GDP. NATO is the world’s
most formidable military alliance. And together, we stand as champions of universal rights and
freedoms around the world. Transatlantic cooperation is crucial to addressing almost every global
challenge we face.
Democrats will reinvigorate the transatlantic partnership to repair the damage of the Trump era and
preempt the risks of broader structural divergence between the U.S. and Europe. We will work together with individual European countries and the European Union to counter threats to our democracies and enhance shared resilience against corruption and kleptocracy. We will support greater
European integration, stronger defense capabilities, and greater energy security. We will enhance
our coordination and joint standard setting on technology, trade, and investment, and we will work
to boost our post-COVID-19 economic recovery and reduce inequality.
Democrats will join our European partners in standing up to a revanchist Russia. We will not allow
Moscow to interfere in our democracies or chip away at our resolve. We will reaffirm America’s
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commitment to NATO and defending our allies. We will maintain transatlantic support for Ukraine’s
reform efforts and its territorial integrity. Democrats will lower regional—and global—threats by
reinforcing nuclear arms control.
We believe Europe is our natural partner in managing areas of competition with China and will
work to establish common priorities, strategies, and tools. And just as we came together to stand up
to communism and respond to global terrorism, we will come together with Europe to confront the
existential challenge of climate change.
MIDDLE EAST

Turning the page on two decades of large-scale military deployments and open-ended wars in the
Middle East does not mean the United States will abandon a region where we and our partners still
have enduring interests. Democrats believe it’s past time, however, to rebalance our tools, engagement, and relationships in the Middle East away from military intervention—leading with pragmatic diplomacy to lay the groundwork for a more peaceful, stable, and free region.
Democrats will call off the Trump Administration’s race to war with Iran and prioritize nuclear
diplomacy, de-escalation, and regional dialogue. Democrats believe the United States should not
impose regime change on other countries and reject that as the goal of U.S. policy toward Iran. We
believe the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) remains the best means to verifiably cut off
all of Iran’s pathways to a nuclear bomb. The Trump Administration’s unilateral withdrawal from the
JCPOA isolated us from our allies and opened the door for Iran to resume its march toward a nuclear
weapons capacity that the JCPOA had stopped. That’s why returning to mutual compliance with the
agreement is so urgent. The nuclear deal was always meant to be the beginning, not the end, of our
diplomacy with Iran. Democrats support a comprehensive diplomatic effort to extend constraints on
Iran’s nuclear program and address Iran’s other threatening activities, including its regional aggression, ballistic missile program, and domestic repression.
Democrats also believe we need to reset our relations with our Gulf partners to better advance our
interests and values. The United States has an interest in helping our partners contend with legitimate security threats; we will support their political and economic modernization and encourage
efforts to reduce regional tensions. But we have no interest in continuing the blank-check era of the
Trump Administration, or indulging authoritarian impulses, internal rivalries, catastrophic proxy
wars, or efforts to roll back political openings across the region.
Effective relations with the Gulf will help us reconnect Iraq to its neighbors and protect the country’s stability, security, and sovereignty. Democrats support a small, finite, and focused military
presence to train our Iraqi partners so they can ensure the lasting defeat of ISIS. We also support
keeping up the offensive against ISIS in Syria to prevent it from regaining a foothold, and will stand
by Kurdish and other critical partners in that fight. We will work to repatriate foreign fighter detain2020 Democratic Party Platform | 137
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ees, and reinvigorate diplomacy to protect the humanitarian needs and human and civil rights of all
Syrians and find a political resolution for this horrific war. Democrats are deeply concerned by the
deepening crisis in Lebanon and are committed to work with the Lebanese people to promote political and economic reform, financial stability, and security.
Democrats believe a strong, secure, and democratic Israel is vital to the interests of the United
States. Our commitment to Israel’s security, its qualitative military edge, its right to defend itself,
and the 2016 Memorandum of Understanding is ironclad.
Democrats recognize the worth of every Israeli and every Palestinian. That’s why we will work to
help bring to an end a conflict that has brought so much pain to so many. We support a negotiated
two-state solution that ensures Israel’s future as a Jewish and democratic state with recognized
borders and upholds the right of Palestinians to live in freedom and security in a viable state of their
own.
Democrats oppose any unilateral steps by either side—including annexation—that undermine
prospects for two states. Democrats will continue to stand against incitement and terror. We oppose
settlement expansion. We believe that while Jerusalem is a matter for final status negotiations, it
should remain the capital of Israel, an undivided city accessible to people of all faiths. Democrats
will restore U.S.-Palestinian diplomatic ties and critical assistance to the Palestinian people in the
West Bank and Gaza, consistent with U.S. law. We oppose any effort to unfairly single out and delegitimize Israel, including at the United Nations or through the Boycott, Divestment, and Sanctions
Movement, while protecting the Constitutional right of our citizens to free speech.
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